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Utilizing the methodology of Conversation Analysis (CA), this study examines teaching 
moments observed in free conversations by pairs of Japanese and American friends.  CA‟s 
detailed turn-by-turn analysis reveals that teaching of vocabulary, idioms, and culture occurs 
when native speakers orient to the non-nativeness of the other speakers.  Native speakers of 
English recurrently produce “in America” and activate the other speakers‟ non-native 
membership categorization, which occurs abruptly in a sequence with a restart.  There is no clear 
evidence why native speakers orient to it at a particular moment of the development of the 
sequence since prior sequences do not indicate that non-native speakers do not understand the 
introduced vocabulary, idioms or culture.  In spite of the overt activation of the non-native 
membership categorization, native speakers construct the turns in a manner that they align 
themselves with non-native speakers by choosing the expressions such as “they say,” “they call” 
or “it‟s called” instead of “we say” or “we call” in referring to what Americans say.  This turn 
design of the use of the pronoun “they” and the passive construction may be due to the informal 
settings of the meetings; i.e., native speakers may be refraining from teaching plainly by taking a 
presumed role of an American, a native speaker, or a teacher in official teaching contexts such as 
classrooms or tutorials, but rather acting as in-group friends who share the same category.   
Secondly, data analysis from an emic perspective shows that teaching is trigged when 
responding to “oh/ah really” produced by non-native speakers; native speakers further inform or 
give accounts for personal stances which express their evaluations, opinions, perspectives, and 
assessments, including their understanding of other people‟s points of view.  In subsequent 
sequences after “oh/ah really,” by bringing up the geographical location “America” and using 
collective pronouns such as “they” or “everyone,” native speakers generalize the actions as a 
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routine habit among Americans where rich cultural information is shared.  In addition, native 
speakers explain a public system or provide definitions of words.  These turn components make 
the turns specifically designed for non-native speakers and demonstrate native speakers‟ 
orientation to the non-nativeness of the other speakers.   
Lastly, teaching moments of Japanese grammar are examined.  A native speaker of 
Japanese deploys joint utterance construction (Hayashi, 2003a) by which post-positional items 
are latched to another speaker‟s on-going utterances to direct the subsequent interaction.  The 
native speaker utilizes joint utterance construction possibly in order to make further corrections 
in the non-native speaker‟s statements.  However, the non-native speaker does not yield turns 
and repeats grammar mistakes.  The data show the non-native speaker‟s potential cultural 
misunderstanding due to a lack of understanding in pragmatic connotations of its practice.   
This study contributes to the fields of Second Language Acquisition (SLA) by analyzing 
the social interactional practices in free conversations by pairs of a native and non-native speaker 
and documenting the moment-by-moment development of teaching moments observed.  It also 
supports the application of CA in SLA studies and highlights the importance of incorporating 
CA-based materials in language classrooms to promote interactional competence among 
language learners.   
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Oftentimes non-native speakers of English are encouraged to talk with native speakers 
outside the classroom to improve their English.  This is based on the assumption that somehow 
practice with native speakers helps non-native speakers learn English.  However, exactly how 
free conversations with native speakers outside the classroom context are helping them improve 
their English, when teaching and learning take place, why native speakers start teaching non-
native speakers, and what non-native speakers are actually learning through interactions with 
native speakers have not been clearly demonstrated.  Using Conversation Analysis (CA) as 
methodology, this study examines in detail teaching moments which were observed in free 
conversations between Japanese and American friends outside the classroom.  This research 
looks into how teaching is triggered by native speakers and leads to learning of English 
expressions and American culture by non-native speakers.  The data show that teaching, and 
presumably learning, takes place, when non-native speakers signal trouble in hearing or 
understanding or when there is a breakdown in communication, thus, negotiation takes place as 
current SLA claims.  However, the data also show that teaching and presumably learning take 
place when native speakers orient to the non-nativeness of the other speaker and start explaining 
English expressions or American culture.  The data further demonstrate that teaching takes place 
when non-native speakers produce “oh really” in response to native speakers‟ informing, which 
functions to encourage native speakers to continue their informing.  Lastly, I will discuss native 
speaker‟s teaching practices observed in a conversation in an informal setting.  This study will be 
of particular interest in the field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA) and English as a Second 
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Language (ESL) in that this study demonstrates in fine detail how native speakers orient to the 
non-nativeness of the other speaker and start teaching English expressions or American culture, 
whereas in current SLA, non-nativeness is presumed.  In addition, this study reemphasizes the 
importance of teaching pragmatics in language classrooms, especially by utilizing CA-informed 
authentic materials.  
This dissertation starts with an introduction where the objectives and the significance of the 
study are discussed.  In Chapter 2, previous research in SLA, which utilizes CA methodology, is 
summarized.  In Chapter 3, the procedure of this research is described.  The basic tenets of CA as 
methodology are also explained.  In Chapter 4, native speakers‟ orientation to the non-nativeness of 
the other speaker which triggers teaching moments is examined.  In Chapter 5, “oh/ah really” 
sequences which solicit more informings are analyzed.  In Chapter 6, a Japanese native speaker‟s 
teaching practices are discussed.  And finally, the last chapter is a conclusion summarizing the 
findings and discussing their importance as well as avenues for future research.  
Interaction Hypothesis 
SLA Researchers work within various methodological frameworks, i.e., generative 
accounts of SLA, connectionism, interactionist approaches, etc.  Within the interactionist 
approach, research has been done to demonstrate how native/non-native interactions, particularly 
upon the modification of input by the native speaker, can enhance learning.  Hatch (1978) 
observes that simplified syntax often characterizes foreigner talk, i.e., language directed toward 
non-native speakers.  She observes that native speakers modify their utterances in order for the 
non-native speakers to comprehend them better.  Hatch (1978) observes that often times WH 
questions can be modified either as yes/no questions or as choice questions and that the model 
answers immediately following the questions provided by native speakers.  Long (1983) further 
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argues that modifications in the interactional structures of conversation produced by the native 
speakers are in fact more extensive and consistent than those in vocabulary and syntax.  
Modifications in the interactional structures of conversation, such as confirmation checks, 
comprehension checks, or clarification checks are common strategies which native speakers use 
to avoid and solve communication trouble (e.g., Porter, 1986; Pica, 1987).  Moreover, it is 
widely assumed that learning will not take place unless the input is comprehensible (e.g., 
Krashen, 1980, 1985; Ellis, 1981, 1995; Carroll, 1995).  Long (1983) claims that input can be 
made comprehensible not only through speech modifications but also through modifications in 
the interactional structures of conversation, which promotes language learning.   
Negotiation of meaning (e.g., Long, 1996; Pica, 1994; Varonis & Gass, 1985) is also 
considered useful in second language (L2) learning.  Negotiation refers to communication used 
to resolve troubles in communication, when a free exchange of information is temporarily on 
hold (Gass, 1997).  Gass (1997) argues that communication problems trigger negotiation, which 
leads to the indication of and the response to the inappropriate form(s) used by non-native 
speakers, which can then be corrected.  Gass and Selinker (2001) assert that non-native speakers 
pay selective attention to negative evidence (i.e., direct/indirect information about what is 
ungrammatical) in interactive negotiations, referring to the information indicating the 
discrepancy between the incorrect forms produced by non-native speakers and the appropriate 
forms of the target language.  Gass and Selinker (2001) claim that not only positive evidence (i.e., 
correct forms of the target language) but negative evidence is also necessary in L2-learning.  
Negotiation becomes a means to notice negative evidence, which leads to modifications in 
inappropriate forms.  Swain (1985) claims that conversation is not only a medium to practice 
what is already known, but also a basis for learning.  Learning takes place through active 
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involvement in interactions.  Swain (1995) discusses three functions of output: 1. the 
noticing/triggering function, 2. the hypothesis-testing function, and 3. the metalinguistic 
(reflective) function.    
I list one example of negotiation in my data, collected from a conversation between a 
native and non-native speaker of English.  The following data segment illustrates a 
comprehension check question in a question and answer sequence, which takes place between an 
American college student (Hannah) and a student at an English language school (Sunny) who are 
talking about how they both do not like broccoli and cauliflower. 
Figure 1.1. Broccoli 35:00. 
1      (6.5)((both eating)) 
2  H:  h:m= ((nodding)) 
3  S:  =do you like broccoli?   
       ((while pointing at H‟s broccoli with her spoon)) 
4      (0.2) 
5  H:  it‟s ok,=  
6  S:  =mh [h:m ]  ((nodding)) 
7  H:      [it‟s] like little trees. skinny:  
8  S:  huhuh 
9  H:  do you like broccoli? 
10 S:  h::m h:m I don‟t like (.) broccoli:,=  
11 H:  =hm [hm ] 
12 S:      [but] (.) I ate I ate (.) broccoli. 
13 H:  hm it‟s good for you.= 
14 S:  =yeah. 
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Figure 1.1 (cont.) 
15   (0.2) 
16 H:  do you like cauliflower? 
17   (0.2)  
18 S:  [(cauliflower)   ] 
19 H:[do you know what] cauliflower‟s? 
20   (0.2) ((S shakes her head)) 
21 H:  it‟s like a white broccoli. 
22 S:  A::h 
23   (0.2) 
24 H:  did you see it?= 
25 S:  =yeah= 
26 H:  =yeah. 
27 S:  u:[:h       ]  
28 H:    [it‟s called cauliflower] 
29 S:  cauliflower 
30     (0.5) 
31 S:  h:m 
32     (0.8) 
33 H:  you know um (.) when I was little,  
34     I used to hate vegetables. 
35 S:  hhm 
36 H:  absolutely hated it. but growing up,  
37     I like it now. 
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Figure 1.1 (cont.) 
38 S:  hm::= 
39 H:  =green onions, ok, no problem, I‟ll eat it=  
40 S:  =HH huhuhu 
41 H:  I used to hate it(h) when I was little 
42 S:  hm:: 
43 H:  I used to like candy an‟ (.) chocolate 
44    an‟ (.) all the bad stuff:= 
45 S:  =mh h:m, 
Here Sunny asks Hannah about her opinion about broccoli (line 3) and Hannah provides fairly 
non-committal answers (line 5).  After a short comment about broccoli from Hannah (line 7) 
followed by a brief laugh by Sunny (line 8), Hannah reciprocally asks Sunny about her opinion 
about broccoli (line 9).  Sunny responds with hesitation as “h::m h:m” and offers a negative 
opinion (line 10).  She does state, however, that she ate it (line 12) and then Hannah asserts that 
broccoli is good for Sunny (line 13).  Sunny then agrees with Hannah (line 14).  Hannah then 
proceeds to ask Sunny if she likes cauliflower (line 16).  After 0.2 seconds silence (line 17), 
Sunny repeats the word “cauliflower” (line 18), possibly indicating trouble in understanding the 
word.  This overlaps with Hannah‟s comprehension check question on the word “cauliflower” 
(line 19).  When the cauliflower question is produced in line 16, Sunny‟s answer is delayed with 
a silence, whereas to the question about broccoli in line 9, Sunny‟s answer was immediately 
produced.  According to preference organization (Pomerantz, 1984), the preferred action (i.e., 
answering positively here) is typically performed in a way which maximizes its occurrence, 
minimizing the gap between its initiation and the prior turn‟s completion, whereas the 
dispreferred action (i.e. answering negatively in this context) is typically performed in a way that 
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delays its occurrence with silence or hesitation.  In this interaction, the delay in Sunny‟s response 
led Hannah then to question her understanding of the word “cauliflower” and produce a 
comprehension check question.  Sunny then shakes her head in silence in response to the 
question and claims that she does not know the word (line 20).  Then Hannah describes what 
cauliflower looks like (line 21), and Sunny‟s response “A::h” claims that she understands what 
cauliflower is (line 22).  Aijmer (1987) observes that “ah” is an indication of a reaction to the 
information whose significance was elusive before.  Therefore, Sunny might indicate that even 
though she did not understand the word when Hannah produced it the first time, she claims that 
she now understands.  After the 0.2 seconds silence (line 23), Hannah further asks if Sunny 
actually found cauliflower in the dinner (line 24).  Sunny responds positively (line 25).   And 
although Sunny produces a turn preface “u::h” (line 27), Hannah starts explicitly teaching Sunny 
the word “cauliflower” (line 28).  Sunny repeats the word after Hannah (line 29).  After the 0.5 
seconds silence (line 30), Sunny produces “h:m” (line 31) but does not uptake on Hannah‟s 
teaching or answer Hannah‟s question on Sunny‟s opinion about cauliflower.  Then after the 0.8 
seconds silence (line 32), Hannah starts talking about how she used to hate vegetables (line 33).  
Sunny‟s opinion about cauliflower was not produced after all.   
In this data segment, a question is produced by the native speaker in line 16, and the 
following response from the non-native speaker is delayed with a silence in line 17.  Silence after 
a question can signal that there is a problem in understanding the term used in the question
1
, 
thereby prompting the native speaker to offer a comprehension check question in line 19.  
Communication trouble then triggers negotiation and its resolution.  In this data segment, 
teaching takes place when the non-native speaker signals a communication problem and the 
                                                 
1
 Silence in interaction can also serve other functions such as signaling a disprefered response (Schegloff, 2007a) 
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native speaker adapts her speech.  Other instances where teaching takes place occur during 
breakdowns in conversation. As Markee (2008) and Markee and Seo (2009) argue, in order to 
determine whether Sunny learned the term, either in the short or long term, a longitudinal study 
would be necessary.   
In this study, I will focus on teaching moments where there are no clear communication 
troubles or breakdowns as in this example.  More specifically, teaching takes place when native 
speakers orient to the non-nativeness of the other speaker.  Also teaching sequences develop 
when non-native speakers produce “oh/ah really” in response to native speakers‟ informings.     
Limitations of the Interactionist Approach 
There have been arguments over imbalance between cognitive and mentalistic 
orientations and social and contextual orientations to language (e.g., Firth & Wagner, 1997, 2007; 
Kasper, 1997, 2006a; Gass, 1998; Markee, 2006; Larsen-Freeman, 2007; Tarone, 2007).  Firth 
and Wagner (1997, 2007) contend that SLA research needs to have a more keen awareness of the 
contextual and interactional dimensions of language use from emic (i.e., participant-relevant) 
perspective.  Learning a language is not only a cognitive activity which takes place in the mind 
of language learners (Long, 1996), but also consists of “socially distributed practices” (Markee, 
2004a) which occur in specific social interactional contexts.  Markee (2000) also opposes the 
terms used in mainstream SLA research such as understanding check or clarification request.  He 
states that these categories are ambiguous and do not clearly reflect interactional practices.  He 
maintains that these methodological flaws may jeopardize the validity of the mainstream SLA 
research findings.  Markee (2006) also provides a single deviant case analysis to demonstrate 
how language learning behavior is organized, by which he problematizes the inference and 
generalizability of mainstream SLA studies.   
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In recent years, various conversation analysts have turned their attention to native/non-
native speaker interactions and to the field of SLA (e.g., Wagner, 1996; Firth and Wagner, 1997, 
1998, 2007; Markee, 2000; Seedhouse, 1998, 2001, 2004, 2007).  They have pointed out some of 
the limitations of the interactionist approach to SLA.  One of those is that the analysis is mostly 
based on audio recordings with rough transcripts which do not include all the details of the 
interactions (i.e., hesitations, lengthening, stress, etc.).  Wagner (1996) and Firth and Wagner 
(1998) also question the validity of using quasi-experimental settings for data collection.  For 
example, more often than not, test subjects, who are new to each other, are forced to talk for the 
sake of experiments.  Firth and Wagner (1998) also point out that there is a lack of modification 
in business data compared to classroom interactions due to the different social roles of 
interactants since modification may imply social intrusion in professional settings.  Moreover, 
researchers who conducted research, while trained in SLA, were not specialists in conversation 
analytic work, and thus little emphasis was placed on how native/non-native speaker talk is 
organized sequentially, how certain actions come about, and how interactants orient to each 
other‟s actions as performing certain kinds of actions.  In other words, this type of research did 
not always investigate when and why certain actions were performed by native or non-native 
speakers.  In this study then, the video-taped data, which capture body movements, reinforce the 
detailed descriptions of naturally occurring talk between the participants whose relationship is 
already established in explaining the actions of the participating native and non-native speakers. 
CA for SLA 
In light of the limitations of the Interactionist Approach, CA methodology which started 
in the field of sociology has been utilized as a tool for microanalysis of native and non-native 
speaker talk.  CA‟s microanalysis of naturally occurring data with detailed transcripts is ideally 
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suited to study the mechanism of how non-native speaker talk unfolds on a moment by moment 
basis.  CA is conducted from emic perspectives and is drastically different from 
ethnomethodology which examines data from etic (i.e., the researchers‟) perspectives, analyzing 
first person‟s accounts such as interviews and narratives (Mori, 2007).  CA looks into how 
participants themselves orient to each other as each turn is initiated and completed and sequences 
develop turn by turn.      
Even though CA was initially used in the analysis of native speaker talk, Schegloff 
(interviewed by Wong & Olsher, 2000) argues that there will not be any big transformation in 
parameters of conversation analysis to work on non-native talk.  Schegloff claims that recipient 
design, which is an orientation to co-participants, is a formal notion which can be applied to any 
participants and any aspects of talk.  In other words, he argues that recipient design is observed 
in interactions in general; therefore, no major changes need to be made in the analysis of 
interactions which involve an accommodation to non-native speakers.  Schegloff contends that in 
order to claim that the phenomenon observed is due to the specific categorical membership of the 
speakers as non-native speakers, it needs to be demonstrated in the data how participants are 
specifically oriented to the non-nativeness of co-participants.  Schegloff asserts that how the 
categorical membership of speakers as non-native speakers is made relevant by being a non-
native speaker needs to be clearly shown in the data.  For example, Kasper (2004) examines a 
dyadic conversation-for-learning between a novice language learner and a native speaker of 
German and observes that the category of a novice and expert was predominantly invoked by the 
language learners.  In CA, having an intuition about a phenomenon is one thing; actually 
showing it in data is another.  This argument of the necessity of evidence in data is significant 
since in SLA literature, non-nativeness as a category is presumed.  In CA, the non-native 
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category needs to be demonstrated in the data by how participants themselves invoke the 
category through actions accomplished in interactions.  Kasper (2006a) points out that the 
strength of CA‟s approach to SLA as a social practice is to display in detail how L2 learning 
opportunities arise in on-going interactional activities.  Kasper (2006a) argues that CA helps 
reconsider established concepts such as corrections and advantages of tasks and explores 
interactional activities which had been neglected but have potential for L2 learning.       
Non-Native Talk Outside the Classroom 
In this study, using CA methodology, I discuss rich contexts of teaching and presumably 
learning opportunities in free conversations between native speakers and non-native speakers of 
English outside the classroom.  In particular, I focus on teaching moments in sequences where 
native speakers are oriented to the membership categorization of the other speaker as a non-
native, sequences which involve an “oh” information receipt (Heritage, 1984), and joint 
utterance construction (Hayashi, 2003a) sequences in Japanese.    
There are different strands of CA-research in native/non-native speaker talk.  First, 
foreign language classrooms and tutorials are videotaped, and practices of teacher talk are 
analyzed (e.g., Koshik, 2002a, 2002b; Lazaraton, 2003, 2004).  Second, recordings of foreign 
language classroom are examined in terms of classroom tasks (e.g., Mori, 2002, 2004; Mondada 
& Pekarek-Doehler, 2004).  Third, learner talk in the classroom is analyzed with a focus on 
code-switching (e.g., Liebscher & Dailey-O‟Cain, 2004; Kasper, 2004; Seedhouse, 2005), 
interactional practices (e.g., Hellermann, 2007), and learning of vocabulary (e.g., Markee, 2000).  
Fourth, interactions in Oral Proficiency Interviews (OPI) are examined (e.g., Kasper, 2006b).  
And finally, non-native speaker talk outside of the classroom is recorded and analyzed from a 
CA perspective (e.g., Mori, 2003; Brouwer, 2003, 2004; Hosoda, 2000; Carroll, 2000; Wong, 
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2000a; Taleghani-Nikazm, 2002).  Among these strands listed here, research in the last category, 
i.e., analyzing free conversations outside the classroom is still limited.  Liddicoat (1997) argues 
that the majority of SLA studies is done in institutional settings and is restricted in one way or 
another with constraints.  Language learners are not always confined to classroom settings, but 
they make use of interactions outside the classroom as opportunities to improve their L2.  
Therefore, not only CA research in classroom settings, but also that on free conversations will 
give us rich insights on SLA. That is where this study will contribute.   
Contributions 
Studies like this one could make a significant contribution to the current state of SLA, 
since current SLA literature claims that language learning takes place through negotiation in 
interactions.  However, this study shows that teaching, and potentially learning
2
, takes place, not 
only when non-native speakers signal trouble in hearing or understanding or when there is a 
breakdown in communication, thus, negotiation takes place, but also when native speakers are 
oriented to the non-nativeness of the other speakers and start teaching English expressions and 
American culture.  The data also show that teaching sequences develop when non-native 
speakers produce a change-of-state token “oh” (Heritage, 1984) in response to native speakers‟ 
informing, which further encourages native speakers to continue their informing.  Lastly, 
interactional practices of joint utterance construction (Hayashi, 2003a) and delayed other-
initiated repair were observed in the process of teaching Japanese grammar.  This study shows 
that SLA research could not only focus on negotiations in communication as learning contexts, 
but also find teaching and potentially learning sequences in native/non-native talk when native 
                                                 
2
 Markee and Seo (2008) state that learning talk analysis (LTA) which are behavioral, process-oriented accounts of 
language learning treats psycholinguistic construct of learning as observable, socially distributed interactional 
practices.  Markee (2009) also suggests that CA‟s longitudinal learning behavior tracking (LBT) can be applied to 
SLA research with an ethnomethodological indifference to exogenous theory.    
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speakers orient to the non-native membership categorization of the other speakers.  The data also 
show that teaching takes place in the form of expanded informings by native speakers.  This 
study emphasizes the importance and benefits of examining how the interactions between 
native/non-native speakers are co-constructed turn by turn, and sequentially develop, based on 
naturally occurring data, using CA methodology in SLA research. 
This study also contributes to the field of CA with regard to membership categorizations.  
The data show that native speakers may overtly activate the membership categorization of the 
other speaker as a non-American in a sequence and in the next moment align themselves with 
non-native speakers as outsiders by their turn design, i.e., what turn elements, such as first person 
pronoun vs. third person pronoun, or active vs. passive voice, are being used.  This study shows 
that CA research will benefit from examining the activation of membership categorizations in 
terms of turn design.    
Finally, this study offers significant implications in the language pedagogy field as well.  
This study demonstrates that free conversations between a native and non-native speaker are rich 
contexts for teaching to occur.  Rather than assuming that talking with a native speaker somehow 
helps language learning, this study demonstrates that teaching does take place even in free 
conversations outside the classroom.  In addition, this study demonstrates an instance of possible 
pragmatic misunderstanding by a non-native speaker of Japanese, particularly joint utterance 
construction utilized by a native speaker in the process of error corrections.  This study 
emphasizes that teaching pragmatics, particularly joint utterance construction, needs to be 
actively incorporated in Japanese language classrooms.  Japanese language students need to be 
exposed to the patterns of joint utterance construction (and other speech events) observed in 
naturally occurring conversations by native speakers.  Paying more attention to sequence 
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organizations of joint utterance construction observed in native talk will help Japanese language 
students respond to the practice (or other speech events) appropriately.  Similarly, non-native 
speakers of English will benefit from learning the recurrently observed practices in “oh really” 
sequences as well as assessment sequences among native speakers.  This will help language 
learners to develop communicative competence (e.g., Hymes, 1971; Savignon, 1997) which 
comprises of linguistic competence of syntax, morphology, phonology, etc. as well as social 
competence of how and when to use linguistic competence appropriately.  Moreover, promoting 
interactional competence (e.g., Hall, 1999; Hall, Hellermann, & Pekarek Doehler, 2011; Young, 
2003, 2011; Markee, 2008) among language learners will prepare language learners to utilize 
linguistic and interactional resources mutually and reciprocally and co-construct the turns with 






This chapter surveys previous research conducted with the use of CA methodology.  First, I 
describe the basic tenets of CA.  Then I summarize how CA has been utilized in Applied Linguistics 
research.  Lastly, I survey SLA research, which was conducted with CA methodology. 
Conversation Analysis 
CA founded by Harvey Sacks, Emmanuel Schegloff and Gail Jefferson started in the field 
of sociology (Schegloff, 2007a).  CA studies the order of talk-in-interaction (ten Have, 1999).  
First of all, it looks at the actions accomplished through talk-in-interaction.  Invitations, requests, 
and compliments are some of the examples of the actions enacted through talk.  Secondly, CA  
examines the patterns of interactions and sequential structures.  It uncovers the practices of talk-
in-interaction such as turn taking, organization of sequences, and repair.  CA is a data-driven 
methodology since practices clearly need to be shown in the data.  CA researchers analyze the 
data from an emic perspective where they examine how the participants themselves are 
demonstrably orienting to conversational practices.  The transcript system developed by 
Jefferson described in Aktinson & Heritage (1984) is widely utilized in order to describe the 
details of the recordings (See also the Appendix).  Practices and recurrent phenomena in 
conversations, which have been established historically, are summarized in Chapter 3, in the 
methodology section. 
Conversation Analysis and Applied Linguistics 
CA, which started in sociology, has been applied in the field of applied linguistics.  
Schegloff, Koshik, Jacoby and Olsher (2002) provide a bibliographic overview and introduction 
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of CA to the field of applied linguistics.  They state that CA research has been done not only on 
ordinary conversations but also has included talk in institutional contexts such as suicide 
prevention hotlines (Sacks, 1992), legal court settings (e.g., Atkinson & Drew, 1979; Drew, 
1992; Manzo, 1993; Maynard, 1984), TV interviews (e.g., Clayman, 1988, 1992; Clayman & 
Heritage, 2002; Greatbatch, 1988, 1992; Heritage, 1985; Heritage & Greatbatch, 1991), business 
settings (e.g., Atkinson, Cuff & Lee, 1978; Boden, 1994; Barske, 2006), medical settings (e.g., 
DiMatteo, Robinson, Heritage, Tabbarah, & Fox, 2003; Heritage & Stivers, 1999; Lutfey & 
Maynard, 1998; Robinson, 1998), pedagogical settings (e.g., Koshik, 2002a, 2002b, 2003; Lerner, 
1995; Markee, 2000, 2004a; Markee and Kasper, 2004; Mori, 2002, 2003, 2004; Olsher, 2004), 
airport operations rooms (e.g., Goodwin,1996; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1996), emergency dispatch 
centers (e.g., Whalen & Zimmerman, 1987; Whalen, Zimmerman, & Whalen, 1998; Zimmerman, 
1984, 1992) among others.  Schegloff et al. (2002) state that the practices of talk in ordinary 
conversations are the basis of talk in interaction in institutional settings, but that ordinary 
conversations can occur in both private and institutional settings.  They explain that even in 
institutional settings, talk may go off the topic and turn into chatting.  Schegloff et al. (2002) also 
say that in institutional talk, there are practices that are specific to particular types of institutional 
settings.  These practices are typically adapted from ordinary talk.  For example the turn-taking 
system in classrooms or in the courtroom is adapted from the turn-taking system of everyday 
conversations.  Schegloff et al. (2002) add that the practices in ordinary conversations may be 
deployed for the specific purpose of the institutional settings.  For example, Koshik (2002b) 
found that ESL teachers use repair initiation to encourage students to self-correct, which is 
another practice used in ordinary conversation.    
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 With the advancement of CA research in applied linguistics, there has been a 
discussion of incorporating audio and video data in publications.  Markee and Stansell (2008) 
argue that by making original data available by Web 1.0 or Web 2.0, readers of research can 
judge the data for themselves, rather than accepting written transcripts as they are.  Markee and 
Stansell (2008) promote the prevalence of electronic journals.  
CA for SLA 
CA research has not only been conducted on native speaker talk in various languages 
such as German (e.g., Golato, 2002, 2003; Egbert, 2004), Japanese (Hayashi, 2003b, 2004; 
Hosoda, 2000) and Korean (Hayashi & Yoon, 2006), but also on non-native speaker talk.  In 
addition, CA has been applied to the field of SLA.  CA‟s microanalysis is ideally suited to study 
the mechanism of how non-native speaker talk unfolds on a moment by moment basis.  It 
provides a picture of how teaching and potentially learning takes place in fine details. In recent 
years, various SLA researchers have turned their attention to CA-based research on native/non-
native speaker interactions (e.g., Markee, 2000, 2004a, 2004b, 2006; Markee & Kasper, 2004; 
Seedhouse, 2004, 2007; Gardner & Wagner, 2004).  In particular, more CA research in 
classroom and tutorial settings has been done.   
As brought up briefly in the previous chapter, there have been criticisms about heavy 
emphasis on cognitive aspects over sociocultural aspects of language learning in SLA research.  
Firth and Wagner (1997) point out the imbalance between cognitive and social sociocultural 
orientations to language in SLA.  They assert the significance of interactional and contextual 
dimensions of language use and call for more research in this domain.  Firth and Wagner (1997) 
also criticize the stereotyped notion of non-native speakers as defective communicators.  Kasper 
(1997) responds to this by stating that socially situated studies of second language use have very 
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little to say regarding language acquisition.  She, however, concludes her argument with the 
claim that the microanalysis of CA can be incorporated into the sociocultural approach to SLA, 
which will help reconstruct the link between L2 discourse and acquisition of communicative 
competence.  Liddicoat (1997) builds on Firth and Wagner‟s (1997) claim and points out that 
SLA studies tend to use data collected in restricted institutional or laboratory settings.  He states 
that even data which is labeled as “naturalistic” is constrained by various tasks, classroom 
activities, or time requirements.  Liddicoat, therefore, argues that “real” naturally occurring talk 
needs to be analyzed.   
Markee (2000) discusses how CA can be a methodological resource for SLA studies.  
Objecting that CA focuses on language use, not language acquisition, he argues that cognition 
does not take place solely in people‟s minds, but it is a “social distributed phenomenon” (p. 31) 
which can be observed in interactions.  He states that cognition is not represented in people‟s 
minds alone but is manifested in human interactions.  Markee (2000) uses conversational repair 
as an example of socially distributed cognition, which is also a sociopsychological engine for 
learners to get comprehensible input as SLA researchers claim.   
Markee and Kasper (2004) state that CA‟s emic (i.e., participant-relevant) epistemology tells 
us more about the nature of language, language learning, and the identities of language learners in 
SLA.  For example, Kasper (2004) explores some roles of CA for SLA by examining a data 
segment of German native and non-native speakers.  She observes constant changes of social 
identities as a novice and expert that participants orient to, which was predominantly invoked by 
the novice.  She concludes that an emic microanalysis can be used to document in detail how the 
co-participant works on the given tasks.  Markee (2005) observes off-task talk between two 
language learners which occurred in the transition from one topic to another in classrooms, 
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where the identities as inviters and invitees are made relevant.  Based on the multiple identities 
as learners/inviters and learners/invitees, Markee (2005) argues for more research in hybrid 
contexts of ordinary conversation and institutional talk.  Adopting CA as an approach to second 
language interactions, Wagner & Gardner (2004) challenge the prevalent perspective of non-
native speakers as deficient communicators.  Instead, they propose to view second language 
learners‟ participation in conversations as interactional achievement.  CA research in SLA shows 
that CA‟s emic perspectives shed new light on the identities of learners in SLA.  Seedhouse 
(2007) also argues that ethnomethodological conversation analysis demonstrates repair in the 
classroom setting to be a “fluid, complex, and powerful pedagogical mechanism” that makes 
clear processes of classroom learning.  In addition, Seedhouse (2004) contrasts CA with 
communicative and discourse analysis approaches by applying CA perspectives to previously 
published L2 classroom data.  CA is to document how the process of language learning behavior 
unfolds on a moment-by-moment basis.  
In recent years, there have been more discussions to explore the interface between 
cognitive aspects and social interactional aspects in language-related research.  Te Molder & 
Potter (2005) also discuss socially distributed cognition.  They summarize that talk-in-interaction 
is not an abstract set of words or meanings, but “a practical, social activity, located in settings, 
occurring between people, used in practices” (p. 1) and is sharply different from cognitive 
science which has developed with an abstract notion of information based on experiments on 
stipulated and intuitive interactions.  They point out that cognitive science sets understanding 
competence as a central research goal, dealing with the idealized interactions with well-formed 
sentences alone, using standard orthographic transcripts; whereas in reality, one can observe 
varieties of troubles such as overlap or delay in interactions. 
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Van Dijk (2006) discusses the relevance of sociocognitive approach to discourse by 
context models.  Through contextual analysis of a political speech, he showed how context 
models control and explain political aspects of interaction which cannot be explained otherwise.  
Context models examine the situational appropriateness of discourse.  Van Dijk (2006) 
advocates an interdisciplinary approach to discourse, integrating a detailed study of structures of 
talk with an analysis of social cognitive contexts.  
Classroom data focusing on practices of teacher talk. 
In this section, I summarize previous research conducted in each strand of CA for SLA 
research.  A growing number of CA studies have been conducted in SLA with more focus on 
official teaching contexts such as in classrooms or tutoring sessions.  Within CA research which 
entails classroom contexts, practices by instructors are among its focus (e.g., Koshik, 2002a, 2002b; 
Seedhouse, 2005; Seo, 2008).  Koshik (2002a, 2004) discusses “reversed polarity questions 
(PRQs)” which is a teaching practice used by instructors in writing tutorials.  She provides the 
following examples. 
Figure 2.1. PRQs in Koshik, 2004. 
49 TJ    a:nd? 
50       (0.5) ((ST & TJ: eyegaze on text)) 
51 ST:   [saved? 
52       (0.8) / ((ST & TJ: eyegaze on text; Partway 
53       through pause, TJ moves pen toward text 
54 TJ:   [saved? 
55       [((TJ highlights text)) 
56 ST:   ºyeah 
57 TJ: just saved? 
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Figure 2.1 (cont.) 
58       (0.2) 
59 ST:   oh. could have been saved. 
60 TJ:   [*there ya go.* ((*creaky voice)) 
61       [((TJ begins to highlight text)) 
62       (1.2) ((TJ finishes highlighting text)) 
63       ok. next sentence. 
Koshik (2004) observes that the yes/no questions are treated by learners not as a question, but as an 
assertion of the opposite polarity to that of the grammatical form of the question.  Teachers use 
RPQs to point to the problems in student text or talk.   
Another practice that instructors use in tutorial settings is a designedly incomplete utterance 
(DIU).  Koshik (2002b) provides the following example. 
Figure 2.2. DIU in Koshik, 2002b, p. 287. 
181 TJ:   .h: ((reading)) >he died not from injuries.< 
182       (0.5) ((TJ and SH gaze silently at text)) 
183       but drowned 
184       (1.2) ((TJ and SH gaze silently at text)) 
185     <after he> 
186       (4.5) ((TJ and SH gaze silently at text)) 
187 SH: had been? 
188 TJ:   there ya go. 
189       (4.0) ((TJ write on text)) 
190       had been left there for thirteen hours 
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Figure 2.2. (cont.) 
191       ºwiout any aid. º 
192 SH:   um hum. 
Koshik (2002b) points out that teachers elicit a knowledge displayed by students by starting turns 
with students‟ own words and prompting them to complete the turn.  She notes that this practice in 
institutional settings is similar to word searches and anticipatory completions in ordinary 
conversations.   
Another investigation into teacher‟s behavior is done by Lazaraton (2004).  She examines 
in detail the speech, gesture, and other non-verbal behaviors of one ESL teacher who explains 
vocabulary incidentally during form-focused grammar lessons in the classroom.  She concludes 
that non-verbal behaviors by instructors are salient resources for students and need to be taken 
into account in SLA research.  
Among research on teachers‟ practices, non-native speakers of ESL instructors are also 
looked at.  Lazaraton (2003) examines incidental cultural knowledge displayed by non-native 
English speaking teachers (NNESTs) in the classroom.  She investigates the nature of the discourse 
produced by two NNESTs and possible problems in language competence, teaching skills, and 
cultural knowledge.  She reports that the NNESTs handled cultural topics in wide and diverse areas 
brought up in the classroom in a competent manner.  However, Lazaraton also notes one incident 
where the instructor missed the opportunity to resort to students‟ cultural knowledge when 
acknowledgement of lack of knowledge was avoided.   
Classroom data focusing on classroom tasks. 
Other CA studies involve non-native speakers‟ contribution to the evaluation of the 
classroom tasks that are implemented (e.g., Mori, 2002, 2004; Mondada & Pekarek-Doehler, 2004).  
Mori (2002) also examines small group activities among native and non-native speakers in a 
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Japanese language classroom.  Although the task was designed to encourage students to have 
discussions with native speakers who were visiting the class, their interactions ended up with an 
interview-like structure of successive questions and answers.  From this episode, she discusses 
the task design and its effect on students‟ development of talk.  She also reflects on how 
students‟ interactions demonstrate their orientation to the nature of classroom talk.  Her 
discussion proceeds from the task instruction, students‟ reaction to the instruction, to the actual 
development of the talk in a small group.  Mori (2002) concludes that in pre-task activities, 
students compiled a list of questions, which helped them initiate a new sequence; however, 
students‟ spontaneous talk created more natural and coherent discussions.   
Mondada & Pekarek-Doehler (2004) explore the interactional (re)configuration of tasks 
implemented in French as a second language classroom.  They investigate how tasks are 
collaboratively (re)organized by students and teachers, which creates various configurations of 
classroom talk and produces specific learning opportunities.  Mondada & Pekarek-Doehler 
(2004) demonstrated how the teacher‟s instructions are reflexively redefined within a sequence 
of action and thus how the learners‟ emerging language competence relates to other 
competences, such as interactional, institutional, and sociocultural competences.  
Classroom data focusing on learner talk: Code-switching. 
Code-switching is another topic of interest for researchers on non-native interactions in 
the classroom.  Liebscher & Dailey-O‟Cain (2004) examine the interactional environments 
where code-switching takes place in an advanced foreign language classroom.  They argue that 
students not only resort to code-switching as a fallback method but also utilize it as discourse-
related function which contextualizes the interactional meanings of their utterances.  Liebscher 
and Dailey-O‟Cain (2004) conclude that code-switching demonstrates students‟ orientation to the 
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classroom as a community of practice where a shared understanding about their actions and 
themselves as members of that community is manifested.   
In Kasper‟s (2004) research, code-switching is found to be used as a device for language 
learners to request a target language action format from native speakers.  As an application of 
conversation analysis to second and foreign language learning, Kasper (2004) examines a dyadic 
conversation-for-learning where students were given credits by meeting with a German native 
speaker.  She observes that situated categorization as novice and expert was more often invoked 
by non-native speakers and only on specific circumstances such as metalingual exchanges where 
both participants orient to their talk as an occasion for language learning. 
Another study on code-switching in ESL classroom was conducted by Ustunel and 
Seedhouse (2005) at a Turkish university.  Using an adapted version of the CA question “why 
that, in that language, right now?” they found that code-switching, which is teacher-initiated, is 
orderly and related to the development of pedagogical focus and sequence.  For example, 
teachers code-switch from English to Turkish in order to clarify meaning or check learners‟ 
comprehension.  They also code-switch when shifting the topic of the lesson, in order to draw 
attention from learners.  Ustunel and Seedhouse (2005) conclude that ESL learners display their 
alignment or misalignment with the instructor‟s pedagogical focus through their language choice.   
Classroom data focusing on learner talk: Interactional practices. 
There is also a CA research which focuses on interactional practices of language learners 
in classrooms.  Hellermann (2007) investigated how low-level adult learners develop their 
interactional competence through their interactional practices in an ESL classroom.  He recorded 
the students over a period of 18-27 months and analyzed the data focusing on the openings of the 
assigned tasks by student pairs.  The research showed that the same student pairs incorporated 
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language from the teacher and from one another over time into their discursive practices and 
managed the openings of their pair interactions.  This research contributes as evidence for CA‟s 
methodological ability to address language learning.    
Classroom data focusing on language learning: Learning of vocabulary. 
Non-native CA research also looks into evidence of language learning in classrooms 
(e.g., Markee, 2000, 2008; Markee & Seo, 2009).  Markee (2000) demonstrated how peer 
interaction in a small group activity helped a student get comprehensible input which led her to 
understanding and learning.  The student incidentally learned vocabulary from meaning-focused 
interaction, which was displayed by her production.  Markee (2000) argues that conversation 
analytic methodology can be used to reconstruct whether, when, and how students orient to the 
structure of talk-in-interaction as a resource for learning and acquiring vocabulary in particular.   
Non-native speaker talk outside of the classroom. 
Besides research in classrooms, more research have been done which examines free 
conversations among native and non-native speakers (e.g., Kurhila, 2001, 2006; Hosoda, 2000, 
2002, 2005, 2006; Wong, 2000a, 2000b, 2004; Mori & Hayashi, 2006).  One example is research 
on the interactions of the first encounter by Japanese and American students.  Mori (2003) 
examines the initiation of topical talk at a student-organized conversation table.  She observes a 
common set of questions which are oriented to the categorization of the other interlocutors.  She 
also describes verbal and non-verbal behaviors in the selection of the respondents and treatment 
of problems which occurred in the course of interactions.  And through microanalysis of 
interactions, the relevance or irrelevance of interculturality is demonstrated.  Mori (2003) 
concludes that cultural differences can be interactional resources for interlocutors to organize 
their participation.   
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Wong (2000a) examines other-initiation of repair in problems caused by trouble in 
hearing or understanding, initiated by Mandarin speaking non-native speakers of English.  She 
observes that other-initiation of repair is not always done in the next turn, which is the earliest 
position, but is delayed with an information receipt or an assessment.  Wong (2000a) argues that 
this avoidance of doing repair may demonstrate that native and non-native speakers are oriented 
to the non-nativeness of Mandarin speaking non-native speakers in that they expect greater 
possibilities for miscommunication and misunderstanding in interactions. 
 Another study of natural conversations outside the classroom was conducted between 
native speakers of Danish and Dutch speakers of Danish.  Brouwer (2003) examined whether 
and under what conditions conversations offer learners opportunities for learning.  She argues 
that word searches are one of the practices where learners focus on linguistic form, which could 
potentially lead to language learning.   
 Brouwer (2004) also describes the practice of repair sequences on pronunciation in everyday 
conversations between Danes and Dutch speakers of Danish.  She demonstrates how the 
participants orient to “doing pronunciation” which differs from other repair sequences.  She 
observes that in self-initiated repair on pronunciation, rising intonation accompanied by speech 
perturbations invites a confirmation or correction and that repeatition of the trouble source word 
with alternative pronunciation makes a turn by itself.  She continues that this is followed by the 
repeatition of correct pronunciation by the speaker him/herself.  Brouwer (2004) states that doing 
pronunciation by oneself is different from other initiated repair on pronunciation in that when the 
item was acknowledged, the non-native speaker does not produce the correct pronunciation.   
 Hosoda (2000) looks at free conversations at a Christmas party between native speakers and 
advanced non-native speakers of Japanese, focusing on repair sequences.  She argues the 
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importance of speakers‟ mutual orientation to each other‟s verbal and non-verbal behavior in the 
sequence of other-initiated repair and their responses especially in non-native conversations.  
Hosoda (2005) also looks into directives and assessments in casual native and non-native 
conversation in Japanese.  She discusses how the native and non-native speakers‟ pragmatic 
competence are constructed by the use of various resources such as sequential organization, speech, 
body, and the surrounding environment to reach mutual understanding.       
Another piece of research on natural conversations was done by Carroll (2000) who 
examined the timing of the entry into the conversational flow in casual talk between novice-level 
Japanese speakers of English.  He listed instances where there was no gap in the speakers‟ 
switches, there was overlap with transition relevance places (TRPs) (Schegloff, 2007a), and there 
were recycles of turn beginning.  Carroll (2000) concludes that novice non-native speakers 
regularly start on time.  He also states that inter-turn gaps observed could be interactionally 
occasioned by disfluency or insufficiencies of the prior speaker's turn.  
CA-informed teaching materials. 
With the recent development in CA research, CA-informed language learning materials 
have been drawing attention.  Huth and Taleghani-Nikazm (2006) argue that CA-based materials 
do not only offer language learners information about socio-pragmatic norms, but also help them 
anticipate, interpret, and produce them in real-time interactions.  They point out that CA findings 
are based on empirical evidence from naturally occurring data, not the native speakers‟ intuition.  
Therefore, they argue for incorporating the recurrent patterns found in CA research on teaching 
materials in order to teach language learners how to appropriately act socio-pragmatically.  Huth 
and Taleghani-Nikazm (2006) point out that talk-in-interaction is co-constructed by the 
participants in turn-taking practices, where the next turn is relevant in pair actions, and that the 
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turn-taking practices develop into sequences.  They state that turn-taking practices as well as 
sequence organizations are culturally variable; therefore, CA-informed authentic materials are 
useful in teaching pragmatics.  Practically, Huth and Taleghani-Nikazm (2006) suggest that first 
the language learners reflect on the conversational practices and then they contrast the first 
language (L1) to L2 sequence structures.  After the materials with authentic transcripts and audio 
and video materials have been presented, language learners practice with role play and evaluate 
the cultural differences.     
As a practical application, Huth (2006) implemented CA-based materials on compliments 
and compliment responses into beginning-level German classes and investigated the effects of 
teaching American learners about German culture-specific practices in complimenting and 
responding, which were followed up with practice activities.   The two-day teaching units were 
taught, and the phone conversations among L2 learners were recorded twice: at the beginning 
and towards the end of the semester as a class assignment.  Huth (2006) found that the 
participants used specific discourse markers such as code-switching, repair, and laughter to 
indicate their paradigm shift from the practices in American English to those in German and to 
ensure alignment among the participants in their interaction.  Huth (2006) also traced the specific 
stage in the pragmatic development where initial pragmatic transfer from L1 was noticed and 
repaired, which may be considered as a success in teaching pragmatics with the use of CA-
informed materials in that language learners improved their cross-cultural competence in 
interaction.  Huth (2006) also noted oversimplified and erroneous interpretations of the teaching 
materials in L2 learners‟ negotiation of cross-cultural differences, which is a challenge in 
teaching pragmatics.    
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 In this section, I summarized previous research conducted on native/non-native speak talk 
with CA methodology.  Research focus ranges from teacher‟s talk, classroom tasks, code-
switching to non-native speaker‟s interactional practices and language learning.  Research 
conducted in non-native speaker talk outside the classroom is still limited.  This is where my 
study will make contributions.  Specifically, to the best of my knowledge, there is no study of 
teaching moments in free native and non-native interactions, which are evoked by native 
speakers‟ orientation to non-nativeness of the other speakers and where the turn construction 
demonstrates native speakers‟ alignment to non-native speakers.  This study will add to better the 





 In this chapter, I discuss the procedure of the data collection, i.e., the process of 
recruiting participants, the criteria used to include and exclude participants, and the operation in 
videotaping the conversations.  Then, I survey the practices and recurrent phenomena which are 
established in CA research.   
Data Collection 
This research is based on the analysis of eight naturally occurring conversations from 
eight pairs of Japanese speakers of English and Americans (16 participants in total) during a 
meal or coffee at an apartment.  This is to avoid a lab-like setting.  Each conversation lasted 
about an hour.  The conversations were audio and video-recorded.  The tape recorder and 
camcoder were placed about five feet away from the table where each pair of participants were 
sitting.  This was done to capture the whole bodies of the participants.  A sensitive microphone 
was placed near the participants in order to capture any soft voice and their breathing.  Before I 
started recording, I briefly introduced the purpose of my study to the participants and had them 
read and sign the consent form.  Once I started recording, I left the room and had the participants 
talk as usual.  Topics were open-ended and varied from their well-being to their recent trips, 
jobs, family, and friends.  In CA, topics are not relevant unless participants themselves orient to 
them through interactional practices such as turn-taking, repair, or sequence developments.  
After each meeting was over, I transcribed and analyzed the data using CA as the methodology.  
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In order to protect individual privacy, pseudonyms are substituted for participants' names in the 
transricpts.   
I asked for volunteers among people who belong to a registered student organization at a 
university where Americans and internationals build friendships.  I also recruited people who 
attend a Japanese conversation table which takes place weekly at a coffee shop.  Japanese and 
Americans who want to share and learn the Japanese language and culture gather there for 
friendship and conversation.  I recuited participants through face to face interactions and later 
arranged the date through e-mail.  An e-mail was sent to both participants of each pair at the 
same time.  A meal or sweet was served while the recording was being done as compensation for 
participants' time.  
This study is to examine the conversations between Japanese and Americans who 
consider each other as friends.  Therefore, I recruited pairs of American and Japanese speakers 
who already knew each other.  This was done to avoid conversations which sound like interviews 
where an American participant asks the questions while the Japanese participant answers (or vice 
versa).  Interview-like interaction was one aspect of criticism against mainstream SLA research 
as well as that of the Interactionist Approach.  Thus, each pair of Japanese and Americans was 
required to have met at least three times before the time of the experiment.  This prerequite was 
enforced at the time of recruitment.   
Subjects 
American participants were required to have been born and have grown up in the States.  
Alternatively, they were required to have immigrated to the United States by the age of three.  
This was to ensure that the participants had enough exposure to English and American culture.  
Japanese participants were required to have lived in Japan at least until the age of 18 and to have 
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stayed in the United States for no longer than two years.  This was to target the intermediate 
level of Engligh proficiency (High, mid, and low) on the scale of the American Council on the 
Teachinging of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) Oral Proficiecy Interview (OPI) for the Japanese 
participants.  The investigator assessed the candidates with these inclusion and exclusion criteria 
orally at the time of recruitment.    
Parcipants‟ ages ranged from the late teens to the early fifties with the majority in their 
twienties.  Japanese participants were in the United States studying at an English institute at a 
university as a graduate student, or visiting their family or friends for a short term.  All the pairs 
except one were of the same gender.  The demographic information of the subjects is made 
relevant in the data anlysis only when the participants themselves made it relevant in the 
interaction.   
Incidentally, some of the native speakers who participated in this study happened to be 
elementary school teachers.  In a few instances in the data, the interactants make reference to the 
fact that they are teachers.  Therefore, one could suspect that the teaching happens due to this.  
However, though most of the native speakers are not teachers, all of them exhibit teaching 
behavior.  Therefore, it can still be argued that teaching occurs in free interactions between 
native and non-native friends.   
Conversation Analysis as Methodology 
In the following section, interactional practices and recurrent phenomena observed in 
conversations which have been established historically with CA methodology are summarized.  
The microanalysis of data by CA methodology is particularly useful for my research which 
examines teaching moments observed in free native and non-native conversations.  CA examines 
data from the participants‟ perspectives in terms of turn-taking, sequence developments, and 
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repair.  It examines how participants themselves orient to each other‟s actions accomplished 
through interaction, rather than how researchers perceive their interactions, as is often the case in 
mainstream SLA research.  This emic perspective will reveal more of the intricacies of the 
interactions and potentially the language learning process.     
Adjacency pairs. 
According to Schegloff (2007a), adjacency pairs are the basic units of conversational 
organization.  Based on these paired utterances which different speakers produce in turn, 
conversation expands, accomplishing actions such as greetings, question-answer, request-offer 
etc.  The utterance of the first pair part makes the second pair part relevant in a sense that when 
the first pair part is produced, a certain kind of second pair part is expected, according to the kind 
of actions which those utterances are accomplishing.  If the second pair part is missing, it is 
noticeably absent from the conversation as one can see from the verbal (and nonverbal such as 
nodding) behavior of the interactants.  
Levinson (1983) summarizes features of adjacency pairs discussed in Sacks, Schegloff 
and Gail (1973) as sequences of two utterances that are 1. adjacent, 2. uttered by different 
speakers, 3. labeled as a first pair part and a second pair part, and 4. typed, so that a particular 
first pair part requires a particular second pair part (or range of second pair parts) – e.g., offers 
require acceptances or rejections, greetings require greetings, etc. 
In the following examples, I discuss these characteristics, using the following two data 
segments as illustrations.  
Figure 3.1. Greeting.   
1   A:  hello 
2   B:  hello 
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Figure 3.2. Q & A.    
1   A:  what are you doin? 
2   B:  nothing 
(Atkinson & Drew, 1979, p. 253) 
Figure 3.1 is an example of a greeting adjacency pair.  Speaker A initiates the greetings 
and speaker B responds back.  Line 1 is the first pair part of an adjacency pair and line 2 the 
second pair part.  The utterances are adjacent, produced by different speakers A and B, and 
ordered as the first pair part and the second pair part.  In addition, the first pair part of a greeting 
requires the second pair part of a greeting.  If the second pair part is absent, its absence implies 
that the other speaker did not hear the first speaker, was involved in something else, or 
intentionally ignored the greeting of speaker A, etc.   
Figure 3.2 shows another type of adjacency pair, specifically a question-answer 
adjacency pair.  Speaker A asks a question and speaker B gives an answer to it.  Line 1 is the 
first pair part of a question and line 2 is the second pair part to the question, namely the answer.  
The utterances are adjacent, produced by different speakers A and B, and ordered as the first pair 
part followed by the second pair part.  Once the first part of a question is produced, the second 
pair part (i.e., an answer) is expected to be produced as well. 
Preference organization. 
In the conditional relevance of the first and second pair parts, some adjacency pairs have 
different second pair parts, and there are preferences over the alternatives for the second parts of 
adjacency pairs.  According to Schegloff (2007a), preference organizations are not based on the 
psychological personal preferences over choices for the second pair part, such as motives, desires 
or likings, but on structural concepts, in terms of sequential organization.  When the first pair 
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part is proffered, the preferred second is the action which is considered as favored; the 
dispreferred second, the opposite.  In most cases, agreeing with an assessment and accepting a 
request or invitation are preferred seconds; disagreeing, declining and rejecting are dispreferred 
seconds (at least in American English).  However, this is not always the case, since it depends on 
the type of action that the first pair part is performing.  For example, Pomerantz (1984) points 
out that when a negative assessment on the speaker himself /herself is proffered, agreeing with 
self-deprecation is, in fact, a dispreferred second.  In addition, depending on the manner in which 
preferred and dispreferred seconds are produced, the second pair parts can be shaped as preferred 
or dispreferred.  Pomerantz (1984) states that the preferred manner is the way by which a 
preferred second is produced, maximizing the occurrence of its action that the second pair part is 
accomplishing.  The second pair part is produced immediately without delay. A dispreferred 
manner, on the other hand, minimizes the occurrences of its action the second pair part is 
accomplishing.  It is produced with hesitations, delays, accounts, etc.  The following two data 
segments contrast preferred seconds and dispreferred seconds and the way they are designed in 
light of turn shape. 
Figure 3.3. Preferred seconds. 
1. Child:  Could you, .hh could you put on the light  
2.    for my .hh room 
3. Father: Yep 
(Wootton, 1981) 
Figure 3.4. Dispreferred seconds. 
1. C: Um I wondered if there‟s any chance of seeing  
2.   you tomorrow sometime (0.5) morning or before  
3.   the seminar 
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Figure 3.4 (cont.) 
4.   (1.0) 
5. R: Ah um (.) I doubt it. 
6. C: Uhm huh 
7. R: The reason is I‟m seeing Elizabeth 
(Levinson, 1983, p. 176) 
In Figure 3.3, a child makes a request from his father (lines 1-2).  Lines 1 and 2 are the 
first pair part of the adjacency pair and his father grants a request (line 3), which is the second 
pair part and a preferred second.  There is no gap between the first and the second pair parts, and 
the second pair part is in a short form “yep.”  Therefore, the second pair part was produced in a 
preferred manner.   
In Figure 3.4, we see the adjacency pair of request and declination.  Lines 1-3 are the first 
pair part of request, and line 5 is the second pair part of declination.  The second pair part is a 
dispreferred second.  What should be noted here, however, is that there is a one second gap 
between the first pair part (lines 1-3) and the second pair part (Line 5).  After the first pair part is 
proffered (lines 1-3), the second pair part is expected.  Therefore, the resulting one second 
silence (line 4) belongs to speaker R.  The dispreferred second is produced with a delay.  “Ah 
um” before the actual declination in line 5 also further delays his response.  Moreover, speaker R 
also gives an account of why he cannot grant acceptance in line 7 after turning down the request 
(line 5).  Speaker R‟s long delayed dispreferred second with an account afterwards is produced in 
a preferred manner. 
Pre-sequence. 
There is a variety of ways to expand adjacency pairs.  One way of expanding is with a 
pre-sequence which comes before the base adjacency pairs; in other words, it is meant to be a 
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preliminary action to some other action (Schegloff, 1980).  There are different types of specific 
pre-sequence.  The following data segment is an example of a pre-invitation: 
Figure 3.5. Pre- invitation.  
(Allen and Judy are married; John is Judy‟s fellow student) 
1. Judy:  Hi John. 
2. John:  Ha you doin-<say what ‟r you doing. 
3. Judy:  Well, we‟re going out. Why. 
4. John:  Oh, I was just gonna say come out and come  
5.        over here an‟ talk this evening, but if 
6.        you‟re going out you can‟t very well do that 
(Schegloff, 2007a, p. 31) 
Line 2 is a sequence that comes before the actual invitation, thus it is called a pre-
invitation.  Before John offers Judy an invitation, he asks her what she was doing.  This is to 
avoid actually offering an invitation and receiving a dispreferred second of rejection.  “Well” in 
line 3 shows that Judy is delaying her response and her answer of “we‟re going out” in line 3 
implies that John‟s invitation that is forthcoming will most likely not be accepted.  Knowing that 
his invitation will be turned down, John does not offer the actual invitation.  John‟s account in 
lines 4-6 explains that he was going to invite Judy, but actually his invitation ends up not 
happening.      
Another type of pre-sequence that comes before the base pair parts is a pre-request.  The 
following data segment is an example. 
Figure 3.6. Pre-request.  
1.  C:  Do you have hot chocolate? 
2.  S:  mmhmm 
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Figure 3.6 (cont.) 
3.  C:  Can I have hot chocolate with whipped cream? 
(Merritt, 1976, p. 337) 
Line 1 is a sequence that comes before an actual request, and is therefore called a pre-request.  
Before making a request for hot chocolate as in line 3, speaker C asks about its availability in 
line 1.  In order to avoid actually making a request and receiving a dispreferred second of 
rejection, speaker C first sees if he can get a preferred second by providing a pre-request.  A pre-
request frequently leads the co-participant to make an offer, and the pre-request speaker then 
never actually has to make a request.  
Insertion sequence. 
Besides pre-sequences, there is another way to expand the base adjacency pairs.  An 
insertion sequence, which comes between the first and the second pair parts of an adjacency pair, 
is another way of doing this.   
Figure 3.7. Insertion sequence of Q & A.  
1.  Customer: May I have a bottle of Mich? 
2.  Server:   Are you twenty one? 
3.  Customer: No 
4.  Server:   No 
(Merritt, 1976, p. 333) 
Lines 1 and 4 comprise the base pair parts and the insertion sequence, consisting of lines 
2 and 3, is sandwiched between them.  Line 1 is the first pair part of the base pair parts and is 
typed as a request.  Line 4 is the second pair part of the base pair parts and is typed as a rejection 
to the request.  In order for speaker B to provide the base second pair part, however, speaker B 
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needs to get further information about speaker A.  Therefore, speaker B asks a question, which is 
the first pair part of the insertion sequence (line 2).  And speaker A answers the question in line 
3, which is the second pair part of the insertion sequence.  Lines 2 and 3 form the insertion 
sequence of the question and answer in between the base pair parts of lines 1 and 4.  After 
speaker B gets the necessary information with the insertion sequence, he provides the second 
pair part of the base pair parts.   
Another type of insertion sequence is a repair sequence (Schegloff, 2007a).  Given the 
first pair part, the other speaker might have trouble in hearing or understanding the first speaker.  
Alternatively, the first speaker might have trouble in speaking, making syntactic, phonetic, or 
lexical mistakes.  The first pair part undergoes repair before the second pair part comes forth.  
We see this phenomenon in the following data segment. 
Figure 3.8. Insertion sequence of repair. 
1.  A: Were you uh you were in therapy with a  
2.   private doctor? 
3.  B:  Yah. 
4.  A: Have you ever tried a clinic? 
5.  B: What? 
6.  A: Have you ever tried a clinic? 
7.  B: ((sigh)) No, I don‟t want to go to a clinic. 
(Schegloff, Jefferson & Sacks, 1977, p. 367) 
The base pair parts comprise a question and an answer (lines 4 and 7).  The question by 
speaker A is the base first pair part (line 4), and the answer to it by speaker B is the base second 
pair part (line 7).  However, in between the base first pair part and the base second pair part, an 
insertion sequence of repair is inserted.  Speaker B has trouble in hearing or understanding the 
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question from speaker A (line 4), and performs a repair by casting a form of query “what?” (line 
5).  Speaker A repeats his/her question and the repair gets completed (line 6).  After this insertion 
sequence of repair, speaker B provides the answer to the question from speaker A in line 4.  This 
turns out to be the base second pair part (line 7).   
Post-expansion. 
Not only the first pair part but also the second pair part can get repair.  In this case, repair 
is a type of post-expansion sequence placed after the base pair parts.   
Figure 3.9. Post-expansion of repair. 
1.  Dee:   Well who‟r you workin for. 
2.  Connie: ˙hhh Well I‟m working through  
3.       the Amfat Corporation. 
4.  Dee:   the who? 
5.  Connie: Amfah Corpora[tion. T‟s a holding company. 
6.  Dee:              [Oh  
7.  Dee:      Yeah 
8.  Connie:   ˙hhhh But uh:m thy‟re big holders  
9.      in uh of property en h Honolulu.   
10.      ˙hhhh A:n‟ uh so anywah, I wannida go, 
11.      toward the end of summer… 
(Schegloff, 2007a, p. 149) 
The base pair parts consist of a question and answer adjacency pairs (lines 1-3).  However, Dee 
has trouble hearing or understanding the answer that Connie provided and therefore, initiates 
repair (line 4).  Connie repeats her answer and completes the repair (line 5).  Dee‟s response 
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“Oh” (line 6) is an information receipt, which claims that she understood her answer this time.  
Connie goes on and explains to her about her company (line 5).  This data segment illustrates 
how adjacency pairs can be expanded after the base pair parts within the same sequence.   
Assessments can be another type of post-expansion (Schegloff, 2007a); that is, regarding 
what was said or done in the second pair part, a certain stance can be expressed afterwards.  
Figure 3.10. Post-expansion of assessment.  
1. Ava:  [˙(Any way).] [˙hh] How‟v you bee:n. 
2. Bee:   ˙hh Oh:: survi:ving I guess,  
3.  hh[h! 
4. Ava:    [That‟s good, how‟s (Bob). 
5. Bee:   He‟s fine, 
6. Ava: Tha:t‟s good.   
(Schegloff, 2007a, p. 124) 
In this data segment, two “how are you” sequences are observed (lines 1 and 2, and lines 4 and 
5), namely one by Ava to Bee and another by Ava to Bob. Ava expresses her stance on what was 
said in the answers to her “how are you” questions (lines 4 and 6).  Both how are you questions 
of “How‟v you bee:n” and “how‟s (Bob)” are the first pair parts and the answers to them, “˙hh 
Oh:: survi:ving I guess,” and “He‟s fine,” are the second pair parts.  Since Ava‟s assessments to 
the answers, “That‟s good,” (line 4) and “Tha:t‟s good.” (line 6) come after the second pair parts, 
they are considered as a post-expansion to the base adjacency pairs.   
Repair. 
As discussed above in expansion sequences, repairs can be placed between the first pair 
part and the second pair part as a type of insertion sequence.  Alternatively, it can be produced 
after the base pair parts as a type of post-expansion sequence.  Repair is a mechanism that deals 
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with problems in hearing, speaking, or understanding.  While doing a repair, a speaker is putting 
the current action on hold in order to deal with a problem.  Once the problem has been dealt 
with, the prior action is typically resumed.  Schegloff et al. (1977) claim that nothing is, in 
principle, excludable from repair.  Any utterance is considered repairable.  Repair can target any 
utterances even those that do not have obvious errors in terms of phonetics or syntax.  This is 
observed in the following data segment.  
Figure 3.11. Self-repair.  
1.  Ken:   Sure enough ten minutes later the bell r- 
2.        the doorbell rang 
(Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 363) 
Ken‟s utterance in line 1 does not have any phonetic or syntactic error in itself.  However, Ken 
initiates repair on “bell” (line 1) and restates it as “doorbell” (line 2).  This example shows that 
any utterances are repairable and are potential trouble source; thus, repair is a broader term than 
a correction.   
On the other hand, there are cases where explicit error does not necessarily get corrected. 
Figure 3.12. Not repaired.  
1. Bernice:  ...en I think if more parents of kids  
2.    these age c‟d participate in this 
3.         kind of an atmosphere, .hhh it would 
4.          certainly help develop a lot of 
5.          understanding. A:n‟ Mister Warden said  
6.           That was certainly one of the things  
7.           thet he had been considering… 
(Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 363) 
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Bernice makes a lexical mistake in “these age” in line 1 with correct form of “this age.”  
However, it did not get corrected by the speaker or others.  This data segment demonstrates that 
not all the mistakes and errors get corrected.   
Self-initiated self-repairs. 
Schegloff et al. (1977) describes four different types of repairs in terms of initiation and 
outcome.  There are two categories, namely that of self-initiated and other-initiated repair which 
are categorized according to who initiated the repair.  And in terms of completion, repairs are 
categorized as self-completed and other-completed.  The most common and most preferred 
repairs are self-initiated self-repairs, which are the quickest and easiest repair. 
Figure 3.13. Self-initiated self-repair.  
1. N:   She was given me a:ll the people that  
2.    were go:ne this yea:r I mean this quarter  
3.      y‟ // know 
4. J:   Yeah 
(Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 364) 
The trouble source “this yea:r” (line 2) gets corrected as “this quarter” (line 2) within the same 
turn.  “I mean” is a common device for self-initiated self-completed repair.   
Other-initiated self-repairs. 
Repair can be initiated by others and then completed by self.  This repair is called other-
initiated self-repair.   
Figure 3.14. Other-initiated self-repair. 
1. Ken:   Is Al here today? 
2. Dan:    Yeah. 
3.     (2.0) 
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Figure 3.14 (cont.) 
4. Roger: He is? hh eh heh 
5. Dan:   Well he was. 
(Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 364) 
The question in line 1 and answer in line 2 make up an adjacency pair.  After the silence in line 
3, trouble source “yeah” (line 2), which confirms that Al is here, gets repaired (line 4).  Repair is 
initiated by the third party Roger (line 4), and completed by the same speaker of the trouble 
source, namely Dan (line 5).   
Self-initiated other-repairs. 
Another category of repair is self-initiated other-repair; namely, repair is initiated by the 
speaker of the trouble source but completed by the recipient. 
Figure 3.15. Self-initiated other-repair.   
1. B:  He had dis uh Mistuh W- whatever k- I can‟t  
2.      think of his first name, Watts on, the one  
3.      thet wrote // that piece. 
4. A:  Dan Watts. 
(Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 364) 
In lines 1-3, speaker B is having trouble remembering the author‟s first name and initiates repair.  
Then speaker A provides the word that speaker B was looking for and repair gets completed (line 
4).  This self-initiated other-repair was done in the form of a word search.  
Other-initiated other-repairs. 
The last category of repair is other-initiated other-completed repair. 
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Figure 3.16. Other-initiated other-repair.   
1.  B:  Where didju play ba:sk//etbaw. 
2.  A:  (The) gy:m. 
3.  B:  In the gy:m? 
4.  A:  Yeah.  Like grou(h)p therapy.  Yuh know= 
5. B:  =[Oh:::. 
6. A:  =[half the group thet we had la:s‟ term wz  
7.   there en jus‟ playing arou:nd. 
8.  B: Uh- fooling around. 
9. A:  Eh- yeah... 
(Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 365) 
“Playing around” in line 7 is corrected as “fooling around” in line 8.  Speaker A‟s “playing 
around” is the trouble source, and repair is initiated and completed by speaker B.  The “Eh- 
yeah” in line 9 is the confirmation.   
Placement of repair initiations. 
Most repairs have their repair initiations placed in either one of four different positions, 
relative to the trouble source: within the same turn as the trouble source, the turn‟s transition 
space, next turn from the trouble source, and the third turn from the trouble source turn.  The 
following data segment illustrates repair initiation in the same turn as trouble source.   
Figure 3.17. Same turn.   
1.  N:  She was given me a:ll the people that were 
2.     go:ne this yea:r I mean this quarter  
3.       y‟ // know 
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Figure 3.17 (cont.) 
4.  J:  Yeah 
(Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 364) 
The initiation of repair “this quarter” (line 2) is within the same turn as the trouble source “this 
year” (line2).  
Another common placement to initiate self-repair is in the turn‟s transition space. 
Figure 3.18. Turn‟s transition space.  
1. J:  He‟s stage manager. 
2.     (2.0) 
3. J: He‟s actually first assistant but- he‟s calling  
4.      the show. 
5. J: They take turns= 
6. J: =he and the production manager take turns calling 
7.      the show 
(Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 366) 
After J‟s turn where the trouble source “stage manager” is produced (line 1), there is a two 
second silence.  The same speaker J self-selects and takes up his talk again, replacing “stage 
manager” with “first assistant” (line 3).  Speaker J continues to elaborate on his role (lines 5-7).  
In this segment, self-initiated self-repair is placed in turn transition space after a silence. 
The most common replacement of repair initiation by others is at the next turn from the 
trouble source. 
Figure 3.19. Next turn. 
1. A:  Hey the first time they stopped me from  
2.   sellin‟ cigarettes was this morning.  
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Figure 3.19 (cont.) 
3.   (1.0) 
4. B: From selling cigarettes? 
5.  A:  From buying cigarettes.  They // said uh 
6. C:  Uh huh 
(Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 370) 
The trouble source “sellin‟” in line 2 is questioned in the next turn by speaker B (line 4).  Then 
speaker A corrects it with “buying.”  Thus, this is the next turn other-initiated self-repair.   
Lastly, initiation of self-repair can be placed in the third turn to the trouble source as seen 
in the following data segment.  
Figure 3.20. Third turn.   
1.  J:  Is it goin to be at your house? 
2. B:  Yeah= 
3. J: =your apartment?= 
4. B:  =my place. 
(Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 370) 
Speaker J produces the first pair of question (line 1) and speaker B produces the second pair part 
of answer (line 2). Then speaker J initiates repair on “your house” in the question that he just 
uttered (line 3).  Though the second pair of an answer does not show any indication of trouble, 
repair is initiated in the third turn by the same speaker. 
In this section, I surveyed the practices and recurrent phenomena which are already 
established in CA field.  The microanalysis of data is particularly useful in examining the data in 
my study.  Data-driven CA with emic perspective approach will help unfold the details of 
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teaching moments in free conversations between a native and non-native speaker, which this 
study focuses on.   
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Chapter 4 
Teaching Moments Triggered by Non-Nativeness  
Which Native Speakers Orient to 
 
Introduction 
In SLA research, it is commonly known that native speakers initiate teaching when there 
are misunderstandings between speakers or when a non-native speaker signals trouble in 
understanding, seeks help directly by asking a question, or demonstratively searches for words 
(e.g., Varonis & Gass, 1985; Gass, 1997; Gass & Selinker, 2001).  All these occasions prompt 
negotiation of meaning to solve the communication problems.  In this chapter, I present cases 
where native speakers initiate teaching of vocabulary, idioms and culture in ordinary 
conversations between American and Japanese friends, although none of the above-mentioned 
features are present in the action.  Instead, these teaching moments seem to be oriented to the 
non-nativeness of the other speakers.  SLA research does not explain how the category of non-
nativeness is invoked in interactions; instead, this category usually is presumed.  Within current 
SLA literature, research concerning when, how, and why native speakers are oriented to the non-
nativeness of their co-participants and teach English expressions or American culture is not 
established.  The data segments discussed in this chapter give us insights to non-nativeness 
which is revealed in ordinary conversations.   
In this chapter, I first present sample data segments of teaching moments where the 
native speakers explain English vocabulary and idioms, and American culture.  I discuss the 
sequential organization by describing the turn-by-turn actions accomplished through interactions.  
Second, I examine how the native speakers orient to the non-nativeness of the other speaker by 
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activating non-native membership categorization.  In all data segments, the native speakers use 
the expression “in America,” evoking the native and non-native membership categorization.  
Third, I investigate where the initiation of teaching moments is placed sequentially.  I discuss the 
sequenced positions of the teaching moments by closely probing before, in the midst of, and after 
the teaching initiating turn.  Fourth, I examine the turn design of teaching moments and discuss 
how teaching is implemented.  Native speakers utilize various teaching practices which take 
place with clusters of activities such as word searches and definition sequences.  In some cases, 
non-native speakers‟ gestures provide empirical evidence of their understanding.  And lastly, I 
present the data segment of a role reversal of a native and a non-native where a non-native 
speaker of English teaches a native speaker of English a Japanese word.  The data shows the 
fluid nature of the native and the non-native membership categorization along with the categories 
of expert and novice.  
In the data segments discussed in this chapter, the teaching moments are triggered by the 
native speakers‟ orientation to the non-native membership categorization of the other speaker.  
Teaching ranges from English vocabulary and idioms to American culture.  Through the teaching 
of vocabulary, idioms or culture, the non-native speakers were exposed to enhanced input by the 
native speakers and claim their understanding (but they do not demonstrate it).  The native 
speakers initiated teaching by saying “in America” and overtly activated the non-native 
membership categorization.  This orientation to non-nativeness occurs rather abruptly in terms of 
sequence organization; specifically, it is introduced with a restart.  The data samples do not 
indicate why the native speakers orient to the non-nativeness of the other speaker at that 
particular moment.  The orientation to non-nativeness happens when there is no indication that 
the non-native speakers do not understand the English vocabulary, idiom or American culture in 
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the prior talk or in previous sequences.  In spite of the clear resort to non-nativeness by the use of 
“in America,” however, in the next moment, the native speakers introduce the vocabulary, idiom 
or culture, by saying “they say,” “they call,” or “it‟s called” in contrast to “we say” or “we call.”  
In the subsequent sequences of teaching moments as well, the native speakers recurrently use 
this turn design.  This may be due to the setting of the conversations.  Namely, each pair of 
native speaker and non-native speakers meets outside of the official teaching contexts such as 
ESL classroom or tutorials.  They meet not as a teacher and student, but as friends.  Therefore, 
the native speakers do not overtly teach the non-native speakers, but rather, form the turn such 
that the native speakers align themselves with the non-native speakers.  
This is a mechanism by which the native speakers create an affiliation with the non-
native speakers.  That is, English expressions and American culture are presented as the “out-
group” and the native and non-native speaker pair is presented as the in-group.  The native 
speakers present the information as an observer of the English expressions and American culture 
from the outsider perspectives.  Furthermore, the native and non-native membership 
categorization is not a fixed and outward label throughout the entire interaction as is often 
presumed in mainstream SLA, but rather, a fluid category in moment by moment interactions.  
Teaching moments triggered by orienting to the non-native membership categorization emerges 
as native speakers activate the categories at a particular moment in the course of interactions.  
This research makes a significant contribution to the field of SLA in that it provides detailed 
descriptions of teaching moments triggered by orientation to non-nativeness and demonstrates a 
micro mechanism of when and how teaching moments occur in free conversations between 
native and non-native speakers. 
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Teaching Moments of Vocabulary, Idiom and Culture 
In this section, I present the representative data segments of teaching moments where the 
native speakers introduce and explain an English word, idiom and American culture to the non-
native speakers.  Then I discuss the sequential organization, examining turn by turn the actions 
accomplished in the interactions.  The first example is the teaching of vocabulary.  The native 
speaker Teri and the non-native speaker Keiko are talking about an American candy or sweet 
called “a bar”  
Figure 4.1. Bar 19:22. 
1   K:  ((looking closely at the sweet on the table))  
2   K:  I have never see:n (0.2)  
3   T:  huhu[hu it‟s a little odd sweet. 
4   K:      [this 
5       (0.2) 
6   K:  ah cookie? 
7       (2.0) ((both looking at the sweet closely)) 
8   T:  hh I don‟t know= 
9   K:  =huhuhu a little bit (0.2) have (.)  
10      ((with gesture of poking with a fork)) 
11  K:  =[huhuhu] 
12  T:  =[yeah. ]  
13      (2.0) ((both dig into the sweet with a fork)) 
14  T: you know in america, they have something  
15       it‟s like a (.) c- a bar they call them 
16       bars 
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Figure 4.1 (cont.) 
17  K:   ba- bar ah bar ah::.= 
18  T:   =so not a candy bar but like a (.) cookie 
19       cake bar?= 
20  K:   =hm:[:.] 
21  T:       [so] I think that‟s what this is. 
22  K:   hm:. 
23       (0.8) ((both eating)) 
24  T:   so it‟s not like a cake, (0.5) but it‟s not a  
25       cookie (0.2) so in the middle. kind of like a  
26       brownie,= 
27  K:   =ah::. hm:. 
28       (2.0) ((both eating)) 
29  K:   oh (0.2) nuts. ((looking into the sweet)) 
30       (1.5) 
31  T:   .hh where is yumiko going for thanksgiving? 
Keiko gazes at the sweet on the table and starts expressing her unfamiliarity with it in line 2.  In 
the middle of an incomplete sentence with an object missing, 0.2 seconds of silence takes place.  
Then Teri responds to Keiko‟s unfamiliarity with a short laughter and continues to produce an 
assessment of the sweet as “a little odd” in line 3.  This overlaps with the demonstrative pronoun 
“this” which Keiko produces in line 4 and completes her previous utterance in line 2.  0.2 
seconds of silence after Teri‟s assessment, Keiko prefaces her next turn with “ah” and offers a 
candidate understanding of “cookie” with rising intonation in line 6.  Then both Keiko and Teri 
look at the sweet closely with two seconds of silence.  Heritage (1984) describes “oh” as a 
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change of state token.  Aijmer (1987) examines the use of “oh” and “ah” based on a spoken 
British English corpus.  She maintains that “oh” and “ah” are closely related and one of their 
functions is to signal surprise.  Here Keiko might have reached the new realization that this 
unique sweet might be a cookie.  To Keiko‟s candidate understanding, Teri exhales briefly and 
initially expresses her unfamiliarity with its name in line 8.  Keiko‟s short laugh immediately 
follows and she expresses her intent to sample the sweet with a gesture of poking it with a fork in 
line 9.  After a micro pause, Keiko‟s laugh and Teri‟s agreement to taste a little with “yeah” start 
simultaneously in lines 11 and 12.  Then Keiko and Teri both dig into the sweet with a fork 
during the two seconds of silence.  Then Teri starts teaching the term for this sweet.  She begins 
her utterance with “you know,” and being oriented to Keiko‟s non-nativeness by saying “in 
America,” she starts explaining to Keiko about the sweet in line 14.  Teri first says “they have 
something,” but restarts with “it‟s like a” after which a micro pause and cut off of “c-” follow.  
Teri finally produces the word for the sweet, i.e., “a bar” which is produced emphatically in line 
15.  She continues with restating in a complete sentence as “they call them bars.”  Then Keiko 
tries to repeat this newly introduced word “bar,” which she cuts off in the first try in line 17.  
Keiko tries again and this time it is uttered in a complete word.  Then she produces “ah,” repeats 
the word “bar” in a complete form again, and produces another “ah::” which is stretched and 
uttered longer this time.  Aijmer (1987) states that the difference between “oh” and “ah” is that 
“oh” is an indication of reaction to new information, whereas “ah” is an indication of reaction to 
the information whose significance was previously elusive.  Therefore one can conclude that, 
when Keiko first repeated the word “bar,” she did not understand what it meant.  However, “ah” 
claims her understanding of the word whose meaning was elusive in her prior repeats.  Keiko‟s 
second “ah::” was stretched thus, a stronger claim of her understanding of the word.  In fact, the 
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word “bar” to mean a stick (not a sweet) is not a difficult word.  It is taken into the Japanese 
language and used as a loaned word, though pronounced as “bah” where the sound r is dropped 
(Kindaichi et al., 1997).  Keiko needed to associate the word “bar” with this particular sweet.  
Keiko‟s claim of understanding launches Teri‟s further explanation of the sweet to narrow down 
to the specific type of bar as “not a candy bar but a cookie cake bar” in lines 18-19.  This was 
produced with rising intonation, seeking confirmation of understanding from Keiko.  Keiko 
produces “hm::.” in line 20 and claims her understanding weakly without any uptake.  This 
overlaps with Teri‟s upshot with “so” (Raymond, 2004) followed by her expression of stronger 
certainty of the term in line 21.  Teri initially expressed her unfamiliarity with the term, but now 
she is more confident of what it is called.  Keiko responds with another continuer “hm:.” which 
does not indicate clearly whether she in fact understood Teri‟s explanation (Schegloff, 2007a).  
Therefore, after 0.8 seconds of silence, during which both co-participants are eating, Teri 
resumes her explanation with her upshot “so” (Raymond, 2004) in line 24.  She further clarifies 
that it is not a full cake or cookies, but resembles a brownie.  Then Keiko more strongly claims 
her understanding of Teri‟s explanation with stretched “ah::.” in line 27.  Aijmer (1987) observes 
that as a follow up after a question and answer sequence, “ah” can express appreciation of the 
answer as interesting.  Therefore, Keiko‟s “ah::” not only claims her understanding but also 
expresses her appreciation of Teri‟s more detailed explanation to Keiko‟s candidate 
understanding of “cookie.”  Then this “ah::” is followed by another continuer “hm:.”  After two 
seconds of silence while both are eating, Keiko expresses her finding of “nuts” inside in line 29.  
Without clear indication that Keiko truly understood the term, she shifts her attention to another 
object.  After 1.5 seconds of silence in line 30, Teri switches to another topic about their mutual 
friend Yumiko in line 31 without responding to Keiko‟s finding of “nuts.”   
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This data segment demonstrated a sequence of teaching and learning moments of English 
vocabulary.  In this portion of the conversation, the native speaker Teri initiates the teaching of 
vocabulary in response to the non-native speaker Keiko‟s indication of being unfamiliar with the 
object itself.  At first, Keiko states that she has never seen a cookie of this shape or type before, 
and then labels it as a cookie with questioning intonation.  Then Teri starts the teaching to correct 
the term cookie.  She first introduces the term “bar” and explains it in the following turns.  She 
brings up other words associated with bars, such as cake and cookie.  She contrasts bars with 
candies as well and she alludes to brownies.  On the other hand, Keiko‟s responses remain at a 
minimum with “ah” and “hm” to the end of the sequence.  Though she claimed her 
understanding, there was no uptake of Teri‟s explanations, which would otherwise demonstrate 
her understanding.  However, Keiko was exposed to more enhanced input in discovering and 
learning a new meaning for the term “bar.”   
The next data segment is a teaching moment of the idiom “killing two birds with one 
stone.”  The native speaker Ellie and the non-native speaker Junko have been talking about a 
long interval of time since they met with each other for the last time.  It was because Junko 
moved to another dorm room and her phone number changed; thus Ellie could not reach her.  In 
the following excerpt, Ellie and Junko are talking about the current lunch meeting that is being 
videotaped.  In line 20, pointed to by the arrow, is where Ellie orients to Junko‟s non-nativeness 
and introduces an idiom. 
Figure 4.2. Killing two birds with one stone 59:17. 
1   J:  uh: so uh huhu[huhu  
2   E:       [huhuhuhu= 
3   J:  =.h very surprised to=  
4   E:  =yeah= 
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Figure 4.2 (cont.) 
5   J:  =to  
6   E:  h       
7   J:  read it? ((gesture of writing on hand)) 
8   E:  uh huh,= 
9   J:  =your email.=  
10  E:  =mm[: ] 
11  J:     [.h]h hh I didn‟t do that. 
12  E:  uh [huh ]  
13  J:     [huhu] 
14  E:  .h I‟m glad though alice set us up.= 
15      =Uhhuhu[hu  ] 
16  J:       [↑hm↑]:[::       ] 
17  E:          [you know,] (.) even though this  
18      is setup you know we can still <meet> and=  
19  J:  =ye:[s. ] 
20  E:    [you] know .h use- h it- .h uh- in america  
21      they call it um: (.) <killing two birds with  
22      one stone.>  
23      ((making two and one each with fingers)) 
24  J:  killing one, (.) ((making one with finger))  
25  E:  two birds ((both making two with fingers)) 
26      =[with one stone.]  
27      ((both making one with finger)) 
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Figure 4.2 (cont.) 
28  J:  =[(     )] what they [mean] 
29  E:                        [mean]ing (0.5) 
30  E:  like right no:w there‟s two things that  
31      are happening right? 
32      we‟re mee:ting?=  
33  J:  =mm hm,= ((nodding)) 
34  E:  >but< we‟re (.) you know helping alice  
35      with her present.= 
36    ((pointing at the video camera)) 
37  J:  =mm hm ((nodding)) 
38  E:  >OR< with her project.  
39      (0.2) ((J nodding))  
40  E:  you know (.) but (.) so we‟re doing  
41      both thi:ngs: (.) by just (.) 
42      eating together. 
43  J:  hm:::. ((looking up)) so [two  ] birds?=   
44  E:                           [it‟s-]  
45  E:  =uh huh.= 
46  J:  =wi[th one stone   ] 
47  E:     [with one stone.]=so like- .h they mean 
48      like um: tsh like .h 
49      >>like ok<< I guess in a literal 
50      sense? like .h like maybe you throw  
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Figure 4.2 (cont.) 
51      one stone? 
52  J:  mm [hm] ((nodding)) 
53  E:     [an]d you kill two birds with it.  
54      with one stone. o[k? .h b]ut in- um 
55  J:                   [uh:::. ] 
56  E:  usually people use that in the 
57      context of like (0.5) tsh maybe:  
58      um (.) tsh .h I‟m trying to think of  
59      an example (.) like (0.5) maybe: (1.0) Uh  
60      =[hh ↑I ca(h)n‟t think of an example↑ 
61  J:  =[huhuhu 
62  E:  .hh I guess what I‟m trying to say is  
63      you know like .h (.) we‟re meeting together?= 
64  J:  =mm hm, ((nodding)) 
65      (0.5) 
66  E:  but then: alice is also doing her project? 
67    ((pointing at the video camera)) 
68  J:  yeah.= ((nodding) 
69  E:  =so two things are happening? 
70  J:  oh:[::.         ] 
71  E:     [but you know] we‟re just (.)  
72      ↑eating↑ together.  
73  J:  uh:: 
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Figure 4.2 (cont.) 
74  E:  >I don‟t know.< does that make sense or no. 
75  J:  so one hm alice has hm project?=  
76  E:  =mm hm,= 
77  J:  =and we want to meet together?=  
78  E:  =mm hm,= 
79  J:  =so: two things happen together? 
80  E:  yeah.= 
81  J:  =uh:: 
82  E:  but by just us: (.) eating together.=  
83  J:  =mh:[::.             ] ((as nodding)) 
84  E:      [you know like we] get to mee:t and 
85      ca:tch u:p,= 
86  J:  =yeah yeah 
87  E:  and talk, 
88  J:  ↑uh: yes↑ [yes]  
89  E:      [and] alice gets to do her project,  
90      so it‟s like two things: you know, 
91  J:  uh: [how] 
92  E:      [by ] one meeting. uh hh= 
93  J:  =ok how how did you say? one [(stone)] 
94  E:          [oh it‟s] called 
95      um .h killing?= 
96  J:  =killing?  
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Figure 4.2 (cont.) 
97      ((pretending to hit something with hand)) 
98  E:  killing uh .hh two birds? 
99  J:  mm hm= 
100 E:  =with one stone.= 
101 J:  =with one Oh [very interesting.] 
102 E:               [uh huh, that‟s .h] yeah  
103     that‟s a it‟s a v- catchy phrase.=  
104 J:  =↑yeah[::.↑]  
In lines 3, 5, 7, and 9, Junko expresses her surprise about having read an e-mail from Ellie.  The 
word “read” was accompanied by a gesture of writing on the hand.  To Junko‟s “surprise,” Ellie 
responds with “yeah” in line 4, to “read” with a gesture of writing, with a continuer “uh huh” in 
line 8, and to “e-mail” with another continuer “mm:” in line 10.  After inhaling and exhaling, 
Junko continues with “I did not do that” in line 11.  Possibly she meant that she did not write an 
e-mail to Ellie.  However, what the pronoun “that” refers to is unclear.  Ellie produces a 
continuer “uh huh” in line 12 to pass her turn and encourage Junko to continue her statement.  
This overlaps with Junko‟s short laugh in line 13.  In line 14, Ellie expresses her happiness about 
the set up
3
 through the project in spite of long absence of contact, which is followed by a laugh at 
the arranged meeting in line 15.  Ellie‟s laugh overlaps with Junko‟s agreement “hm:::” uttered 
                                                 
3
 Incidentally, Ellie calls this meeting a set up and insinuates the artificial nature of this conversation, which thus 
makes the validity of this research questionable.  However, the participants did meet more than three times prior to 
this meeting as required for the participation in this project.  They met more frequently during the summer, but did 
not see each other during the fall semester.  Ellie tried calling Junko a few times only to find that she was never in.  
This meeting took place immediately after the winter break, and it was an opportune time for them to get together 
and catch up with each other.  This portion of the conversation took place 58 minutes after the recording started, and 
there was no awkwardness observed throughout.  Nor were the participants informed of what the researcher was 
looking for in the data.  Therefore, we can be sure that this conversation can be considered as an ordinary 
conversation between friends. 
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with high pitch in line 16.  Then starting with “you know” which seeks an alignment from Junko, 
Ellie elaborates in lines 17 and 18 on her previous statement and says that the project-purposed 
setting made them meet again.  Ellie attempts to continue her statement with “and” which is 
latched to Junko‟s agreement with Ellie (“ye:s” in line 19).  Junko‟s agreement overlaps with 
Ellie‟s next utterance “you know” which seeks Junko‟s understanding in line 20.  Ellie continues 
with a short inhale and the word “use” which gets cut off, a short out-breath and “it-” which also 
gets cut off.  Again Ellie inhales briefly and produces the hesitation “uh-” which gets cut off 
once more.  Here we observe repeated cut offs and hesitation, which indicates that Ellie is 
looking for an appropriate word.  This practice involves a word search.  At this moment, oriented 
to the non-nativeness of Junko, Ellie restarts by saying “in America they call it killing two birds 
with one stone” in lines 20-22.  When she said up to “they call it,” she stops and produces 
hesitation “um:” and a micro pause.  Then the idiom was produced, in a stretched and well-
articulated manner.  Assuming that Junko is not familiar with the term, Ellie introduces the idiom 
to Junko slowly and clearly.  Ellie also adds hand gestures of two and one each with her fingers 
to her introduction of the idiom.  This teaching moment comes rather abruptly in terms of the 
sequential organization.  Ellie mentions the opportunity for them to meet because of this project 
and Junko agrees with it.  Then Ellie orients to Junko‟s non-nativeness, looks for the appropriate 
form to introduce the idiom, and presents the idiom in a manner such that Junko might find it 
easier to understand the idiom.  There is no indication of why Ellie is oriented to Junko‟s non-
nativeness and introduces the idiom at this moment since there is no indication in the prior talk 
that Junko does not know the idiom.  However, the following sequence does show that Junko 
was not familiar with the idiom just as Ellie assumed.  Immediately after Ellie‟s introduction of 
the idiom, Junko tries to repeat the idiom, which comes out as an incomplete form of “killing 
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one” accompanied by a hand gesture of one with her finger in line 24.  Then Ellie starts repair 
with “two birds” in line 25 and “with one stone” in line 26, trying to make the numbers clear 
with hand gestures.  Junko mimics Ellie‟s hand gestures of two and one respectively.   
Incidentally, Junko‟s saying “killing one” with her one finger up could possibly imply the 
first language (L1) transfer.  In Japanese, “killing two birds with one stone” is expressed as 
“isseki nichoo” which is literally translated as “one stone two birds.”  The Japanese unmarked 
word order is a subject, modifier, if any, object, and verb.  In the Japanese version of this idiom, 
only the method one stone and the object two birds are expressed with the subject and verb being 
dropped.  The word order of one stone and two birds are switched from English “killing two 
birds with one stone.”  Therefore, her utterance and gesture could possibly suggest L1 transfer.  
However, immediately after Ellie repeats the idiom, Junko asks for its meaning and a rather 
lengthy negotiation of meaning develops.  Ellie who is not familiar with the Japanese language is 
not oriented to Junko‟s possible L1 transfer either.  Therefore, it is not clear if Junko linked the 
English version of the idiom with its Japanese equivalence.   
Immediately after Ellie repeats the idiom in lines 25 and 26 in response to Junko‟s 
incorrect repetition of “killing one” in line 24, Junko asks for its meaning in line 28, which 
overlaps with Ellie‟s voluntary attempt to explain its meaning in line 29.  After 0.5 seconds of 
silence, Ellie continues to elaborate that two things are taking place at the same time in lines 30-
31, seeking Junko‟s confirmation of understanding with “right?”  Then she lists one of the two 
things that is happening with rising intonation as in “we‟re meeting?” in line 32, again seeking 
Junko‟s confirmation of understanding.  Junko claims her understanding with a continuer “mm 
hm” accompanied by nods and at the same time encourages Ellie to continue with her 
explanation in line 33.  Ellie attempts to add the second thing that is taking place concurrently 
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besides meeting with each other, i.e., the project, but utters “present” instead in line 35.  Ellie 
personifies the video camera as her friend Alice and points to it as she says “present” instead of 
“project.”  To this slip of the tongue, Junko produces another continuer “mm hm” with nods 
without initiating repair in line 37.  Junko might be oriented to Ellie‟s gesture of pointing at the 
video camera rather than her slip of the tongue.  Then Ellie self-repairs on “present” as “project” 
in line 38, and Junko produces another continuer with nods in silence in line 39.  Ellie seeks 
Junko‟s understanding with “you know” in line 40 and continues with “but.”  After a micro 
pause, however, she restarts with “so” and tries to conclude her first attempt to explain.  She adds 
this time “both” to two things and “just” to one thing in lines 41-42.  To her own explanation of 
the idiom, Junko responds with a lengthened “hm:::.” in line 43 as she looks up.  Goodwin and 
Goodwin (1986) observe that when the speaker starts a word search, s/he gazes away from the 
recipient, usually looks up, and then produces a thinking face.  Goodwin and Goodwin (1986) 
say that when the speaker finds the word, s/he gazes back to the recipient.  Here, Junko displays 
that her thinking is in progress by looking up and gazing away from Ellie.  Then Junko tries to 
provide an upshot (Raymond, 2004) of Ellie‟s informing with “so” in line 43.  Junko repeats the 
idiom, starting with “two birds.”  Junko‟s “two” overlaps with Ellie‟s turn beginning of “it‟s-” 
but it gets cut off in line 44.  Immediately after Junko finishes producing the phrase “two birds,” 
Ellie confirms that it is correct this time with “uh huh” and encourages Junko to continue in line 
45.  Then Junko continues with “one stone” in line 46 which overlaps with Ellie‟s co-participant 
completion (Lerner, 1991, 1996a and 1996b) of Junko‟s turn in line 47.  Co-participant 
completion is a practice by which a participant produces an utterance to complete another 
participant‟s utterance-in-progress.  Then with an upshot of “so” (Raymond, 2004), Ellie 
attempts to further explain the meaning of the idiom in lines 47-48, but her utterance contains 
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many fillers and speech perturbation, such as “like,” “um” and “tsh.”  Then she restarts to 
explain the literal meaning of the idiom in line 49.  She explains that it is to kill two birds by 
throwing one stone.  Junko claims her understanding of Ellie‟s explanation with lengthened 
“uh:::.” in line 55.  Here, claiming understanding is not the same as actually understanding or 
demonstrating understanding; this could be an account for why Ellie goes on with the 
explanation and illustrations.  Ellie continues and tries to come up with another context where 
this idiom can be used in lines 56-59.  However, not being able to find another example, she 
repeats two things which are occurring simultaneously, i.e., meeting with each other and helping 
out with the project in lines 63-67.  She tries to conclude another attempt to explain, starting with 
a “so” prefaced turn “so two things are happening?” seeking Junko‟s confirmation of 
understanding with rising intonation in line 69.  Then Junko responds with a stronger claim of 
her understanding with a lengthened “oh:::” in line 70.  Heritage (1984) observes that “oh” 
signals a noticing, which regularly occurs after informings.  He states that “oh” is a strong 
indication of being informed and can promote further continuation of the information.  Here 
Junko claims that Ellie‟s further explanation was informing and that she reached a new level of 
understanding.  This “oh:::” overlaps with Ellie‟s continuation of her concluding statement with 
what one stone refers to, i.e., Ellie and Junko eating together in lines 71-72.  After Junko‟s 
additional claim of understanding with “uh::” in line 73, again Ellie seeks Junko‟s understanding 
here in line 74 by producing an understanding check question with “does that make sense or no.”  
Then with an upshot with “so” (Raymond, 2004), Junko lists two things that are happening 
simultaneously in lines 75, 77, and 79, by repeating the words Ellie has been using.  After 
affirming Junko‟s statement about two things which are concurrently taking place in line 80, 
Ellie adds that two things are happening while one action “by just us eating together” in line 82 
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is being done, which is an equivalent to one stone.  This was done again in the form of a co-
participant completion (Lerner, 1991, 1996a and 1996b) as an increment to Junko‟s previous 
statement.  This is latched to Junko‟s claim of understanding with lengthened “mh:::” 
accompanied by nods in line 84, which overlaps with Ellie‟s next attempt to elaborate on the two 
things which are simultaneously taking place at this lunch meeting in lines 84-92.  Ellie‟s 
repeated attempt to explain the meaning of the idiom shows that she sees Junko‟s previous 
paraphrase as impartial and that she is apparently not convinced that Junko has indeed 
understood the idiom despite Junko‟s claims time after time.  Junko, on the other hand, 
repetitively claims her understanding with “yeah,” “uhh” and “yes” in lines 86, 88, and 91.  In 
line 91 after Ellie again listed two concurrent events, which is the counterpart of “two birds” in 
the idiom, Junko produces the question word “how.”  After Ellie completes her explanation with 
a short laugh, Junko claims her understanding of Ellie‟s explanation with “ok” which is a 
different term from what she has been repeatedly using.  By repeating the question word “how” 
which was first produced in line 91, she tries asking for the idiom to be repeated in line 93.  She 
continues with her candidate understanding with “one stone,” again with the word order of the 
idiom flipped with “two birds.”  Then Ellie produces “oh” in line 94, which shows the change in 
her current state of awareness (Heritage, 1984).  Ellie has been trying to make the meaning of the 
idiom clear, but Junko wanted to hear the idiom itself, which was unexpected for Ellie.  Ellie 
then says the idiom phrase by phrase, starting from the beginning with “killing” in line 95.  She 
produces it with rising intonation, seeking confirmation from Junko.  Junko immediately repeats 
the word “killing” with the hand gesture of hitting something, which demonstrates that she 
understands the word “killing.”  Ellie produces a short laugh at Junko‟s gesture and adds on one 
more phrase as “killing two birds” in line 98.  After Junko claims her understanding with “mm 
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mh,” Ellie adds one more phrase “with one stone” and completes the idiom in line 100.  Junko 
partially repeats what Ellie said, but produces a change of state token “oh” and assessment of 
“very interesting” in line 101.  This is followed by Ellie‟s agreement and account of her 
agreement, i.e., it is because the expression easily gets attention.  The teaching sequence of the 
idiom ends with an assessment and agreement with the meaning.  Schegloff (2007a) explains that 
agreements and assessments are common ways to close sequences. 
In this data segment, the native speaker Ellie introduces the idiom to Junko.   Even 
though there was no indication in the prior talk that Junko does not know the idiom, Ellie orients 
to Junko‟s non-nativeness and introduces the idiom, articulating and accompanying it with hand 
gestures of two and one.  Junko‟s failed attempt to repeat the idiom indicates that indeed the 
idiom was new to Junko as Ellie expected.  Then Ellie starts explaining its meaning.  She lists 
two things which are taking place concurrently and one dual-purposed action, pertaining to their 
current context.  When she could not come up with another context where the idiom can be 
applied, she instead tells its literal meaning.  Junko repeatedly claims her understanding with a 
minimum response.  And when she tries to explain its meaning on her own, she just lists the two 
birds part, missing the one stone part.  After Ellie repeatedly explains its meaning, Junko moves 
on to ask the idiom to be repeated, and slowly repeats after Ellie.  Only when Junko produced an 
assessment of the idiom, i.e., only when she provided more than the minimum response she has 
been giving, does the sequence end.  It is not clear in the end if Junko fully understood the idiom 
to the extent that she can use it at a later time.  However, this extended negotiation of meaning 
was certainly an opportunity for Junko to learn the idiom.   
It can be argued that Ellie taught Junko the idiom because the interaction was set up and 
because they were being videotaped.  That is, Ellie may have taught Junko because of the 
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presence of the video camera.  It is undeniable that the participants raised self-consciousness 
more or less because they are being videotaped.  However, the participants were not informed of 
what the researcher was specifically looking for in the conversation prior to the recording.   
In the previous example data segment, the native speaker teaches the non-native speaker 
the idiom by orienting to the non-nativeness of the other speaker.  In the following data segment, 
the native speaker teaches American culture in addition to common vocabulary “wreath” by 
orienting to the non-nativeness of the other speaker.  The native speaker Teri and the non-native 
speaker Keiko are talking about the coming winter break. 
Figure 4.3. Christmas decorations 9:50. 
1   T:  are you gonna get- (.) are you: gonna  
2    um: (.) you‟re leaving the twenty sixth?  
3       of december? or twenty fifth? 
4   K:  ah twenty sixth? 
5   T:  oh: okay, 
6      .hh OH:. (0.2) maybe you‟ll get to-  
7       ((clear throat)) like in america,  
8       I‟m sure people talk about christmas right? 
9   K:  ah:::. 
10  T:  yeah:. it‟s such a big deal.= 
11  K:  =hm::.  
12  T:  it- when you: when it gets closer to 
13      christmas? .tsh I‟m sure on campus, you‟ll  
14      see lots of decorations. 
15  K:  oh really? 
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Figure 4.3 (cont.) 
16  T:  mm hm they use a lot of red and green? 
17      (0.5)((Keiko looking up)) 
18  K:  hm. re- re- ah: red and green. ah::= 
19  T:  =yeah they‟re the christmas [col ]or. 
20  K:                              [↑hm↑]    hm::. 
21  T:so you‟ll see: wreaths. you know the wreathes? 
22  K:  wrea? 
23  T:  w-r-e-a-t-h  
24      ((K trying to spell on her hand)) 
25  T:  uh I didn‟t bring paper. 
26      ((K opening her backpack.)) 
27  K:  I‟m sorry (   )   
28  T:  yeah hm:  
29      (0.5) ((K taking out a pen case)) 
30  T:  .tsh 
31      (2.0) ((K taking out a pen))  
32  K:  .shh okay, 
33  T:  it‟s like a (2.0) uh: (0.5) do you know  
34      what pine tree is? 
35  K:  ah yeah. pi- pine: tree? ah:. 
36  T:  yeah smells really good,  
37      ((hand gesture of taking a sniff)) 
38  K:  ↑hm:↑ 
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Figure 4.3 (cont.) 
39  T:  and they last really a long time? 
40  K:  hm:. ((finding a blank sheet of paper)) 
41  T:  what they do is they make um: they make  
42      oh ((drops a pen)) 
43  T:  they make a wreath? (0.2) it‟s um 
44      (3.5) ((T writes down the word)) 
45      and they=  
46  K:  =ah wreath ah: wreath  
47      ((K making a ring with hands)) 
48  T:  ↑YEAH↑ ↑ye[ah.↑] 
49  K:            [↑hm ]hm hm↑ 
50  T:  they have lots of wreaths? 
51  K:  yeah:  
52  T:  and [they] 
53  K:    [it‟s] cute. 
54  T:  yeah [yeah ]  
55  K:       [hm::] 
56  T:  they they you‟ll see a lot of them.  
57      and they put they put lights  
58  K:  hm[: ] 
59  T:    [in] the tre[es outside?   ]   
60  K:                [yeah chik chik] chik chik= 
61                  ((gesture of flickering lights)) 
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Figure 4.3 (cont.) 
62  T:  =[yeah.] so that‟s nice.  
63  K:  =[hm::.] 
The native speaker Teri asks the non-native speaker Keiko when she is leaving campus giving 




 of December in lines 1-3.  After a hesitation “ah,” Keiko 
answers that it is the 26
th
 in line 4, which is followed by Teri‟s information receipt “oh:” in line 
5.  Teri continues with “okay,” and thereby acknowledging Keiko‟s response.  Then after an 
inbreath, Teri demonstrates a new realization with a loud stretched “OH:.” in line 6 which is a 
change-of-state token (Heritage, 1984).  After 0.2 seconds of silence, Teri starts her utterance 
with “maybe you‟ll get to-” but it gets cut off and clears her throat.  She resumes her utterance 
with filler “like” and restarts the sentence.  Being oriented to Keiko‟s non-nativeness by saying 
“in America,” Teri starts informing Keiko about Christmas customs in the United States.  This 
pattern of the restart before introducing possibly something new to the non-native speaker was 
also observed in the second data segment of killing two birds with one stone.  Teri first expresses 
her assumption that Keiko has heard people talking about Christmas in line 8.  Teri seeks an 
agreement with her assumption from Keiko by adding “right” at the end of her utterance.  Keiko 
expresses that she has heard about Christmas with “ah:::.” in a non-committal manner in line 9.  
Teri produces her agreement with “yeah:.” and explains the significance of Christmas in the 
United States in line 10.  She continues to tell Keiko about many Christmas decorations that 
Keiko will see on campus as the day approaches in lines 12-14.  Going back to lines 6-7 where 
Teri expresses the change in her current state of knowledge, she might have possibly gone on to 
say “maybe you‟ll see lots of decorations.”  However, oriented to Keiko‟s non-nativeness, Teri 
might have backed up and first made sure that Keiko has heard about Christmas.  Then Teri talks 
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about the significance of Christmas and the Christmas decorations that will be put up.  After the 
preliminaries, Teri starts the informing about the Christmas decorations.   
Then Keiko produces a change-of-the-state token “oh” and continues with “really” in 
rising intonation in line 15.  Kim (2004) states that “really” treats the information provided in the 
prior turn as news which requests more specific detailed information.  She also observed that 
“(oh) really” can function as a repair initiator which is followed by reconfirmation and 
justification or additional information.  Wilkinson and Kitzinger (2006) state that “ritualized 
disbelief” (Heritage, 1984, p. 339) such as “oh really” expresses that news in the prior turn is 
unexpected in one way or another and needs confirmation.  Here, Keiko‟s response with “oh 
really” treats Teri‟s information about Christmas decorations on campus as news, which requests 
more information.  Keiko‟s response indicates her lack of expectations of the Christmas 
decorations on campus and encourages Teri to continue on with her informing.  Then Teri first 
confirms Keiko‟s repair with “mm hm” and continues to tell Keiko more about the Christmas 
decorations, explaining that a lot of red and green colors are used in the decorations in line 16.  
Teri produces her informing with rising intonation, seeking confirmation from Keiko.  Then 
Keiko looks up in silence which demonstrates that she is in the process of thinking (Goodwin 
and Goodwin, 1986) in line 17.  This is a word search as well.  Keiko‟s two attempts to repeat 
the word “red” end up being cut off in line 18.  After that, however, Keiko claims her 
understanding with “ah:” (Aijmer, 1987) and this time completes the phrase “red and green” 
followed by another claim of understanding with “ah::.”.  Teri affirms Keiko‟s repetition with 
“yeah” and adds more explanation that they are Christmas colors in line 19.  To this Keiko 
claims her understanding with “hm” in high pitch followed by “hm::” in line 20.  After adding 
more explanation of the colors red and green, Teri goes back to her informing about the 
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decorations with the resumptive marker “so” (Raymond, 2004) in line 21.  Teri states that Keiko 
will see wreaths, and immediately after that, she produces an understanding check question on 
the word “wreath” in line 21.  Keiko did not indicate any difficulties in understanding the word; 
however, Teri, being oriented to Keiko‟s non-nativeness, produces an understanding check 
question.  Keiko then tries to repeat the word “wreath” but ends up in an incomplete form of 
“wrea” with rising intonation in line 22.  This clearly indicates that Keiko does not understand 
the word, which leads Teri to spell out the word in line 23.  Having trouble catching the spelling 
spoken verbally, Keiko takes out a pen and paper in order to have Teri write down the word.  In 
the meantime, Teri produces an explanation and two assessments (i.e., that the wreath is made of 
pine and that the pine trees smell good and last a long time) in lines 33-43.  Before her 
explanation that the wreath is made of pine, she first produces a preliminary question (Schegloff, 
2007a) of whether Keiko knows what pine trees are.  Teri starts with “it‟s like a” followed by 
two seconds of silence, “uh:” and 0.5 seconds of silence.  Then she produces an understanding 
check question with “do you know what pine tree is?” in lines 33-34.  In spite of Keiko‟s claim 
of understanding in line 35, Teri provides descriptions of pine trees in the form of assessments in 
lines 36 and 39.  After seeing the written word, Keiko claims her understanding with “ah wreath” 
repeated twice in line 46.  She also makes a circle with her hands to show what the wreath looks 
like, thereby clearly demonstrating that she knows the meaning of the word.  The fact that Keiko 
voluntarily expressed the shape of the wreath by gesture is evidence of her understanding.  After 
affirming Keiko‟s gesture in line 48, Teri ends the repair insertion sequence and resumes her 
informing about the Christmas decorations in line 50.  Keiko produces an assessment on wreaths 
with “cute” in line 53, which is followed by Teri‟s agreement in line 54.  Teri then begins to talk 
about Christmas lights on the outside trees in lines 57-59.  Keiko demonstrates her understanding 
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by making gestures resembling flickering lights in lines 60-61.  This is further independent 
evidence of understanding.  These empirical demonstrations of understanding occur in clusters of 
activities, such as word search, definition work, informing, and gestures.  Teri‟s informing 
moves on to the topic of the Salvation Army.   
In this data segment, the native speaker‟s explanations of Christmas customs, such as a 
lot of decorations, red and green colors, and wreaths made of pine, turned out to be an 
opportunity for the non-native speaker to hear about American culture.  Before this sequence of 
teaching moments, there was no indication of the non-native speaker‟s non-understanding of 
Christmas customs or Christmas decorations in particular.  The non-native speaker in fact claims 
that she has heard people talk about Christmas at the beginning of the sequence.  However, after 
the native speaker tells her about many Christmas decorations soon to be anticipated in town, the 
non-native speaker indicates that this information was unexpected.  This leads the native speaker 
to further inform her about the Christmas colors of red and green.  Then the native speaker talks 
about an example of decorations, i.e., wreaths, and being oriented to the non-nativeness of the 
other speaker, she immediately produces an understanding check question on the term “wreath.”  
This triggers a subsequent teaching moment of the word “wreath.”  In this sequence of teaching 
moments, through the native speaker‟s orientation to the non-nativeness of the other speaker, the 
non-native speaker was provided with an opportunity to hear more about the details of American 
culture, which she claims to have heard before.    
In this section I examined the examples of teaching moments of vocabulary, idiom and 
American culture and discussed the actions accomplished in each sequence.  In some cases, non-
native speakers‟ gestures demonstrated their understanding.  In other instances, there was no 
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strong indication that the non-native speakers understood the idioms or the culture explained, but 
they had opportunities to be exposed to rich input by negotiation of meaning.   
As an end note, the term “teaching” will need to be defined here.  The conversations 
examined here take place outside the official teaching setting between friends.  Therefore, the 
manner in which the native speakers teach the non-native speakers is done in the form of 
introducing, informing, explaining, paraphrasing, and elaborating, rather than explicit teaching 
techniques used in the classroom, such as recasting or scaffolding.  Therefore, the sequences can 
also be called learning moments where the non-native speakers have an opportunity to discover 
something new, whether it may be an expression or customs in society.   
Activation of Membership Categorization as a Non-Native Speaker 
In this section, I will zoom in on the initiation of each teaching moment examined in the 
previous section and discuss how native speakers are oriented to the non-nativeness of the other 
speaker and start teaching vocabulary, idiom or American culture.  In all three excerpts of 
teaching moments introduced above, native speakers are oriented to the membership 
categorization of the other speaker as a non-native by stating “in America” as in line 14 in Figure 
4.1. Bar, line 20 in Figure 4.2. Killing two birds with one stone, and line 7 in Figure 4.3. 
Christmas decorations. 
The orientation to the non-native membership categorization of the other speaker can be 
discussed in terms of the so-called “membership categorization device” (MCD).  Schegloff 
(2007b) explains the notion of MCD which was initially introduced by Sacks (1972a, 1972b, 
1992).  In his initial work, Sacks mainly discusses the term which is used to refer to persons such 
as a speaker or a hearer as well as other persons.  He states that for each person we refer to, there 
are multiple referring expressions such as a student, an American, a female, a Catholic, etc.  
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Depending on which category is picked, a whole set of connotations and meanings are activated 
in the co-participant.  Adding onto it, Schegloff (2007b) states that MCD is composed of two 
parts, i.e., collections of categories and rules of application.  He says that there are various 
categories of persons, such as men, women, Protestants, professors, etc., which are not simple 
single groups, but organized collections of categories.  An example he brings up as the collection 
of a set of categories which go together is male/female, freshman/sophomore/junior/senior, 
American/Japanese, etc.  Schegloff (2007b) also notes that these categories co-occur with certain 
category-bound activities, and cites an example from Sacks‟ work.   The action of “crying” is 
tied to the category “baby” in the MCD “stages of life.”  Therefore, the report of a baby crying is 
more common than “the male cried” or “the Methodist cried.”  Schegloff (2007b) says that the 
membership category of a person can be implied by referring to a person‟s action which is 
category bound, and that the category bound action can also bring up the relevance of the 
category.  In the example of “baby is crying,” reporting “crying” can be seen to have activated 
the category “baby” as a stage of life.   
Likewise, in the data segments discussed in the previous section, the category of non-
nativeness is evoked by the action of bringing up the geographical location of America and 
teaching vocabulary, English idiom, or American culture.  Stating “in America” overtly 
expresses the geographical reference of where this conversation is taking place.  According to 
the MCD, this provokes the membership categorization of the native speaker as an American and 
the non-native speaker as a foreigner.  The action of bringing up the geographic location and 
teaching an English expression or American culture makes relevant the non-native membership 
categorization to which the action is bound.  Following the orientation to the non-native 
membership categorization, native speakers teach English expressions or American culture.   
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SLA research does not explain how the category of non-nativeness is invoked through 
interactions; instead, this category is usually presumed.  Within current SLA literature, research 
concerning when, why, and how native speakers are oriented to the non-nativeness of their co-
participants and teach English expressions or American culture is not established.  My data show 
in detail how the native speakers activate this category of non-nativeness and orient to it as they 
introduce the English expressions and American culture.    
Sequential Position of Initiation of Teaching Moments 
In this section, I will discuss the sequential position of the initiation of teaching moments 
in each data segment.  I will examine each data segment and discuss the similarities and 
differences of the sequential positions of the initiation of each teaching moment.  In the first data 
segment dealing with the bar, as native speaker Teri and non-native speaker Keiko talk about the 
sweet on the table and try to figure out what it is in lines 1-4, Keiko offers a candidate 
understanding with “cookie?” in rising intonation in line 6.  Teri initially states her unfamiliarity 
with the name of the sweet in line 8, but in line 14, she initiates her teaching with “you know in 
America.”  This teaching is in response to Keiko‟s candidate understanding and request for 
confirmation.  Teri in fact does not confirm Keiko‟s candidate understanding, but rather offers an 
alternative term “bar.”  Therefore, teaching takes place in a manner in which the candidate 
understanding of “cookie” is repaired with “bar.”  In Figure 4.1, teaching by being oriented to 
non-nativeness is initiated in the form of native speaker‟s repair on the non-native speaker‟s 
candidate understanding.  
In the second and third data segments, however, a very different sequential position from 
this prior example is observed.  In the latter two excerpts, the orientation to non-nativeness 
occurs rather abruptly in terms of sequential organization; specifically, it does so with a restart.  
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In the second data segment of killing two birds with one stone, native speaker Ellie expresses her 
happiness of meeting with her non-native friend Junko again over lunch (lines 14-18).  After 
Junko‟s agreement, Ellie starts the next turn with “you know.”  Ellie continues with a short 
inhale, the word “use” which gets cut off, a short out breath, and another word “it-” which gets 
cut off again.  Ellie inhales briefly and produces the hesitation “uh-” which also gets cut off.  
Then she is oriented to the non-nativeness of her friend by saying “in America” and starts 
teaching an idiom of “killing two birds with one stone.”  Ellie could have simply said “it‟s killing 
two birds with one stone.”  However, she overtly states “in America” at the beginning of the 
repeated restarts and activates the other speaker‟s membership categorization of non-nativeness, 
as if she stepped back and went into teaching mode, resorting to Junko‟s non-nativeness.  There 
is no clear explanation why this orientation to the non-native membership categorization, 
followed by the teaching of an idiom, happens at this particular moment in the sequence since 
there is no indication that the non-native speaker does not know the idiom in the immediate prior 
talk or in the previous sequence.   
In the third data segment of Christmas decorations, the teaching of American culture by 
the native speaker occurs after a question, an answer, and an acknowledgement sequence.  
Native speaker Teri asks for the departure date and the non-native speaker Keiko answers the 
question with December 26
th.  Teri responds to Keiko‟s answer with information receipt and 
acknowledgement “oh okay” in the third position in line 5.  Then after an outbreath, Teri 
produces a loud “OH:” which is a change-of-state token (Heritage, 1984).  This “OH:” 
demonstrates Teri‟s new realization.  After 0.2 seconds of silence, she starts a new turn 
construction unit (TCU) with “maybe you‟ll get to-” which gets cut off.  She clears her throat, 
produces a filler “like” and orients to Keiko‟s non-nativeness, saying “in America.”  Then Teri 
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starts explaining the Christmas customs, such as a lot of decorations, red and green colors, and 
wreaths made of pine trees.  What is important here is that this explanation does not occur 
immediately after the “OH:.”  Immediately after “OH:,” Teri could have just said “maybe you‟ll 
get to see Christmas decorations.”  However, Teri orients to Keiko‟s membership categorization 
of non-nativeness and restarts with “in America.”  Here again as is the case of Figure 4.2 of 
killing two birds with one stone, Teri puts her already started statement on hold and restarts with 
a new statement, adjusting to Keiko‟s non-nativeness.  Teri steps back and makes sure that Keiko 
has some background about Christmas traditions.  In the prior conversation to this sequence, 
there was no indication that Keiko is not familiar with Christmas customs in the United States.  
However, Teri orients to Keiko‟s non-nativeness and voluntarily starts teaching them.  As in 
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, the orientation to non-nativeness occurs with a restart and there is no 
clear explanation for why this orientation to the non-native membership categorization, followed 
by the teaching of American culture, happens at this particular moment in the sequence. 
In terms of the sequential organization, this abrupt initiation of teaching moments by 
orienting to the other speaker‟s non-native membership categorization is also observed in the 
subsequent sequences of “killing two birds with one stone.”  In the following excerpt where 
Figure 4.2 was left off, native speaker Ellie continues to introduce English idioms to non-native 
speaker Junko.  The focus of the discussion is pointed out by the arrows in lines 105, 145, and 
161. 
Figure 4.4. Cliché. 
102 E:  uh huh, that‟s .h yeah  
103     that‟s a it‟s a v- catchy phrase.=  
104 J:  =↑yeah::.↑  
105 E:lot lot of .h I guess (.) in america  
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Figure 4.4 (cont.) 
106     they call it cliché. 
107 J:  cliché? 
108 E:  cliché. uh huh,= 
109 J:  =ah this this word?= 
110 E:  =it‟s just like a saying.  
111 J:  hm:[::.  ] ((nodding))  
112 E:     [you know,] ºit‟s just a saying.º  
113     (0.5)  
114 E:  ºyeah. º 
115     (0.2) 
116 E:  Uh ha[hahaha     ]= 
117 J:       [interesting]=  
118 E:  =.h I know.= 
119 J:  =expression 
120 E:  =[uh huh,] 
121 J:  =[uh huhu]huhu .h 
122 E:  um it‟s kind of ↑funny because um:  
123     my student (.) one of my students ro:ger,  
124     you know, .h um whenever we use 
125     sla:ng words? or um (.) I guess (.)  
126     like little clichés or sayings?= 
127 J:  =hm mm= ((as nodding)) 
128 E:  =he takes it ve:ry literally. 
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Figure 4.4 (cont.) 
129     ((pointing to the side of her head with her 
130     index finger, making a circular motion))  
131 J:  oh::[:. ] 
132 E:      [for] example, .h um: (.) you know  
133     we were- I was going up the stairs 
134     =[with him.]((gesture of stairs with fingers)) 
135 J:  =[mm hm    ]((nodding)) 
136 E:  and I said roger watch your step. (.)  
137     meaning be careful [where you] 
138 J:       [ah::     ] ((nodding)) 
139 E:  you know where you step ((gestures of steps))  
140     „cause it‟s [slippe]ry.  
141 J:        [yeah  ] ((nodding)) 
142 E:  .h and so what he did was .h he was  
143     wa:tching the step, ((looking down)) 
144     „cause I said watch your step.  
145   in america you know when: that  
146     means like .h be careful where  
147     you [walk.]  
148 J:    [yeah ] yeah yeah.= ((nodding)) 
149 E:  =you know .h but he was watching  
150     ((looking down)) his step. like as  
151     =[he was walking he was] 
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Figure 4.4 (cont.) 
152 J:  =[ah:::                ]   
153 E:  looking down and watching hi(h)s  
154     ste(h)ps. .h you kno:w, .h or like um:  
155     (.) ts and it it‟s just so cute. because= 
156 J:  =mm hm= 
157 E:  =or like even (.) like um (0.2) he- (.) 
158     I don‟t know someone- one of the  
159     teachers [she made a mistake.]  
160 J:     [hm::.     ] 
161 E:you kno:w and (.) .h in america  
162     sometimes they say like oh: I‟m going to  
163     kick myself for this.  
164     (0.2) 
165 E:  you know what kicking [is? ]  
166 J:                  [kick] kick 
167     =[myself?   ] 
168 E:  =[(like like)] kick kick=  
169     ((gesturing of kicking with a leg)) 
170 J:  =yeah yeah [yeah.        ] 
171 E:       [you know like] kick  
172     myself as in like .h (0.2) I‟m like  
173     angry with myself. I want to  
174     like [beat up (.) myse(h)lf. you know, .h] 
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Figure 4.4 (cont.) 
175 J:     [ah:::                         ] 
176 E:  but so what he did was .h  
177     he said you know like he kicked up  
178     his le:g? and tried to hit him.  
179     ((gesture of hitting)) 
180     =[himself.]  
181 J:  =[↑no:::  ]= 
182 E:  =HAHAHA[HA] 
183 J:         [ts]huhu= 
184 E:  =.HH it‟s just so ↑funny[:. you know,]  
185 J:        [↑yeah::.    ] 
186 E:  because .h you know he- he hears it.  
187     he understands it,= 
188 J:  =mm hm,= 
189 E:  =but you know like there‟s another meaning 
190 J:  hm:[:.        ] 
191 E:     [behind it.] .h so he takes it very 
192     literally. and like- and it‟s just-  
193     it‟s such a v- it‟s very interesting.= 
194 J:  =hm:[:.           ] 
195 E:      [to see him do:] that you know,= 
196 J:  =↑hm:[::↑.] 
197 E:       [like] .h especially like watching 
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Figure 4.4 (cont.) 
198     yourself. or you know like .h he looks  
199     down and looks at his foot.  
200     ((gesture of steps)) 
201     g- go up the stairs.=  
202 J:  =ye[ah:::,        ]  
203 E:     [you know, huhu] .h=  
204 J:  =huhuhu= 
205 E:  =it‟s very interesting. .h 
206     (0.2) 
207 J:  =[huhuhuhu   hu] 
208 E:  =[hahaha   it‟s] cute. whenever  
209     he does that I like= 
210 J:  =hm::[::         ]  
211 E:       [you know it] it‟s so funny. to me but  
212       .h it‟s like very precious. huhu  
213 J:  hm::.= 
214 E:  =ts  
215 J:  so interesting= 
216 E:  =mm hm, 
217 J:  ↑yeah.↑ 
218 E:  .h I guess there‟s a lot of (0.2) sayings.=  
219 J:  =hm::[::.          ] 
220 E:       [you know like] a lot of um:  
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Figure 4.4 (cont.) 
221      like little phrases [people use] 
222 J:                       [yeah.     ] 
223 E:  and it (.) I don‟t even realize= 
224 J:  =mm hm,= 
225 E:  =you know that (0.5) it‟s not a  
226     literal meaning. 
227 J:  hm:[::.             ] 
228 E:     [but it‟s more of] a you know like an 
229     American: like a cultural (.)=  
230 J:  =hm:[::.           ] 
231 E:      [phrase or some]thing.  
232 J:  yeah yeah. [(         )] 
233 E:       [I use it so] much  
234     I don‟t even realize. (.) yeah (.) 
235     .h but you‟re going to study tha(h)t. 
In this portion of the data segment, native speaker Ellie produces an assessment of the idiom 
“killing two birds with one stone” as a catchy phrase in lines 102-103.  Non-native speaker 
Junko agrees with high-pitched and stretched “yeah::” in the next turn in line 104.  Then Ellie 
starts a new turn with “lot lot of” but inhales briefly and restarts with “I guess in America” in 
line 105.  And she introduces a new term “cliché” with “they call it cliché” in line 106.  What is 
common with Figure 4.2 and 4.3 are the restart and then the orientation to non-nativeness by 
placing “in America” at the beginning of the restart.  In this case as well, there is no indication of 
the non-native speaker not knowing the introduced term “cliché” in the prior sequences.  
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However, the following sequence does indicate that the non-native speaker did not know the 
term by repeating the term with a rising intonation in line 107 and the native speaker paraphrases 
it as “a saying” in line 110.  And Junko produces an assessment as “interesting expression” in 
lines 117 and 119.   
Then Ellie starts her story telling with an assessment of “funny” in line 122.  In her story 
telling, another use of “in America” is observed.  Ellie tells a story about one of her students4 
Roger at her elementary school and introduces an example of a cliché “watch your step” to 
Junko.  First, in her story telling, Ellie tells what she said to her student as “Roger watch your 
step” in line 136 and immediately after that, explains what it means, accompanying the 
explanations using hand gestures resembling steps in lines 137 and 139.  Junko first responds 
with “ah:::” as she nods in line 138, which indicates her new realization (Aijmer, 1987) of the 
meaning of the idiom, and then claims her understanding with “yeah” in line 141 again as she 
nods.  Then Ellie describes how Roger took the expression literally and that he was in fact 
watching the steps in line 142-143.  Ellie again explains the meaning of the idiom as one needs 
to be careful where one walks, by first stating “in America” and overtly activating Junko‟s non-
nativeness in line145.  In terms of the sequential placement, this orientation to non-nativeness 
membership categorization is in response to Junko‟s responses of “ah:::” in line 138 and “yeah” 
in line 141.  Ellie orients to Junko‟s non-nativeness due to Junko‟s unfamiliarity with the idiom.  
When the meaning of the idiom was first introduced, Junko treated it as new information with 
“ah:::” in line 138.  Therefore, Ellie took this response to mean that the idiom was new to Junko, 
though in the following interaction, Junko keeps claiming her understanding of the idiom with 
repeated “yeah” as she nods in lines 141 and 148.  Her claim of understanding is weak without 
                                                 
4
 When Ellie tells her story about one of her students, it clearly demonstrates that she is a teacher.  She happens to be 
an elementary school teacher (not an ESL teacher), but not all the native speaker participants were teachers.  
Therefore, it cannot be argued that teaching moments occurred due to their occupational background.    
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any uptake, such as elaboration or paraphrase of the meaning with her own words.  That might 
be why Ellie recurrently uses “you know” in these teaching moments, which seeks Keiko‟s 
understanding.  Since Keiko‟s responses to Ellie‟s teaching stay in a minimum without strong 
uptakes, Ellie might keep seeking Keiko‟s understanding with “you know.”  Then Ellie again 
describes Roger‟s action of looking down and literally watching his steps in line 149-151 and 
Junko responds with another “ah:::” in line 152, which treats Roger being literally watching his 
steps as news.  Ellie concludes her story telling with an introduction of the new idiom with an 
assessment on Roger‟s action as cute in line 155.  
Another use of “in America” by Ellie is observed in line 161.  Ellie carries on her 
teaching mode.  After the assessment “cute” in line 155, Ellie continues to give a reason with 
“because” to which Junko‟s “mm hm” is latched.  The “mm hm” in line 156 is a continuer and 
agreement with Ellie‟s assessment.  Then Ellie restarts with “or,” filler “like,” and “even” in line 
157.  After a micro pause, she produces another filler “like” and speech perturbation “um” and 
0.2 seconds of pauses.  She continues with “he” but cuts it off, and another micro pause ensues.  
Here she states “I don‟t know” and continues on saying “someone” but it gets cut off.  She 
restates “someone” as one of the teachers and gives a sample context where another idiom can be 
used as “she made a mistake” in lines 158-159.  Ellie seems to be experiencing difficulties 
formulating her turn.  She produces multiple word pieces along with silence until she finally 
forms an appropriate context to introduce another idiom.  Then starting with “you know” 
followed by “and,” a micro pause, and inhale, Ellie orients to Junko‟s non-nativeness by saying 
“in America” in line 161 and introduces another idiom “kick myself” in lines 162-163.  In terms 
of the sequential position of this “in America,” it is placed right before the introduction of the 
new idiom as all other cases.  This teaching sequence of “kick myself” continues on from the 
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previous teaching sequence of “watch your step.”  However, there is no indication of Junko not 
understanding this particular term of “kick myself” in the prior sequence.  The native speaker 
continues to orient to the non-nativeness of the other speaker and voluntarily introduces another 
idiom.  The different orientations of teachers wanting to teach and students wanting to get 
information quickly without going through an explicit learning sequence is well attested in 
classroom talk (Markee, 2000 & 2004b).  Here the same pattern is also observed in free 
interactions outside the classroom.    
In addition, the repeated restarts continue until Ellie forms an example context where the 
idiom can be used.  These repeated restarts were also present in Figure 4.2 of Killing two birds 
with one stone, Figure 4.3 of Christmas decorations, and Figure 4.4 of Cliché.  The sequential 
placement of the teaching moment of “kick myself” is abrupt with repeated restarts.  All of a 
sudden, the native speaker chooses to introduce this idiom and forms the context where the idiom 
can be used.  Then she clearly orients to the non-nativeness of the other speaker by stating “in 
America” and introduces the idiom in the manner that she tailors to her non-native friend.    
Immediately after the introduction of another idiom “kick myself,” 0.2 seconds of silence 
follows in line 164, which is treated by Ellie as a signal that Junko is not familiar with this 
expression.  Ellie tries to explain the literal meaning of kicking with a gesture in lines 168-169.  
When Junko claims that she understands what kicking is in line 170, Ellie offers an alternative 
expression to explain the meaning of the idiom as “angry with myself” and “want to beat up 
myself” in lines 172-174.  To this, Junko claims her new understanding with lengthened “ah:::” 
in line 175.  Then Ellie resumes her story telling with the resumptive marker “so” (Raymond, 
2004) in line 176 and talks about Roger taking the expression literally.  Retrospectively 
speaking, this teaching moment of “kick myself” is an insertion repair sequence in the middle of 
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Ellie‟s story telling.  In response to Junko‟s unfamiliarity with the idiom, Ellie puts her story 
telling on hold and explains the meaning of the idiom.   
In this section, I closely examined the sequential position of the initiation of teaching 
moments.  In Figure 4.1 of teaching the expression “bar,” the native speaker oriented to the non-
native membership categorization by repair in response to the non-native speaker‟s seeking 
confirmation of a candidate understanding “cookie?”  In Figure 4.2 of Killing two birds with one 
stone and Figure 4.3 of Christmas decorations, it was abrupt with repeated restarts and there was 
no indication from the non-native speaker of not understanding the term introduced in the 
previous sequences.  This pattern was also observed in the example of “cliché” and “kick 
myself” in Figure 4.4.  This orientation to non-nativeness membership categorization followed 
by the teaching moments is arbitrary and voluntary by the native speakers.  
Turn Design of the Teaching Moments 
In this section, I will examine the turn design of the teaching moments.  The recurrent 
pattern of the turn design in the data shows that teaching is implemented in a manner where the 
native speakers identify themselves with the non-native speakers.   
In recent years, there have been more research about in-group and out-group formation 
accomplished through lexical choices.  Egbert (2004) examines other-initiated repair where 
interactants may orient to regional origin, place of residence, and linguistic varieties in German 
conversations.  One of the examples which she provides is an interaction between a telephone 
operator and non-native speaker in an institutional setting where unique practices in interactions 
were observed.  Due to the heavy non-native accent of the caller, the telephone operator initiates 
repair with three turn-constructional units which could each constitute a repair initiation by itself.  
This is followed by lengthy diagnoses on the trouble where the operator separates the trouble 
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into partial repairables with seven repair initiations.  Egbert (2004) concludes that the structural 
analysis supports arguments that the trouble source of repair is the non-native speaker‟s 
pronunciation and that the trouble resolution became complex due to the non-native speaker‟s 
limited comprehension and speaking skills.  
  Maheux-Pelletier and Golato (2008) examine repair on lexical choices in interactions by 
French speakers from different speech communities.  They observe that speakers use repair to 
express their affiliation and disaffiliation with each other.  For example, repair on the lexical 
choice of cinema in France in particular, with French cinema in general, which includes 
Canadian French cinema, signals linguistic inclusiveness with the co-participant.  On the other 
hand, two speakers achieve linguistic exclusiveness of another co-participant by mocking the 
academic jargon the co-participant used.  Maheux-Pelletier and Golato (2008) argue that 
speakers demonstratively use repair to establish, confirm, or insist on their affiliation with a 
particular speech community over another in the Francophone world.    
In my data, the native speakers‟ affiliation to the non-native speakers is revealed by the 
turn design of the teaching moments.  The native speakers exploit the turn composition which 
consists of “they say,” “they mean,” or “people use that,” rather than “we call,” “we mean,” or 
“we use that.”  These elements demonstrate the native speakers actively distancing themselves 
from the American membership categorization and affiliating themselves with the non-native 
membership categorization of the other speaker instead.  This interactional practice may be 
induced by the informal setting of the meeting, apart from the classroom or tutoring.  Namely, 
teaching is achieved in a manner where native speakers do not overtly instruct non-native 
speakers.  
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In the first data segment of the sweets being called “bar,” when native speaker Teri starts 
teaching, she phrases it as “you know in America, they have something it‟s like a bar they call 
them bars” in lines 14-16.  Immediately after activating the non-native membership 
categorization by referring to “in America,” Teri uses the phrase “they have something” and 
“they call them bars.”  This pronoun “they” are people in America in general.  As one who grew 
up in the States, Teri could have formed the phrase as “we have something” and “we call them 
bars,” but here she chooses the pronoun “they” instead of “we.”   
In a similar manner, in Figure 4.2 of Killing two birds with one stone, native speaker 
Ellie starts teaching, saying “you know in America, they call it killing two birds with one stone” 
in lines 20-22.  Here again, the native speaker phrases her teaching as “they call it” instead of 
“we call it.”  After repeating the idiom “killing two birds with one stone” in lines 25-27 and 
explaining its meaning by listing two things that are happening simultaneously done by one dual 
purpose action in lines 29-42, Junko and Ellie again repeat the idiom in collaborative completion 
in lines 43-47.  Then Ellie again starts explaining the meaning of the idiom, saying “they mean” 
instead of “we mean” in line 47.  Moreover, in Ellie‟s further explanation, Ellie says “usually 
people use that in the context of…” in lines 56-57.  Ellie uses “people use” instead of “we use.”  
And when Junko asks for the idiom to be repeated, Ellie responds with “it‟s called killing two 
birds with one stone” in lines 94-100.  This time her explanation was phrased in a passive form 
with the subject dropped.  In the subsequent sequences of “cliché” and “kick myself” in Figure 
4.4, Ellie says “in America they call it cliché” in lines 105-106 and “sometimes they say like oh 
I‟m going to kick myself for this” in lines 161-163, again using the pronoun “they.” 
Likewise, in Figure 4.3 where native speaker Teri explains the American customs of 
Christmas decorations, she uses pronoun “they” and general collective term “people” in her 
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explanation.  She phrases her turns as “I‟m sure people talk about Christmas right?” in line 8, 
“they use a lot of red and green?” in line 16, “what they do is they make a wreath?” in lines 41-
43, “they have lots of wreath?” in line 50, and “they put lights in the trees outside” in lines 57-
59.   
In all four data segments above, native speakers overtly activate non-native membership 
categorization by saying “in America.”  In the next moment, however, they use the phrase “they 
call them/it,” “they say,” “they mean,” or “people use that,” rather than “we call them/it,” “we 
say,” “we mean,” or “we use that” in introducing vocabulary, idioms and culture.  These turn 
components contain the pronoun “they” or general collective term “people.”  Native speakers 
also compose the turn in a passive form, dropping the subject as “it‟s called.”  With this turn 
component, the membership categorization as an American and Japanese as well as a native 
speaker and non-native speaker is made less distinct.  Using “they” or “people” instead of “we,” 
native speakers are distancing themselves from the Americans and are instead affiliating 
themselves with the non-native speakers by treating the Americans as an out-group.  The turn is 
designed in a manner where the native speakers are aligned with the non-native speakers.  By 
utilizing the pronoun “they” or “people” or passive constructions, the native speakers are 
forming an in-group status with their non-native friends and placing the Americans as an out-
group.  The native speakers may be also acting as an observer of the English expressions and 
American culture.  This turn design may be partially due to the setting of this conversation.  The 
speakers are meeting outside the classroom.  It is not a tutorial setting, either.  Therefore, the 
native speakers do not officially teach the non-native speakers.  In addition, the speakers see 
their relationship as friends, not as a teacher and a student.  Therefore, it may be the case that the 
native speakers do not bluntly teach the non-native speakers.   
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In all four data segments, both native speakers Teri and Ellie are Korean Americans.  One 
of the criteria to participate in this research is to be either born in the States and grew up there or 
came to the States by the age of three.  However, some non-CA-oriented researchers may argue 
that the native speakers‟ ethnic background as a so-called second generation Korean American 
might not make them identify themselves as an American; though CA researchers would argue 
that the participants themselves are not oriented to their Asian American ethnic backgrounds in 
interactions.  Non-CA-oriented researchers may argue that because they have a stronger 
association with their ethnic backgrounds, these particular participants might have used the 
“they” pronoun.  However, there is an instance where a Caucasian participant also uses “they” to 
refer to Americans as shown in the following excerpt.   
In the following excerpt, native speaker Cathy and non-native speaker Maki are talking 
about the jury system which will be soon introduced in Japan for the first time.  Maki is a 
prosecutor in Japan but was studying at a university in the Midwest for one year during which 
this conversation took place.   
Figure 4.5. Jury duty 24:20. 
1  C:  but do you think it would really work  
2      in japan? or  
3      (0.2) 
4  C:  (di[fficult.)] 
5  M:     [HM:      ]::. I think japanese people  
6      h .h (0.2) ((as shaking head)) don‟t have (.) 
7      background (.) n:: so- I mean .hh hhhh  
8      (0.2) japanese people don‟t ºuhº didn‟t have 
9      (.) education? about um law and trial and= 
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Figure 4.5 (cont.) 
10 C:  =ºyeahº 
11 M:  so .hh hm:: they (.) ↑I think↑ they‟ll  
12     be (.) confused hm: if they attend trial?  
13     and (.) 
14 C:  hm= 
15 M:  =hm have to judge, (.)  
16 C:  hm= 
17 M:  =>judgment< have to give judgment,  
18     (something) [so] .h hm: so: hm >↑I think↑<  
19 C:          [hm] 
20 M:  it‟s difficult for (.)  
21 C:  =[yeah] 
22 M:  =[many] japanese peoples. 
23     (0.5) ((both eating)) 
24 M:  hm:[:  ] 
25 C:    [ame]ricans usually dread that  
26     =[they might get asked to be on the jury.] 
27 M:  =[↑hm:↑          hm:                YEAH ]  
28     yeah yeah. 
29 C:  nobody wants that= 
30 M:  =↑hm↑:.  
31     (0.2) 
32 C:  the only time I was asked to be  
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Figure 4.5 (cont.) 
33     on a jury (0.2) it was for connecticut,  
34     and I was here=  
35 M:  =hm[::        ] 
36 C:     [for school] so they let me off. huhu= 
37 M:  =yeah[:.              ] 
38 C:       [I didn‟t have to] do it 
39 M:  ↑uh↑::.= 
40 C:  =but if they called me in from illinois  
41     that would be tough. „cause then you  
42     miss work and they don‟t pay you.  
43 M:  yeah? 
44 C:  so (.) that would be really [hard.] 
45 M:                              [yeah ]::. 
When Cathy asks Maki for her opinion about whether the jury system would work in Japan or 
not, Maki states that it will be difficult due to lack of education about law and trials among the 
Japanese people.  She continues to add that people will be confused if they attend the trial and 
have to give judgment in lines 11-17.  In stating her opinion, Maki first uses the term “Japanese 
people” in lines 5 and 8 and activates the membership categorization as Japanese.  Then in the 
subsequent turn, she uses the pronoun “they” to refer to Japanese people in lines 11 and 12.  
When she produced an upshot with “so” and restates, she says that the jury system will be 
difficult for “many Japanese people” in line 22.  Her use of pronoun “they” to refer to Japanese 
people here implies that even though jury duty is difficult for the majority of the Japanese 
people, she is not a part of the Japanese people who are not formally educated about the law and 
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trials, thus find it difficult to make judgment.  Her use of “they” in contrast to “we” disaffiliates 
herself from many of the Japanese people.  This is because in the prior sequences, she says that 
she has been a prosecutor for the past eight years in Japan.  She is an expert of the law; therefore, 
she sets herself apart from the Japanese people who find it hard to make judgments in the court.   
On the other hand, Cathy also uses “they” to refer to Americans of which she is one.  She 
says “Americans usually dread that they might get asked to be on the jury” in lines 25-26.  After 
a loud and repeated agreement by Maki with “hm hm yeah yeah yeah” in lines 27-28, Cathy says 
“nobody wants that” in line 29.  She continues with her story of being previously exempt from 
the jury duty in lines 32-44 where she also lists negative aspects of being on the jury, i.e., 
missing work and not getting paid, then provides the accounts for dreading jury duty.  Right after 
Maki talked about how it will be hard for Japanese people to be on the jury, Cathy brings up the 
reaction by American people in a clear contrast, using the word “Americans” and activating the 
American membership categorization.  However, in the next moment, Cathy uses the pronoun 
“they” and distances herself from the American membership categorization. 
One interpretation is that in line 25 Cathy used “they” to mean that she is not a part of 
those Americans who dread jury duty.  However, after Maki‟s strong agreement, she continues to 
say that nobody wants to be called in, and she talks about a long distance which she might 
possibly have to travel to be on a jury.  In addition, in the previous sequences, Cathy mentions 
that she is currently working, which implies that she cannot be excused from fulfilling her jury 
duty any more, without being able to use her previous valid reason that she is in school in 
another state.  Therefore, she is no exception from those Americans who dread jury duty.  Thus, 
we can conclude that by using “they” here, Cathy is distancing herself from Americans and 
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places herself closer to Maki.  Cathy affiliates with Maki as was the case in teaching moments 
between the native and the non-native friends.    
As a contrast, I also list the example where another Caucasian
5
 native speaker identifies 
herself with an American.  This data segment is at the very beginning of the recording of the 
conversation by another pair of a Caucasian and Japanese friend.  The pair was just brought into 
the living room and native speaker Debby is trying to sit at the coffee table on the floor with non-
native speaker Yoshiko, but Debby is having a difficult time bending her knees.  Researcher 
Alice is still in the living room, adjusting the video camera and audio recorder.  The excerpt 
starts where Debby explains why it is hard for her to sit on the floor.     
Figure 4.6. Bending knees 0:20. 
1  D:  see. you know? 
2  A:  hm?= 
3  Y:  =haha [hahahaha                           ] 
4  D:        [you know what you all have learned.]  
5      is your knees bend= 
6  A:  =ah:[::.       ] 
7  D:      [when you‟re little and so then when  
8      you grow older your knees bend] good.  
9  A:  uh huh 
10 D:  a- see us americans aren‟t used to sitting.=  
11 Y:  =haha= 
12 D:  =and our knees don‟t bend. 
                                                 
5
 The ethnic background is not invoked here.   
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Figure 4.6 (cont.) 
13 A:  that‟s right. you can just [(   )] 
14 D:                             [haha ]hahaha 
15 D:  see I I (.) I think that‟s terrific. ahh= 
16 Y:  =uh: yeah:= 
17 D:  =you‟re flexible. 
18 Y:  you know uh- (sort of) most of them  
19     asians, not only japanese, but (.) many  
20     asian: country, .h I think they sit (.)  
21     that way. yeah. 
22     (.) 
23 D:  like korean and chinese? and  
24 Y:  chinese? korean [people     ]((as looking up)) 
25 D:                  [I don‟t know] 
26 A:  huhu[huhu] 
27 Y:      [but ] you know they don‟t wear shoes  
28     in the house.  
29 D:  =[ok,   ] 
30 Y:  =[on the] floors. so they suppose t-  
31     they can sit. you know it‟s- this floor 
32     supposed to be clean, and=  
33 A:  =huhuhu ((D: nodding)) 
34 Y:  and it um alice- so .hh [but   ] here  
35 D:                          [(well)] 
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Figure 4.6 (cont.) 
36 Y:  you come in: with your shoes, so=  
37 D:  =in this [(country)] 
38 Y:           [you don‟t] want to sit (.)  
39     on the floor do you?=  
40 D:  =ºyeah.  
41 A:  yeah:  
42 Y:  =[>I don‟t know.<   ] 
43 D:  =[I guess that‟s why] we have big chairs.= 
44 A:  =hahahaha= 
45 Y:  =that‟s true.  
In giving a reason why she is having a hard time sitting on the floor, Debby clearly contrasts 
Japanese and American customs.  Debby states that Yoshiko and Alice learned to bend their 
knees in their childhood, whereas Americans are not used to sitting on the floor; thus, their knees 
do not bend in lines 4-12.  Here Debby uses “you all” to refer to Yoshiko and Alice and “us 
Americans” and “our knees” in contrast.  Debby overtly identifies herself with Americans who 
use chairs, rather than Asians who sit on the floor.  
The use of “they” may depend on how each person positions oneself.  In the case of 
Debby, in the following sequences, she talks about how she is having a hard time eating lunch 
with the chopsticks provided and eventually switches to a fork.  She also talks about the Korean 
spoons that she received as a souvenir and tells how marveled she is by their long handles and 
unique shape, which are different from American spoons.  Those actions and comments indicate 
that Asian culture is new and exotic for her and that she strongly identifies herself with 
Americans.  On the other hand, in the case of Cathy, she says in their conversation that she likes 
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Korean food.  She also mentions that her roommate is an Asian American.  She is in an 
environment where she interacts with Asian people more often, and thus she might position 
herself close to Asian people.  The use of pronoun “they” to refer to American people could 
possibly be a reflection of how each individual places oneself with regard to his/her American 
identity. 
In this section, I discussed the turn design of the teaching moments observed.  The turn of 
introducing vocabulary, idioms and American culture was designed in a manner where the native 
speakers place themselves away from the American membership categorization and affiliate 
themselves with the non-American membership categorization by using pronouns “they” to refer 
to people in America.  This turn design is repeatedly observed in all data segments along with the 
use of “people” or passive constructions.  This turn design might be explained in terms of the 
setting of the conversations as well as the native speakers‟ relationship with the non-native 
speakers.  In other words, these conversations took place between friends outside the official 
teaching setting.  Therefore, the native speakers might not clearly affiliate themselves with the 
American membership categorization and overtly “teach” the non-native speakers from a native 
speaker standpoint; rather, the native speakers might be trying to affiliate themselves with the 
non-native speakers by using the pronoun “they” and therefore, positioning themselves close to 
the non-native speakers in order to introduce to them something unfamiliar.   
Opposite Direction of Teaching 
In this section, I examine a teaching moment where the non-native speaker of English 
teaches the native speaker of English a Japanese word.  In terms of the actions performed, this is 
contrary to the examples that have been discussed so far where the native speakers of English are 
doing an action of teaching English vocabulary, idioms, and American culture.  The data 
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segment shows that the membership categorization of the speakers as a native and non-native 
gets activated and deactivated moment by moment in interaction.  Firth and Wager (1997) 
criticize that in a lot of SLA research a non-native speaker is viewed as someone whose L2 
competence is underdeveloped.  The data segment discussed here shows that the categorical 
membership of the native speaker of English as an expert and the non-native speaker of English 
as a novice can be oriented to by both participants at one point.  At the next moment, however, 
the participants can be oriented to the Japanese language and cultural knowledge of the non-
native speaker, and the categorical membership of the expert and the novice is reversed.  The 
membership categorization of a native and non-native speaker of English or Japanese is activated 
or deactivated in the progress of interactions in free conversations.
6
 In this data segment, we 
observe that the membership categorization of a native speaker as an expert and a non-native 
speaker as a novice, as is often taken for granted in ESL, is neither fixed nor stagnant in the 
interactions, but it changes during repair, during  the native speaker‟s self-correction in 
particular, and during code-switching.  Speakers are oriented to the language and the cultural 
knowledge of the non-native speaker as a resource and the membership categorization of an 
expert and novice flip. 
There is previous research which demonstrate that the categories of native and non-native 
speakers are not stagnant.  Hosoda (2006) examines, from a conversation analysis perspective, 
differential language expertise manifested in ordinary conversations between native and non-
native speakers of Japanese.  She points out that the participants recurrently oriented to the 
differences in linguistic knowledge in other-repair, particularly when the participants had a 
problem in understanding each other and when L2 participants sought help from L1 participant 
                                                 
6
 Young and Miller (2004) observed something similar.  They discuss the changing participation of the instructor 
and student in four consecutive ESL writing conferences where the student changes from a peripheral participation 
to a fuller and more proactive participation as the session proceeds. 
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in finding everyday vocabulary.  She reports that during most of the talk, the participants did not 
treat L2 participants‟ disfluencies or linguistic errors as interactional trouble.  At the same time, 
she notes that when the participants do orient to the differential language expertise, the 
conversation structure may become similar to those of language classrooms where the L2 
speakers seek help on vocabulary and repeat corrected words.     
Kasper (2004) examines social membership categories in conversations between a native 
and non-native speaker of German who meet each other for the purpose of the novice non-native 
speaker learning German.  She observes that the membership categorization of a native speaker 
as a target language expert and a non-native as a novice was recurrently made relevant in repair 
sequences initiated by the non-native speakers where interactions shifted from topical talk to 
metalinguistic focus.  She reports that code-switching, changing volume or speed, or try-marking 
(Sacks & Schegloff, 1979) with question intonation indexed the shift to the metalinguistic 
sequences where the native speakers acted as a target language expert.  However, she also notes 
that the sequences went back to topical talk shortly after and interactions evolved in the cycle of 
shifting from topical talk to metalinguistic focus.   
In Hosoda (2006) and Kasper (2004)‟s research, activation and deactivation of 
membership categorization of a native speaker as a language expert and a non-native speaker as 
a language learner were discussed.  In my data, on the other hand, the role reversal of an expert 
and novice was documented, which materializes non-static nature of membership categorization 
with regard to who is an expert and who is a novice in second language interactions.     
In the following data segment, native speaker of English, Lawrence, is talking about his 
experiences when he visited Kyoto, Japan.  Prior to his visit, he learned basic conversational 
phrases in Japanese from researcher, Alice, who is not present at the time of recording.  His 
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Japanese is very limited; thus, most of the conversation was carried out in English.  Non-native 
speaker Daichi is from somewhere near Kyoto and familiar with the area.  Therefore, he helps 
Lawrence proceed with his story telling about his travel when Lawrence code-switches to 
Japanese.   
Figure 4.7. Okoo 6:45. 
1   L:  is it just what's the what's the most:  
2       (0.2) um common religion (.) in japan? 
3       (0.8) ((D looks away as swallowing food.)) 
4   D:  n'u:m (0.2) maybe (.) bud-dhism.  
5       ((while nodding)) 
6   L:  buddhism? 
7   D:  yes. ((while nodding)) 
8   L:  mm::. okay.  
9       (0.5)  
10  L:  buddhism. 
11      (0.2) 
12  L:  the most common. 
13  D:  yes. ((while nodding)) [uh: ] 
14  L:                         [YEAH] I saw a big  
15      buddha. (.) statue in (0.2) the temple. 
16      in (0.2) the temple. 
17  D:  yes. ((while nodding)) 
18  L:  right?=gold? [or  ]          
19  D:               [like] this.= 
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Figure 4.7 (cont.) 
20      ((imitating Buddha‟s posture)) 
21  L:  =yeah. something like this. 
22      =or ((looking up for a moment)) it's  
23      it was behind something like a big face:.  
24      ((with hand gesture of a big face)) 
25  D:  YE:s. buddha.  
26      ((bringing his hands at the face)) 
27  L:  okay. wow=  
28  D:  =I kno[w  ] 
29  L:        [and] then incense:, was  
30      (0.8) ((D nodding with eye gaze with L))  
31      there were some candles burn em (.) 
32      some candles were burning, .h  
33      some incense?  
34      ((with hand gesture of a stick)) 
35  D:  in[cense? ] 
36  L:    [burning] incense? 
37      hm[::] ((frowning))        
38  D:    [in]cense? 
39  L:  kore:     
        this 
 
40      (0.2) hm:: ((as looking away)) 
41      incense like uh: (0.2) ((as looking down)) 
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Figure 4.7 (cont.) 
42      you put in the ashes an' it burns an‟:  
43      it make gives: smoke.  
44      ((with hand gesture of smoke)) 
45  D:  YEs. 
46  L:  incen[se?]  
47  D:       [ha ] incense? 
48      ((with hand gesture of a stick.)) 
49  L:  yeah:.=      
50  D:  =ah: ts- 
51  L:  nihongo  de nan  to  iimasu ka 
   Japanese in what QUO say    Q  
   “What do you call it in Japanese?” 
 
52      (0.5) ((D gesturing a stick)) 
53  D:  like (0.2) s: smoke stick?  
54      ((still gesture a stick)) 
55  L:  smoke stick.=yeah yeah yeah:. like that  
56      ((pointing at D‟s hand gesture)) 
57      (.) OH nihongo (.) nihon nihon:  
          Japanese    Japan Japan 
 
58      =[nihongo  de  ] nan  to 
          Japanese in    what QUO 
 
59  D:  =[((chuckles))] 
60  L:  iimasu ka 
        call   QUO 
   “What do you call it in Japanese,  
         Japan, Japan, Japanese?” 
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Figure 4.7 (cont.) 
 
61  D:  <okoo> 
    Incense 
 
62  L:  okoo 
   incense 
63      (.) 
64  D:  yes. ((as nodding)) 
65  L:  oko[o.] 
   incense 
 
66  D:     [o ]ko[o] 
       Incense 
67  L:           [o]koo   okay,            okoo= 
                  incense okay ((English)) incense 
 
68 D:   =okoo 
    incense 
69      (0.5) 
70  L:  ts- yeah speak h trying to (0.2) still  
71      learn my japane[se] 
72  D:                 [he]hehe 
73  L:  very little 
74  D:  [HEHEHE] ((pointing at the video camera)) 
75  L:  [hahaha] yeah.= ((making a gesture 
76      of thumbs up at the video camera)) 
77  D:  =ts= 
78  L:  =haha .hh fun. yeah mm? (?) was interesting. 
Lawrence asks what the most common religion is in Japan in lines 1-2 and after 0.8 seconds of 
silence while swallowing food and after speech perturbations, Daichi provides an answer in lines 
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3-5.  Lawrence does repair on Daichi‟s answer and Daichi confirms it with “yes” in lines 6-7.  
Then Lawrence expresses his acceptance of the answer with “mm::. okay” in line 8.  After 0.5 
seconds of silence, Lawrence repeats Daichi‟s answer “Buddhism.”  Then after an additional 0.2 
seconds of silence, Lawrence repeats “the most common” which is a part of his question in lines 
1-2, in falling intonation this time in line 12.  This is to make sure that Daichi understood 
Lawrence‟s question precisely.  Then Daichi responds with “yes,” again confirming that he 
understood Lawrence‟s question and that Buddhism is the most common religion in line 13.  
This time he does not express any uncertainty by adding “maybe” as in the first response. 
Then Daichi continues his turn with “uh:” but simultaneously, Lawrence starts talking 
about his experiences when he visited Japan with a loud “yeah” in line 14.  Therefore, Daichi 
gives away his turn.  Lawrence‟s “yeah” expresses that he relates to the most common religion of 
Buddhism in his travel experiences.  He first states that he saw a big Buddha with a falling 
intonation.  After a micro pause, he self-corrects it as a statue in line 15 and continues to add in 
an increment the location “in the temple” with a 0.2 seconds of silence after the preposition “in.”  
Daichi responds with “yes” in line 17 and is also nodding, something he has been doing 
recurrently.  This is an odd response as a go ahead to the initiation of a story telling (Goodwin, 
1984).  “Hai” which is the Japanese translation of “yes” can be also used as a continuer such as 
“yeah” or “mm hm.”  So Daichi may be transferring this from Japanese.  Lawrence, on the other 
hand, takes Daichi‟s “yes” as an affirmation to Lawrence‟s experience that the one which 
Lawrence saw in the temple was indeed the statue of Buddha, and continues with “right” with 
rising intonation in line 18, seeking confirmation from Daichi.  This is immediately followed by 
Lawrence‟s additional description of the statue he saw, i.e., “gold.”  Lawrence then continues 
with “or” and gives room for other options.  This overlaps with Daichi‟s demonstration of the 
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posture of the Buddha‟s statue through gesture in lines 19-20.  Daichi demonstrates the Buddha‟s 
posture in order to ensure that Daichi and Lawrence are referring to the same object, i.e. the 
Buddha‟s statue.  This is an example of gestures assisting mutual understandings between the 
native and non-native speakers in interaction.  Lawrence agrees with Daichi with “yeah” and 
states that the statue was roughly in that shape in line 21.  However, starting with “or” and 
looking up for a moment, he adds more description of the environment where the statue was 
placed, i.e., behind something like a big face in lines 22-24.  Starting with “or” and looking up 
for a moment show that Lawrence is not certain of whether the statue he saw had the posture that 
Daichi just demonstrated; therefore, he added an additional description to make sure that they are 
talking about the same statue.  Then Daichi again affirms that what Lawrence saw was a Buddha 
statue through gesture by making a big face in lines 25-26.  Lawrence accepts Daichi‟s 
affirmation with “okay” in line 27 and produces an assessment “wow.”  This is immediately 
followed by Daichi‟s utterance “I know” in line 28, which is overlapped by Lawrence‟s 
continued story telling in line 29.  With an assessment and response, this small sequence about a 
statue of Buddha within the longer story telling concludes.  Incidentally, with the background of 
both parties taken into account, Lawrence and Daichi were talking about two different Buddha 
statues.  Among the thousands of Buddha statues in West Japan where Lawrence visited, Daichi 
was mimicking the most famous and biggest Buddha statue.  In fact, his gesture of its posture 
was iconic and any Japanese person would know that the iconic gesture refers to the Buddha 
statue in the Nara prefecture in particular, one with which Lawrence was not familiar.  Lawrence 
and Daichi reached an agreement and strengthened a bond in their friendship with commonality.   
The first thing that should be noted regarding this portion of the data segment is that 
Daichi keeps giving confirmations (lines 7 and 13) and affirmations (lines 17 and 25).  Daichi 
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might have said “yes” as a continuer in line 17, but Lawrence takes it as an affirmation.  
Lawrence initiates his story, but Daichi, who is more familiar with the region where Lawrence 
visited, gives affirmations as Lawrence seeks confirmations in lines 6 and 18.  Firth and Wagner 
(1997) criticize that language learners tend to be seen as deficient communicators in SLA field.  
In this data segment, however, Lawrence, who is a native speaker of English, is the one who is 
“deficient” in cultural knowledge of the non-native speaker, i.e., Japanese culture, and Daichi, 
who is a non-native speaker of English, gives confirmations and affirmations to Lawrence.  In 
other words, here we see a role reversal of native and non-native to a particular culture.  The role 
of expert and novice is reversed with regard to cultural information. 
In the subsequent portion of the data segment, Lawrence resumes his story telling.  
Lawrence starts describing what else he saw in the temple in line 29.  After Lawrence started 
talking about the incense with “and then incense was” with slightly rising intonation, he pauses 
for 0.8 seconds, while Daichi was nodding in silence in line 30.  During that time, there is a 
mutual eye gazing between Lawrence and Daichi.  Lawrence then restarts his story with 
information about candles, which were there with the incense, and again brings up the word 
“incense” in lines 31-33.  This time Lawrence produces the word “incense” with rising 
intonation, accompanying it with a hand gesture of a stick.  This clearly shows that Lawrence 
perceives that Daichi does not know the word “incense.”  This seems to be another unmotivated 
teaching moment which was described earlier in the chapter.  Going back to the initiation of 
Lawrence‟s story telling about the incense in line 29, the reason why he pauses for 0.8 seconds 
was to check Daichi‟s understanding of the word “incense.”  In the prior sequences, there was no 
indication that Daichi does not know the word, but Lawrence voluntarily pauses to check 
Daichi‟s understanding.  This might be because the word “incense” is not a frequently used 
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word, so Lawrence might have speculated that Daichi is not familiar with it.  Daichi nods in 
silence, while both parties are looking at each other, which could be taken as a continuer in order 
to go ahead with Lawrence‟s story.  However, Daichi‟s recurrent utterance “yes” is noticeably 
missing.  Then Lawrence takes this response to mean that Daichi does not know the word.  
Lawrence backs up and talks about a more familiar item, a candle, which is related to the 
incense.  He brings up the word “incense” again this time with rising intonation, seeking 
confirmation of understanding.  This time he accompanies a hand gesture of a stick to facilitate 
Daichi‟s understanding.  Daichi then repeats the word “incense” with rising intonation in line 35 
and indicates that he has trouble understanding the word.  This overlaps with Lawrence who adds 
a modifying word “burning” before “incense” in line 36 and describes what incense does, again 
to help Daichi‟s understanding.  Lawrence produces “hmm” with a brief frown face in line 37, 
which shows that he is in trouble getting across the meaning.  Daichi again repeats the word 
“incense” with rising intonation, indicating that he still has trouble understanding in line 38.  
Then Lawrence tries to speak in Japanese and says kore which means “this” in line 39.  
However, it gets lengthened and after 0.2 seconds of silence, he produces “hm::” as he looks 
away.  Having trouble speaking Japanese, he switches back to English and repeats the word 
“incense” in line 41.  Then he produces a filler “like” and lengthened “uh” followed by 0.2 
seconds of silence while looking down.  He is looking for words to further explain the word 
“incense” which is another word search.  Then he starts giving a more elaborated description of 
how the incense is used and what it does by gesturing a smoke in lines 42-43.  Responding to the 
word “smoke” which Lawrence used in his explanation, Daichi finally claims that he understood 
what the incense is with a loud “yes” in line 45.  Lawrence again repeats the word “incense” with 
rising intonation in line 46 to make sure that Daichi indeed understood the word.  Daichi repeats 
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after him in rising intonation in line 47, this time with a hand gesture of a stick.  Lawrence 
affirms that Daichi said it correctly in line 49.   
In this portion of the data segment, non-native speaker of English Daichi is having 
trouble understanding the word “incense” and the native speaker of English Lawrence gives 
more descriptions to get across the meaning and assists him to understand the word.  As Gass 
(1997) describes the negotiation of meaning, once communication trouble is triggered, a free 
flow of communication in a story telling is on hold.  Lawrence provides elaborations of what the 
incense does and how it is used where he utilizes other words which are associated with the 
incense, such as candles, ashes, and smoke.  Then Daichi catches the word “smoke” and claims 
his understanding of what the incense is with a loud “yes.”  Through the negotiation of meaning, 
Daichi receives enhanced input, which potentially leads to learning.  What draws the attention 
here is that Lawrence voluntarily initiates the negotiation of meaning.  Even though there is no 
indication that Daichi does not understand the word “incense” in the prior sequences, right after 
bringing up the word “incense,” Lawrence pauses and checks Daichi‟s understanding.  Then, 
Daichi signals his lack of understanding, and Lawrence starts explaining the word.  There is no 
clear activation of the non-native membership categorization as in the first three data segments 
with the use of “in America.”  However, in this portion of the data segment as well, the native 
speaker is oriented to the non-native membership categorization of the other speaker and initiates 
the negotiation of meaning.   
Next, the interaction proceeds with Lawrence‟s attempt to ask in Japanese what incense is 
called in Japanese in line 51.  Now we have a switch; which speaker is the native speaker and 
which one is the non-native speaker?  After Lawrence described incense, using the word 
“smoke” in line 43, Daichi claimed his understanding with a loud “yes” in line 45.  Daichi also 
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made gestures of a stick as well.  Therefore, Lawrence takes it that he understood and no longer 
adds further explanation of the word.  At this moment, Lawrence takes on the role of a non-
native speaker of Japanese and asks a question in Japanese. To this question, however, 0.5 
seconds of silence occurs while Daichi is making gestures of incense in line 52. Instead of 
answering Lawrence‟s question in Japanese, which would be a relevant second pair part, Daichi 
describes what incense looks like in English as “smoke stick,” as still making gestures of incense 
in line 53.  He produces his candidate understanding with rising intonation, seeking confirmation 
from Lawrence.  Even though the word “smoke” is a repetition of the word which Lawrence 
used, he describes incense as a smoke stick along with the gesture.  Daichi might have been 
excited about his possibly new understanding of what incense is and put priority on confirming 
his understanding, rather than answering the question in Japanese and teaching a Japanese word 
to Lawrence.  Lawrence then repeats Daichi‟s candidate understanding and affirms it with 
repeated “yeah yeah yeah” in line 55.  He also affirms that the incense is a stick, pointing to 
Daichi‟s gesture.  Then after a micro pause, prefacing with a loud “OH,” which is a change of 
state token; Lawrence switches to Japanese again and repeats his ignored question in Japanese 
about what the incense is called.  He does so this time with embedded self correction on the word 
nihongo („the Japanese language‟) in lines 57-58.  The word nihongo is a basic word, but 
Lawrence is still stumbling over it, which indicates his limited Japanese proficiency.  Daichi 
chuckles briefly at Lawrence trying to speak Japanese, but after Lawrence completed his 
repeated question, Daichi produced a delayed second pair part of an answer.  Daichi responds 
with the Japanese equivalent of English word “incense,” i.e., okoo, articulating by speaking 
slowly in line 61.  Lawrence repeats the word “okoo” in line 62, and Daichi affirms that it is 
correct with “yes” in line 64.  Then Lawrence repeats the word again this time by placing the 
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stress on the first syllable in line 65.  This overlaps with Daichi‟s modeling of the word in line 66 
and Lawrence repeats the word two more times, this time with no stress on it in line 67, as 
Daichi pronounced.  Daichi once again gives a model of how the word should be pronounced in 
line 68.  After 0.5 seconds of silence, Lawrence explains that he is still trying to learn Japanese 
in lines 70-71.  This explains why Lawrence repeats the word okoo many times.  Then Daichi 
responds by pointing at the camera as he laughs in line 74.  Even though the researcher is not 
present in this room, the video camera is personified as if she were there.  Lawrence then makes 
a thumbs-up gesture, appealing to the researcher who gave him short lessons of basic Japanese 
before his trip to Japan.  The sequence ends with Lawrence‟s assessment of “fun” and 
“interesting.”   
Here, immediately after Lawrence finished explaining the word “incense,” he asks a 
question in Japanese.  He orients to Daichi as someone who holds knowledge, as in the first 
portion of the date segment.  Even though in his first try he did not receive an immediate answer, 
after Daichi‟s understanding check of “smoke stick” gets confirmed, Daichi teaches Lawrence 
the Japanese word okoo by repeatedly modeling the word and providing an affirmation.  When 
Lawrence switches to Japanese and asks a question in Japanese, Lawrence‟s membership 
categorization as a non-native speaker of Japanese gets activated.  And when Lawrence switches 
to Japanese the second time and repeats his question in Japanese, Daichi orients to Lawrence‟s 
membership categorization as a non-native speaker of Japanese and answers his question 
accordingly, i.e., by articulating the word okoo.  The membership categorizations of Lawrence as 
a novice and Daichi as an expert become clear with Lawrence‟s awkward Japanese.   
In this data segment, when the non-native speaker had trouble understanding a particular 
English word and the negotiation of meaning was in progress, both the native and the non-native 
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speakers of English were oriented to the insufficient knowledge of the non-native speaker.  On 
the other hand, both the native and the non-native speakers of English are oriented to the cultural 
knowledge of the non-native speaker when the native speaker talked about the Buddha statue and 
the non-native speaker provided affirmations to his story telling.  In addition, once the native 
speaker of English switches to his awkward Japanese, both the native and the non-native 
speakers are oriented to the first language of the non-native speaker, here the Japanese language 
in particular, as a resource.  The native speaker of English takes on the role of Japanese language 
learner, and the non-native speaker, the role of modeling the Japanese word.   
This data segment demonstrates a shift of membership categorization in the course of a 
free conversation between a native and non-native speaker.  The membership categorization of 
the native speaker as an expert and the non-native speaker as a novice is not a fixed label as 
described in mainstream SLA research.  The membership categorization of the speakers is more 
fluid and changes moment-by-moment in interaction.  As seen in this data segment from an 
ordinary conversation between a native and non-native friend, the categorical membership of 
native speaker as an expert and non-native speaker as a novice can be oriented by both 
participants at one point.  At a next point, however, the participants can be oriented to language 
and cultural knowledge of the non-native speaker, and the categorical membership of an expert 
and novice also switch.  The membership categorization of native and non-native gets activated 
and deactivated and the roles could reverse in the progress of the interaction in free 
conversations between friends 
Conclusion 
In this chapter I examined the teaching moments of words, idioms, and culture triggered 
by the native speakers‟ orientation to the non-native membership categorization of their friends.  
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In the initiation of the teaching moments, native speakers overtly activate the non-native 
membership categorization of the other speaker, by using the expression “in America” and 
contrasting native and non-native dichotomy.  And yet, in the next moment, they use the pronoun 
“they” to refer to American people who use the words and idioms and observe the customs.  By 
using the pronoun “they,” native speakers deactivate their American membership categorization 
and place themselves closer to the non-American membership categorization of their non-native 
friends.  This may be due to the unofficial setting of these conversations.  Namely, each pair of 
the native and non-the native speakers is meeting as friends outside the classroom or tutorial 
settings.  Therefore, native speakers might not be teaching non-native speakers outright.   
In addition, I zoomed in on the initiation of the teaching moments in the sequences and 
discussed a sudden activation of the non-native membership categorization.  Native speakers 
start introducing a word, idiom or custom rather abruptly with repeated restarts.  Even though 
there was no indication of the non-native speakers‟ unfamiliarity with the word, idiom, or custom 
in the prior sequences, the native speakers voluntarily initiate teaching.  I also discussed the fluid 
nature of membership categorization as a native and a non-native speaker.  In the last example of 
Figure 4.7, the native speaker of English orients to the non-native membership categorization of 
the other speaker and explains the word which the non-native speaker is not familiar with.  In the 
next moment, however, the native speaker of English takes on the role of a non-native speaker of 
Japanese and resorts to his friend as someone who holds the resource in Japanese language and 
culture.  This constant activation and deactivation of native and non-native membership 
categorization as well as the role reversal may be found more frequently in the conversations 
outside the official teaching context due to the relationship as friends in each pair of participants.   
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Chapter 5 
Teaching Moments Triggered by “Oh/Ah Really” Produced by Non-Native Speakers 
 
Introduction 
In the previous chapter, I discussed native speakers‟ teaching practices outside official 
teaching contexts.  Now I will turn to non-native speakers‟ practices to encourage teaching to 
take place.  In this chapter, I examine teaching moments triggered by “oh/ah really” produced by 
non-native speakers.  The data demonstrate that when non-native speakers respond to a native 
speakers' informing with “oh really,” “oh really” is oriented to by native speakers as soliciting 
more information.  It encourages further informing where cultural teaching takes place.  
Teaching observed here is subtle, compared to overt teaching which takes place in the 
classrooms or tutoring.  Teaching here is accomplished in the form of informings.  In the 
sequences after “oh really,” non-native speakers are exposed to more cultural information.   
In addition, as a slightly different variation, “ah really” was observed in personal stance 
sequences.  Here, personal stances express one‟s evaluations, opinions, or perspectives.  To 
native speakers‟ personal stances, non-native speakers recurrently respond with “ah really.”  
Native speakers then orient to “really” as an expression of surprise or disbelief and give accounts 
for their personal stances.  In these accounts cultural teaching occurs.  
In this chapter, I first summarize the previous work on the use of “oh,” “ah,” and “really” 
among native speakers of English.  Then I will examine the “oh/ah really” produced by the non-
native speakers in the representative excerpts.  I will describe the sequential placements of 
“oh/ah really” and the native speakers‟ following responses.  I will also look into the turn designs 
of the sequences following “oh/ah really.”  These sequences turn the additional informings or 
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accounts for the personal stances into teaching situations with rich cultural information.  Lastly, I 
will discuss the differences between “oh really” and “ah really” with the possible language 
transfer from Japanese.    
Previous Research 
In this section, I summarize previous findings about “oh,” “oh really,” and “ah.”  
Heritage (1984) analyzes the functions of “oh” in native speakers‟ conversations.  He states that 
the particle “oh” in various sequences shows that the speaker “has undergone some kind of 
change in his/her locally current state of knowledge, information, orientation or awareness” (p. 
299).  He examines the placement of “oh” in sequences and finds that one of the major 
environments where “oh” occurs is in response to informings.  He explains that “oh” marks the 
receipt of the informing given in the prior turn(s).  He notes that “oh” is a strong indication that 
the information is received as informative and that there was no prior knowledge on the 
information provided.  And he adds that when “oh” occurs in response to informings, the 
informing regularly occurs as an answer to the inquiry; thus, the overall sequence consists of a 
question, an answer, and an “oh” receipt.  Furthermore, he notes that “oh”-receipts are 
commonly combined with assessment components such as “good” or “terrific.”  He also points 
out that in the case where the informing is received as incomplete, “oh” may occur with 
additional turn components which request or invite the co-participant to continue with the 
informing.  
Heritage (1998) examines oh-prefaced responses to inquiries.  He maintains that oh-
prefaced responses to questions often embody a challenge to the relevance or appropriateness of 
the question asked.  He adds that oh-prefacing is used to indicate hesitation to continue the 
conversational topic raised by the question.   
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Heritage (2002) further investigates the use of “oh” in response to assessments.  
Pomerantz (1984) observed that when an initial assessment is proffered, a second assessment 
(either an agreement or disagreement) produced by the co-participant is made relevant.  She 
states that an agreement is a preferred next action to the majority of initial assessments with 
some exceptions such as self-deprecations.  Among agreements, upgrades, which are 
assessments that incorporate upgraded evaluation terms relative to the prior assessment, are 
considered as strong agreements since they do not occur in combination with disagreements.  
The same level of evaluations, on the other hand, are considered weak agreements since they can 
occur as components within disagreement turns and sequences.  When agreement is the preferred 
next action but a disagreement is forthcoming, recipients may delay the production of 
disagreement terms with silence, do repair such as requests for clarification, or produce turn 
prefaces such as “uh” or “well.”  Their turns may also be prefaced with agreement tokens such as 
“yeah” but followed by “but” in the form of an agreement plus a disagreement.  Heritage (2002) 
observes that when an oh-prefaced second assessment is to agree with the first assessment, the 
second speaker declares his or her independent access to the assessed object.  He also notes that 
the second speaker frequently has epistemic authority over the assessed object and that he or she 
has a slight disagreement with the first assessment.  On the other hand, he observed that oh-
prefaced disagreements tend to be a response to a disagreement which has already started and 
that it is often a means to escalate the dispute.  
Heritage (2005) discusses “oh” as a display of cognition by examining the use of “oh” in 
interactions; he observes that the speakers are socially accountable for informational territories.  
For example, the interactants precisely know which speaker knows better than the other speaker 
about the matter at hand.  Heritage also points out the specificity and exactness with which 
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cognitive processes are represented and embodied in interactions.  At the same time, he 
maintains the possible discrepancy between the production of “oh” and changes in cognitive 
processes, arguing that “oh” is produced at a specific point, whereas a change of cognitive state 
is a procedural one.  He explains that “oh” can be produced when cognitive changes did not 
occur and that “oh” can be omitted when cognitive changes did occur.  
In addition to the research on the use of “oh,” some research has been done on the 
functions and sequential placements of “really” as well as “oh really.”  First, Jefferson (1981) 
lists “really” as one of the reactive tokens which treat the prior turn as news, rather than merely 
informative. Kim (2004) also discusses the use of “really” as a free-standing TCU in English 
conversations.  She argues that the difference between “oh” and “really” is that “oh” indicates 
that the speaker has accepted the new information provided, whereas “really” indicates that the 
speaker has not assimilated the new information provided into his/her knowledge system.  In 
other words, “oh” can function as an information receipt, whereas “really” displays the attitude 
of unexpectedness, interest, surprise, disbelief, etc.  At the same time, she also notes that “oh” 
and “really” are often used together, forming “oh really” which is a focus of this chapter.   
In terms of the sequential development, Jefferson (1981) states that “oh really” is used as 
a topicalizer.  She also notes that when “oh really” is used as a free-standing element, it often 
appears in the sequence that is comprised of the following actions: 1. news announcement, 2. “oh 
really,” 3. reconfirmation, and 4. assessment.  She lists the following example. 
Figure 5.1. NB:IV:7:5-6 in Jefferson, 1981, p. 62. 
1 M: How many cigarettes yih had. 
2    (0.8) 
3 E: NO:NE.       
4 M: Oh really? 
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Figure 5.1 (cont.) 
5 E: No:. 
6 M: Very good.   
In this example, “none” in line 3 is a news announcement, “no” in line 5, reconfirmation, and 
“very good” in line 6, an assessment.   
Kim (2004) adds that “really” treats the information provided as news which requests 
more specific detailed information.  She also observed that “(oh) really” can function as a repair 
initiator which is followed by reconfirmation and justification or additional information.  
Therefore, she concludes that in Jefferson‟s sequential development, instead of assessments, 
justification or additional information may follow.  Kim (2004) lists the following excerpt as an 
example. 
Figure 5.2. Horses‟ feet 11, in Kim, 2004, p. 878.7 
Lynne:  because, 
        %_you know, 
   .. I mean, 
   <HI you can make HI> a horse go lame, 
   (H) By doing [it-]. 
Lenore:              [really]. 
Lynne:  Well you can trim em too short. 
        … % (H) And make em, 
   you know, 
   and they‟re just .. a little bit, 
                                                 
7
The transcription conventions used by Kim (2004) are: 
(H) Inhalation, .. short pause, … medium pause, -- truncated intonation unit, - truncated word. 
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Figure 5.2 (cont.) 
   for f- -- 
   the first couple of days, 
   you know, 
In this example, Lynne, the daughter, has been talking about how to take care of the 
horses‟ feet, which is new information to her mother Lenore.  Lenore‟s “really” functions as a 
repair initiator which encourages Lynne to provide more information.   
Wilkinson and Kitzinger (2006) examine the use of surprise and observe that “ritualized 
disbelief” (Heritage, 1984, p. 339) with an example, a repeat, “oh really” or “yer kidding” 
displays that the news in the prior turn is unexpected in some form and needs confirmation 
before it can be otherwise accepted and responded to.  Therefore, these responses constitute  
surprise responses.  Wilkinson and Kitzinger (2006) provide the following example where the 
production of a surprise token “Oh:::” is substantially deferred by multiple insertion sequences. 
Figure 5.3. Fragment 27: Two Cords in Wilkinson and Kitzinger, 2006, p. 172. 
01 M: [Lemme ask] a guy at work.  He‟s 
02     gotta bunch a‟old clu[nkers. 
03 G:                       [Y‟know Marlon Liddle? 
04      (0.2)  
05 M:  Well I can‟t say they‟re ol‟ clunkers 
06     eez gotta Co:rd?    <-surprise source 
07     (0.1) 
08 M:  Two Co:rds,              <-upgraded surprise source 
09     (1.0) [And    
10 C:        [Not original,     <-cand understanding  
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Figure 5.3 (cont.) 
11     (0.7) 
12 M:  oh yes. Very origin(h)nal 
13 C:  Oh:: reall[y?            <-ritualized disbelief 1 
14 M:            [Yah. Ve(h)rey 
15     origi(h)nail. 
16 C:  ºAwhhh are you 
17     shittin m[e?             <-ritualized disbelief 2 
18 M:           [No I‟m not. 
19     (0.8) 
20 C: Whats iz na:me.           <-information request 
21    (0.5) 
22 M: Harry uh (1.0) Schirmer¿ <Schure¿ 
23 C: [ºJeez I‟d    [like-      <-assessment 
24 M: [ºSchirmer. = [Schirmer. 
25 C: Ahhd like t‟mee(hh)t      <-assessment continues 
27    da(h)t gu(h)u(h)y .hhhh 
28 G: Has‟e [gotta lo:t? 
29 C:       [No: kidd[ing?      <-ritualized disbelief 3 
30 M:                [Shurer. 
31    (0.5) 
32 G: Shu[re? 
33 M:    [He‟s from Milan Ohio. 
34 G: Shuur. 
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Figure 5.3 (cont.) 
35 C: Two [Cords.               <-ritualized disbelief 4 
36 M:     [ºShure. 
37 M: Ya[h w‟l one‟s] en o:ld uh, 
38 C:   [Oh:::      ]           <-surprise token 
39    (0.1) 
Wilkinson and Kitzinger (2006) explain that in this context, the production of the surprise token 
is delayed with repair sequences with multiple ritualized beliefs including “oh really.”  They 
state that initiation of repair on the prior talk with “oh really” for example can be used to 
adumbrate or to do surprise.  They also note that “oh really” may be in essence a surprise token 
and only derivatively a repair initiation.   
Research was done not only on the sequential placements and functions of “oh” and 
“really” but also on the phonetic contour of “oh” and “oh really.”  Local (1996) summarizes the 
recurrent patterns of the phonetic contour of “oh” in everyday conversations, taking a 
conversation analytic perspective.  He sorts out “oh” into different categories, and one of them is 
a freestanding “oh” token in question-elicited informings which is typically produced with 
rising-falling pitch.  He concludes that since there are exceptions to rising-falling pitch, pitch 
cannot be the only source to determine its interactional function.  He also discusses the phonetic 
characteristics of “oh” which functions as an indicator of surprise.  He argues that rising-falling 
pitch in “oh” may co-occur with a surprise when the participants are demonstratively taking it as 
a surprise in their interactions.  In his discussions about the phonetic contour of “oh,” he also 
points out that “oh really” produced with a rising pitch contour functions in a very similar 
manner to “oh” + assessment, such as “oh good” or “good lovely” and that they are similarly 
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treated in the course of conversation; that is, they are placed in the telling-termination point and 
does not hinder the on-going telling.   
Now, in the data examined in this chapter, non-native speakers produce “oh really” and 
“ah really.”  Aijmer (1987) extensively discusses the use of “oh” and “ah” in English 
conversations based on a spoken British English corpus.  She uses a corpus linguistic approach 
and states that her study is based on "the empirical examination as well as a critical evaluation of 
other work in discourse analysis" (p. 5).  She maintains that “oh” and “ah” are closely related, 
and yet occasionally different connotations are attached.  She lists various functions and 
environments where “oh” and “ah” are used.  One of the functions of “oh,” which Aijmer (1987) 
points out, is as a topicalizer.  She states that in this usage, “oh” rather than “ah” is used in all the 
examples which she found.  She provides the following example as an illustration. 
Figure 5.4. Topicalizer in Aijmer, 1987, p. 73.
8
 
A I /wasn‟t „sure how „long he was „going to B‟E//  
  I was /writing him .<an :‟ANSWER>// 
C Oh /R‟EALLY  
Aijmer explains that by producing “oh really,” speaker C encourages speaker A to develop the 
topic without specifying which lines should continue.  However, due to the differences in the 
methodological framework, she does not provide the sequence after “oh really”; thus, we cannot 
examine how the co-participant goes on with the telling.  In addition, in her explanation, it is not 
clear whether “oh” and “really” are to be used together as in Figure 5.3 to function as a 
topicalizer.  Moreover, whether “ah really” was found in the corpus is not clearly stated either.    
                                                 
8
Prosodic symbols used by Aijmer (1987, 2002) 
# tone unit boundary, „ „‟ degrees of stress, ^ onset, \ fall, / rise, \/ fall-rise, * yes * + yes +  overlapping speech, _:! 
degrees of booster, - unit silent pause, { } subordinate tone unit 
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Another function of “oh” and “ah” which Aijmer (1987) observes is to signal surprise.  
She states that the difference between “oh” and “ah” in this capacity is that “oh” is an indication 
of reaction to simply new information, whereas “ah” is an indication of reaction to the 
information whose significance was previously elusive.  She lists the following example. 
Figure 5.5. Muddle up in Aijmer, 1987, pp. 65-66. 
B I /‟ ALWAYS „get them {muddled „UP//}  
  // /M‟IDHURST//---  
c [m]  
B ./CH‟IDDINGFOLD//--- 
A “ /‟AH//--  
Aijmer maintains that “ah” indicates that speaker A did not realize the significance first, but now 
s/he realized.  However, here again, this could be an isolated researcher‟s interpretation.  The 
subsequent sequence is not provided in her article; therefore, it is not clear whether A actually 
eluded the significance of muddling up before and how the co-participants B and C oriented to 
A‟s “ah.”   
In addition to the topicalizer and surprise functions, Aijmer (1987) states that “oh” and 
“ah” can be used as closing third to a question-answer pair.  She observes that in this capacity, 
“ah” seems to be used to express a positive significance of the answer or expresses one‟s 
appreciation of it.  Aijmer lists the following excerpt as an example. 
Figure 5.6. Series in Aijmer, 1987, p. 72. 
A what is the „name of that S‟ERIES // 
B [ə:] /Writer K‟EYS//. 
A /‟AH//. 
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In order to find out whether speaker A indeed expresses his/her appreciation of the answer by 
speaker B, the larger context would have been necessary.  Again, Aijmer does not present the 
next turn of the talk in her publication.  However, there are other researchers who make similar 
observations as Aijmer.  James (1978) states that “ah” is used only in contexts where the speaker 
feels pleasure or satisfaction.  She maintains that by producing “ah” the speaker expresses that 
s/he is pleased with what s/he found out or the new information is significant for him/her in some 
way.  Bolinger (1989) also notes that “ah” expresses more seriousness or importance than “oh.”  
However, it is important to keep in mind that their observations are not based on a conversation 
analytic approach and examine data from an etic point of view.  Aijmer (2002) lists the following 
example to illustrate the use of “ah” to express pleasure. 
Figure 5.7. Ah–pleasure, in Aijmer, 2002, p. 146. 
A> ^coming !d\own *to*d/ay# 
B> *^[ha:]* [?] - ^s/orry# 
A> I‟m ^c\oming# 
B> ^\ah# 
   you ^\are# 
   ^that‟s what I_wanted to \ask you# 
A> (.laughs)^y\es#.      
B> [ə:m] - ^thank you very „much for that t\ape# 
A> ^\ah# - 
B> that ^sounds l\ovely# 
A> [əm] ^y\/es# 
   ^I‟ve !c\/opied 
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Figure 5.7 (cont.) 
B> ^well d\one#. 
A> ^g\ood#. 
Aijmer explains that in this example “ah you are” indicates that the news of A‟s coming down 
brings pleasure to B.  Aijmer (2002) also observes that when “ah” is followed by an assessment, 
the assessment expresses pleasure, interest or sympathy as in “ah good,” “ah great,” or “ah what 
a pity.”  She states that “ah” does not seem to be compatible with the assessments with negative 
or disapproval meanings.   
In this section, I just summarized the previous work on “oh,” “oh really,” and “ah” in 
interactions among native speakers.  Now I turn to how they are used in non-native speakers‟ 
interactions.  “Oh really” and “ah really” were frequently observed in the novice non-native 
speakers who were enrolled in the English language institute and who did not have sufficient 
high TOEFL scores to be admitted to a graduate or undergraduate degree program.  Some of the 
speakers were almost using it as a default answer.  On the other hand, “oh really” and “ah really” 
occur less frequently among non-native speakers in the intermediate to advanced levels who 
were enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate program at the university.  In the following 
sections, I examine different types of sequences in which “oh/ah really” occurs.  Namely, it 
occurred in responses to informings and in responses to personal stances.   
“Oh Really” Produced in Response to Informings 
First, I examine the use of “oh really” with a focus on its sequential placement and the 
response afterwards.  In the following example, “oh really” is produced by a non-native speaker 
in response to a native speaker‟s informing.  The sequence after “oh really” presents an 
opportunity to hear about American culture, specifically Christmas traditions.  I will start with 
the same data I examined in Chapter 4, focusing on the use of “oh really” here.  Native speaker 
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Teri and non-native speaker Keiko have been talking about the upcoming winter break.  Native 
speaker‟s informing and non-native speaker‟s response with “oh really” are indicated by arrows.      
Figure 5.8. Christmas decorations 9:50. 
1   T:  are you gonna get- (.) are you: gonna  
2    um: (.) you‟re leaving the twenty sixth?  
3       of december? or twenty fifth? 
4   K:  ah twenty sixth? 
5   T:  oh: okay, 
6       .hh OH:. (0.2) maybe you‟ll get to-  
7       ((clear throat)) like in america,  
8       I‟m sure people talk about christmas right? 
9   K:  ah:::. 
10  T:  yeah:. it‟s such a big deal.= 
11  K:  =hm::.  
12  T:it- when you: when it gets closer to 
13      christmas? .tsh I‟m sure on campus, you‟ll  
14      see lots of decorations. 
15  K:oh really? 
16  T:  mm hm they use a lot of red and green? 
17      (0.5)((Keiko looking up)) 
18  K:  hm. re- re- ah: red and green. ah::= 
19  T:  =yeah they‟re the christmas [col ]or. 
20  K:                              [↑hm↑]    hm::. 
21  T:  so you‟ll see: wreath. you know the wreathes? 
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Figure 5.8 (cont.) 
22  K:  wrea? 
23  T:  w-r-e-a-t-h  
24      ((K trying to spell on her hand))  
The excerpt starts with a question and an answer with regard to Keiko‟s departure date in lines 1-
4.  To Keiko‟s answer, Teri produces an information receipt with “oh” and acknowledgement 
with “ok” in line 5.  Then after an inbreath, Teri demonstrates a new realization with a loud, 
stretched “OH:.” in line 6 which is a token of change in the current state of knowledge (Heritage, 
1984).  As discussed in the previous chapter, being oriented to Keiko‟s non-nativeness by saying 
“in America,” Teri starts informing Keiko about Christmas customs in the United States.  First, 
Teri asks Keiko if she heard people talk about Christmas, and Keiko answers minimally with 
“ah:::” in line 9.  Aijmer (1987) discusses varieties of functions of “ah” such as topicalizer, 
surprise, appreciation, significance, pleasure, etc.  Here, in response to the question, Keiko might 
have possibly expressed the new realization of the significance of Christmas.  To this “ah” Teri 
responds with an agreement with “yeah” and continues to produce an assessment on Christmas 
as “such a big deal” in line 10.  To Teri‟s first assessment, Keiko produces a weak agreement 
with “hm::”  without any uptake.  Then Teri provides an account for her assessment, describing 
concretely what people do for Christmas, i.e. Christmas decorations which they put up.  To this 
illustrations, Keiko responds with “oh really” and signals the newsworthiness of the information 
provided.  Heritage (1984) observed that oh-prefaced turn is produced in response to informing. 
He also observes that “oh” indicates that information was received as informative.  In addition, 
Jefferson (1981) states that “really” is a news mark and calls “oh really” a topicalizer.  Kim 
(2004) states that “really” indicates unexpectedness or disbelief.  In response to Keiko‟s surprise 
and disbelief, Teri confirms with “mm hm” and provides further descriptions about the 
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Christmas decorations with the specific colors of red and green in line 16.  That is, Teri orients to 
this “oh really” as Keiko‟s indication of unfamiliarity with the Christmas decorations.  “Oh 
really” here functions as a topicalizer to encourage the co-participant to continue with the topic 
brought up.  The sequence continues with the discussions of a wreath.   
In this data segment, with the change-of-state token “Oh” and an orientation to non-
nativeness, the native speaker starts talking about Christmas traditions.  She produces an 
assessment and evaluates Christmas as “such a big deal,” but the non-native speaker responds 
with a weak agreement without any uptake.  Then the native speaker offers the basis for her 
assessment, bringing up a lot of Christmas decorations seen on campus as an example.  To this 
native speaker‟s informing, which is done in the manner of providing an account for her 
assessment, the non-native speaker responds with “oh really” and signals unexpectedness and 
surprise.  Oriented to the non-native speaker‟s professed unfamiliarity with Christmas 
decorations on campus, the native speaker continues to offer further descriptions about 
Christmas decorations.  In the subsequent interactions, the native speaker provides further details 
about the Christmas decorations, such as red and green colors and wreaths made of pine trees.  
This turned out to be an opportunity for the non-native speaker to hear about American traditions 
and culture.  The sequence of informing + “oh really” + reconfirmation followed by additional 
information was frequently observed in the interactions by the novice non-native speakers.  As 
Kim (2004) reports, this sequence is also found in the native speaker interactions as well.  
However, the frequent use of “oh really” by novice non-native speakers may be because they 
learned that it can be used as a means to encourage the native speakers to further inform the 
agenda at hand.   
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“Ah Really” Produced in Response to Personal Stances 
 In a similar manner, an “ah really” produced by non-native speakers was also found to 
trigger the cultural learning opportunities.  In terms of sequence type, “ah really” was recurrently 
observed in response to personal stances expressed by the native speakers.  Here, personal 
stances express one‟s evaluations, opinions, or perspectives, which include assessments.  They 
could also be one‟s understanding on other people‟s points of view.  In the following excerpt, 
non-native speaker Tomoko has been talking about a hot spring she went to in Japan during the 
winter break.  The transcript starts where native speaker Alice expresses her desire to visit a 
public bath.  The turns of interest in this section are marked by arrows.   
Figure 5.9. Bath for the Americans 8:10.  
1   A:  I think (0.8) hu:h when I go to ko-  
2       if I go to ko[rea? 
3   T:         [mm hm,  
4   A:  I wannna do that I wanna go to a bath,= 
5   T:  =HM:[::. 
6   A:      [ºbutº  
7       (0.5) 
8   A:it‟s weir- in america, ts um (0.5) ts  
9       when people think of that? (.) they ge-  
10      they think it‟s so strange. (.) that= 
11  T:=ah [really?] 
12  A:      [korea  ]ns and japanese do that. (.) 
13  A:.h because [you know] in america,=  
14  T:             [wh:y.   ] 
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Figure 5.9 (cont.) 
15  T:  =mm hm, 
16  A:  it‟s so: divided. 
17      (.)  
18  A:  =[you know everyone has]  
19  T:  =[ah::                 ] 
20  A:  their own shower curtain:=  
21  T:  =mh[: 
22  A:     [their own little sta:ll,= 
23  T:  =mh:[:                    ] 
24  A:      [you know what I mean?] 
25  A:  .h whereas [koreans‟re like] open: 
26  T:             [ah:            ] 
27  A:  you know but (.) in america everything  
28      it‟s like a in a i- you‟re  
29      in your own sta[:ll.     ] 
30  T:                 [yeah yeah] yeah [yeah 
31  A:        [and 
32      like everything is just closed „n  
33      by yourself.= 
34  T:  =mh:[:   ]: 
35  A:      [you know] 
36  A:  so I think when they think of public bath? 
37      they are like eww that‟s gross.  
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Figure 5.9 (cont.) 
38      you(hu) know(hu) .h= 
39  T:  =ah:[::                ] 
40  A:      [a lot of americans] respond like that 
41  T:  so they don‟t want u:m take off  
42      (0.2) [clothes] also:=  
43  A:        [yeah:  ] 
44  T:  =[and   ]  
45  A:  =[uh huh] ge[r:ms]  
46  T:              [nak- ] naked (uh) 
47  A:  yeah uh huh huh huh 
48  T:  uh huh huh huh huh 
49      (0.2)  
50  A:  „cause it‟s (.) everything is very private= 
51  T:  =mh:[::.        ] 
52  A:      [in america.] you know?  
53      (0.2) 
54  A:  so  
55  T:  .ts but when I went there=  
56  A:  =mh hh,= 
57  T:  uh: uh:m I don‟t know american or eng-  
58      english? or anyway but (0.2) people?  
59      [ca]me there uh c- went there,= 
60  A:  [hm ]   
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Figure 5.9 (cont.) 
61  A:  =mm hm,=  
62  T:  =and I met them.  
63      (1.2) ((Staring at each other)) 
64  T:  maybe american pe[ople] 
65  A:                   [oh: ] at the bath? [uh huh] 
66  T:            [yeah. ]  
67  T:  .ts  
68      (1.0) 
69  A:  do they were they ok with it?=I mean do they= 
70  T:  =mh::. they looks (hu)en(hu)joy 
71  A:  they enjoyed it?= 
72  T:  =mh::. 
73  A:  that‟s good.  
 When Alice expressed her desire to try to visit a public bath in line 4, her statement 
expresses a positive stance towards taking a public bath.  Even though this statement does not 
contain an adjective or positive degree noun in it, it expresses her favorable attitude.  To Alice‟s 
positive stance, Tomoko responds with a loud “HM::” which is a continuer to encourage Alice‟s 
further talk.  Tomoko‟s continuer overlaps with Alice‟s soft “but” and 0.5 seconds silence 
follows.  Then Alice takes her turn with an assessment on taking a public bath as “weird,” but it 
gets cut off in line 8.  Then she restarts with “in America” and states that American people 
consider taking a public bath “strange.”  In her restart, Alice slightly shifts the assessment from 
“weird” to “strange.”  When she restarts, she specifies that it is the American people who 
consider taking a public bath strange, which indicates that she does not share this view.  In fact, 
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the assessment of “strange” is a rather drastic contrast to her positive stance expressed earlier.  In 
terms of the turn shape, Alice restarts her utterance, and orienting to Tomoko‟s non-nativeness, 
produces the phrase “in America” which is recurrently observed in native and non-native 
interactions outside the official teaching contexts as discussed in Chapter 4.  Alice also uses the 
general term “people” rather than “we” in producing their assessment on taking a public bath.  
By stating “in America,” Alice overtly activates the membership categorization of Americans 
and non-Americans, and yet the next moment, she uses the pronoun “they” instead of “we.”  By 
phrasing her utterance this way, Alice distances herself from the so-called American people and 
declares that she does not share this view.  She aligns herself more with the non-American 
Tomoko.  After Alice produced the assessment term “strange,” there was a micro pause and 
Tomoko‟s response was delayed.  Therefore, Alice clarifies the referent of her assessment, i.e., 
Korean and Japanese people take a bath in public in lines 10 and 12.  This increment overlaps 
with Tomoko‟s response of “ah really” in line 11.  Then Alice orients to Tomoko‟s utterance as 
one of surprise and disbelief since she starts giving an account for her assessment starting with 
“because” in line 13.  This overlaps with Tomoko‟s emphasized “why” in line 14, which clearly 
seeks the reason for Alice‟s assessment term of “strange.”  Then Alice starts explaining 
American dividedness in bathing.  Tomoko responds minimally to her explanation, with “mm 
hm,” “ah::,” and “hm::.”.  These are all minimalistic tokens that merely claim, but do not 
demonstrate, understanding.  Alice clearly orients to this since she seeks Tomoko‟s confirmation 
of understanding with “you know what I mean?” in line 24.  However, without waiting for a 
confirmation, Alice then contrasts American dividedness with Korean openness in line 25.  This 
comparison is overlapped with Tomoko‟s “ah” (line 26) with which she claims her 
understanding of the American stance towards baths.  Then Alice goes back to American 
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dividedness in line 27 to which Tomoko responds with “yeah” repeated four times in line 28.  
Without Tomoko‟s uptake on Alice‟s account, Alice provides further descriptions on the 
American trait of being “closed” in line 32.  Still Tomoko responds minimally with “mh::” in 
line 34.  With an upshot of “so” Alice concludes her account with further assessment terms of 
“eww” and “gross” in line 37.  Here again, these are not her assessments, i.e., not her 
convictions; she is acting out what typical Americans might be saying.  Then Tomoko produces 
an upshot with “so” and adds her reasoning for the American negative attitude toward a public 
bath, i.e., they do not want to take off their clothes.  Alice agrees with it with “yeah” and “uh 
huh” and adds another reason, i.e., germs.  Without responding to Alice‟s other reason- germs, 
Tomoko restates her reasoning of Americans not wanting to take off their clothes in line 46.  The 
two times that Tomoko says this, she is in alignment with Alice‟s stance of American people‟s 
negative view on public baths.  Towards Tomoko‟s reason why American people do not want to 
take their clothes off, Tomoko and Alice laugh together.  After 0.2 seconds of silence, Alice 
takes a turn, starting with “‟cause.”  Adding on to her initial account, she continues to describe 
the American perspective of “private” in line 50.  The reason why Alice keeps going in her 
account may be because there has not been any uptake from Tomoko, other than Tomoko's 
contribution that Americans do not like to undress.  After another 0.2 seconds of silence, Alice 
produces another upshot “so” in line 54 which is followed by Tomoko‟s counter experience in 
line 55.  Tomoko tells a story of her seeing foreigners taking a public bath in Japan.  This might 
be Tomoko‟s ground for her surprise for Alice‟s stance that a lot of American people think that 
taking a bath in public is strange.  One second of silence after Tomoko‟s initiation of her story 
telling, Alice asks how the American visitors possibly did at the public bath in Japan in line 69.  
In spite of Alice‟s description of the American negative view on the public bath, Tomoko 
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provides a positive description that they seem to have enjoyed it in line 70.  In response, Alice 
produces a positive assessment with “that‟s good” in line 73.  Assessments in these sequential 
positions have been described as sequence closing thirds (Schegloff, 2007a).  In the data sample 
above, the sequence also ends with this assessment, and Alice stands up to get more rice on her 
lunch plate.   
In this sequence, the native speaker describes an American general perspective on taking 
a bath in public in the form of personal stance.  Then the non-native speaker responds with “ah 
really” which is a slightly different variation of the standard “oh really” observed in interactions 
among native speakers.  Orienting to the non-native speaker‟s surprise and disbelief expressed by 
“really,” the native speaker starts giving an account for her stance.  The initiation of giving the 
account overlaps with the non-native speaker clearly seeking the basis for the negative view with 
“why.”  In the subsequent interaction, the native speaker explains the American dividedness.  
The non-native speaker initially agrees with the native speaker by adding another reason for the 
American dispreference over taking a bath in public, i.e., a hesitation to take off their clothes, but 
she continues with her story-telling of an eyewitness experience which is contradictory to the 
native speaker‟s description.  The subsequent interactions after “ah really” give an opportunity 
for the non-native speaker to hear about a native speaker‟s generalization of the American 
perspective on Japanese and Korean customs of taking a bath in public.  Non-native speaker‟s 
response with “ah really” to the native speaker‟s personal stance triggered the explanation on the 
cultural differences.   
 The following excerpt is another example of a non-native speaker‟s production of “ah 
really” in response to the native speaker‟s personal stance, which triggers the native speaker to 
give an account for her view.  In this excerpt, the personal stance is expressed in the form of an 
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assessment.  Non-native speaker Keiko and native speaker Teri have been talking about speeding 
through yellow lights.  At the beginning of the excerpt, Keiko produces an assessment “bad” 
about getting a ticket, which is followed by Teri‟s second assessment, “not fun.”  Then Teri 
produces a further assessment on the speeding ticket.  The turns of interest are indicated by 
arrows.  
Figure 5.10. Speeding ticket 7:00. 
1  K:  it‟s bad hu[huhu] it‟s bad 
2  T:             [huhu]  
3      ^yeah^ it‟s not fun. and then it can be 
4    really: .h ACTUally (.) I think the most  
5      expensive is though the s:peeding ticket. 
6  K:AH:.=really? 
7  T:yeah. because (1.2) what they do is they (.) 
8      charge you according to how m-  
9  K:  [mh:]  
10 T:  [fa ]ster you‟re going than the speed limit? 
11 K:  mh: 
12 T:  >how much faster.=< .hh so: if it‟s  
13     twenty five= 
14 K:  =hm=  
15 T:  =and you‟re going in thirty five= 
16 K:  =hm= 
17 T:  it‟s only ten miles=  
18 K:  =hm= 
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Figure 5.10 (cont.) 
19 T:  =it‟s not too much .h but on the highway,= 
20 K:  =hm 
21 T:  people it‟s sixty five but a lot of  
22     people (0.2) they go: like 
23     eighty: [or] ninety=  
24 K:      [ah] 
25 K:  =[yeah] 
26 T:  and then: that‟s a lot over. 
27 K:  ah:[:. ] 
28 T:     [„ca]use if you‟re going ninety,  
29     that‟s like .h twenty five miles  
30     over the speed limit,=  
31 K:  =ah:[:  ] 
32 T:      [tha]t‟s a lot money: right there. 
33 K:  .hh oh:. 
34     (0.5) ((T nods)) 
35 T:  ts. 
36     (0.5) ((both nodding)) 
37 T:  so  
38     (0.5) 
39 K:  scary huhuhuhu= 
40 T:  =are police officers scary in japan? 
41     (0.2) ((K finishes sipping)) 
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Figure 5.10 (cont.) 
42 K:  yeah. but mh:: speed speed yeah (0.2)  
43     ah:: I had (1.2) eh:: one hundred (.)  
44     eighty (.) dollar?=like (1.2) if he s-  
45     someone (2.8) s: speed (.) .hhh hm::  
46     ah- we have to pay (1.0) m- my friends  
47     pay (0.8) one hund- one hundred eighty 
48    (.) dollar? 
49 T: wow. 
50 K: hm:. 
51 T: ts yeah  
52 K: .hh hhh 
53 T: that happens in america too  
54 K: yeahu[huhu] 
55 T:      [huhu]huhu 
56    (2.2) 
57 K: ah: too hot day 
58 T: huhuhu 
59 K: wa- warm day 
In line 1, Keiko produces a negative assessment on getting a ticket for driving through a yellow 
light.  And after a laugh, she repeats her same assessment.  Keiko‟s laugh overlaps with Teri‟s.  
After agreeing with “yeah,” Teri produces another negative assessment in line 2, which is 
aligned with Keiko‟s.  Teri continues her turn, but restarts with a loud “actually” in line 4 in the 
form of a self-repair (Clift, 2001).  Then Teri expresses her opinion that the most expensive fine 
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is a speeding ticket, which is Teri‟s assessment on the speeding ticket.  Teri brings up the issue 
of speeding ticket in an emphatic manner with an emphasis on “speeding.”  Then Keiko responds 
to Teri‟s assessment with a loud emphatic “AH:” in line 5.  Aijmer (1987) states that “ah” is 
produced when the speaker finds something that was elusive before.  According to Aijmer‟s 
observations, Keiko‟s loud and emphatic “AH:” could possibly indicate that Keiko temporarily 
forgot about the expensive speeding ticket but was reminded of it when Teri brought it up, 
especially because Keiko talks about pricy speeding tickets in Japan in the subsequent sequence.  
This “AH:” (in line 5) was immediately followed by “really” produced with rising intonation.  
Kim (2004) states that “really” expresses surprise or disbelief.  Immediately after producing 
“AH:” which might possibly express the previously eluded expensive speeding ticket, Keiko 
expresses her surprise at Teri‟s assessment by producing “really?”  Keiko‟s “AH:” presumes that 
she knew about the expensive fine for speeding, which contradicts with the surprise expressed by 
“really?”  Then Teri orients to Keiko‟s surprise and disbelief expressed by “really?” she confirms 
her assessment with “yeah” and continues to give an account for her assessment in line 7.  This 
account turned out to be an informing about how a speeding ticket is issued in the United States.  
Note that as a response to Teri‟s informing, Keiko produces continuers “hm,” “yeah” and “ah.”  
Continuers called “aizuchi” are frequently used among Japanese speakers (e.g., Clancy, 
Thompson, Suzuki & Tao, 1996
9
; Maynard, 1986).  Keiko produces a continuer at the end of 
almost every clause that Teri produces while she is giving an account for her assessment.  In line 
33 Keiko finally produces a change-of-state token “oh:.” which claims her realization of why 
speeding tickets can be expensive.  To this, Teri produces an upshot “so” in line 37 to conclude 
                                                 
9
 Clancy et al. (1996) cross-linguistically analyzed the frequency and way speakers of American English, Japanese, 
and Mandarin Chinese use reactive tokens (RTs) based on audio-taped conversations among friends.  RTs are 
categorized into backchannels, reactive expressions such as assessments, resumptive openers, etc.  They found that 
Japanese speakers had the highest frequency in producing RTs irrespective of the primary speakers' completion 
points.  However, the findings need to be handled with caution since the study is not a conversation analytic study.     
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her informing.  Then Keiko produces an assessment of “scary” on the pricy speeding ticket, 
which ends Teri‟s informing.  By producing an assessment here at the end of Teri‟s informing, 
Keiko demonstrates her understanding of costly speeding tickets in the United States.  Then Teri 
asks Keiko whether the police officers in Japan are scary.  To this, Keiko responds positively, 
and yet, switches back to the topic of speeding tickets and brings up an example of a costly 
speeding ticket issued in Japan in lines 42-48.  Then Teri initially responds with a big surprise, 
but backs down to say that the costly fine is possible in the United States as well.  Keiko agrees 
with “yeah” followed by a laugh in line 54, and without further uptake, she moves on to 
comment on the weather.   
In this segment, the native speaker produces an initial assessment on the speeding ticket.  
Then the non-native speaker responds with a loud, emphatic “AH:” and possibly indicates that it 
was elusive before but that now she remembers it (Aijmer, 1987).  There is no evidence in the 
following sequence that the non-native speaker knew about the pricy speeding ticket before.  
“AH:” was immediately followed by “really?” which expresses unexpectedness or surprise (Kim, 
2004).  Then orienting to the non-native speaker‟s surprise, the native speaker informs her of the 
expensive fine for speeding tickets in the United States.  The sequence develops into a 
comparison of the speeding tickets between the United States and Japan.  There is no clear 
indication of Keiko‟s understanding of how the speeding ticket is imposed; however, she 
demonstrated her understanding of the expensive fine by producing an assessment at the end of 
Teri‟s informing.  It was an opportunity for the non-native speaker to hear how the speeding 
tickets are issued in the United States and talk about her friend‟s story in Japan.   
Informings and giving accounts for personal stances are commonly observed in 
conversations among native speakers.  What is unique in these native and non-native 
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conversations among friends is the turn designs which develop the practices of informings and 
giving accounts into cultural teaching episodes for the non-native speakers.  First of all, the 
native speakers bring up the geographical location “America” and use pronouns such as “they” 
or “everyone” by which they generalize the actions as routine habits among American people.  
For example, in Figure 5.8 on Christmas decorations, the native speaker says “in America” and 
uses the pronoun “they” and generalizes the action of using a lot of red and green as something 
that American people commonly do.  In Figure 5.9 on the public bath, the native speaker 
explains that in America it is divided and that everyone has their own shower stall in the 
bathroom, where she uses the phrase “in America” and collective term “everyone.”  She states 
that it is something that is commonly observed in the United States.  She continues to reason that 
in America everything is closed and private, again using the phrase “in America” and collective 
word “everything.”  She further describes that a lot of Americans respond to the public bath as 
“gross.”  She states that it is a general reaction by American people.  In Figure 5.10 on the 
speeding ticket, the native speaker states that a lot of people drive eighty or ninety miles per hour 
and again talks about what people do in general.  These generalizations about American people 
may be due to the native speakers‟ orientation to the non-nativeness of the non-native speakers 
and tailor their turns to the non-native speaker co-participants.  Secondly, the native speaker 
explains the public system in the United States.  In Figure 5.10 of the speeding ticket, the native 
speaker explains how the police assess the speeding fine.  She provides concrete examples such 
as ten miles over the 25 miles speed limit on the local streets or driving 80 or 90 over the 65 
miles speed limit on the highway.  In Japan the metric system is utilized and the speed limit on 
the highway set as 65 miles in the United States is different from the 80-100 km speed limit in 
Japan.  The native speaker might not have been aware of the metric system in Japan; however, 
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her explanation on the speeding ticket issuance with the concrete examples may be due to her 
orientation to the non-nativeness of the co-participant.  Thirdly, in the sequence after “oh/ah 
really” the native speaker provides definitions for words.  For example, in Figure 5.8 on the 
Christmas decorations, the native speaker asks the non-native speaker if she knows what wreath 
is and when the non-native speaker signals her lack of understanding, she spells out the word and 
explains what it is made of, i.e., pine trees.  She further asks the non-native speaker if she knows 
what pine trees are as well.  These definitions for basic words such as wreath or pine trees are 
due to the native speaker‟s orientation to the non-nativeness of the co-participant.  These turn 
components make the native speakers‟ turns designed for the non-native speakers. In addition 
informings or giving accounts for the personal stances by the native speakers turned out to be 
moments of cultural learning for the non-native speakers.   
The Oh Really Sequences 
Now I look into the differences between “oh really?” and “ah really?” produced by the 
non-native speakers.  First, I look at another excerpt where “oh really” is produced by the non-
native speaker, because in this excerpt the sequence after “oh really” develops differently from 
the earlier example.  In the earlier example of “oh really” in Figure 5.8 about Christmas 
decorations, the “oh really” was produced in response to an informing.  In Figure 5.8 the native 
speaker orients to the “oh really” produced by the non-native speaker as an expression of 
disbelief or surprise expressed by “really” (Kim 2004) and she provides additional information.  
Likewise, in the following excerpt, “oh really” is produced in response to an informing.  In this 
example, the informing is done by answering the question initiated by the non-native speaker.  
Tomoko, a non-native speaker of English, asks where she can take a sauna and native speaker 
Alice tells her about IMPE (i.e., a gym on campus) and describes where in IMPE the sauna is 
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located.  In response to this answer, after 0.2 seconds of silence, Tomoko produces “oh really?”  
Then Alice orients to the silence, rather than “really” as observed in the earlier excerpt.  The 
turns of interest are indicated by arrows.  
Figure 5.11. IMPE 4:05. 
1  T:  tsh and but .h where: can you (.)  
2      take a sauna? 
3  A:  where? h- oh [here?] 
4  T:               [here.] mm here. 
5  A:u:m  
6      (1.0) ((A swallows food)) 
7      ts at (0.2) impe?= 
8  T:  =((nods))= 
9  A:  there is a pool?= 
10 T:  =((nods))  
11 A:  and then like um (0.2) like a shower  
12     an‟ sauna there?  
13 (0.2) ((T stares at A as A nods)) 
14 T:oh rea[lly?] 
15 A:        [the ] you know the recreation center? 
16     (0.8) ((Both T and A look at each other)) 
17 A:  tsh impe?= 
18 T:  =impe? 
19 A:  mm hm, 
20 T:  I know impe.= 
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Figure 5.11 (cont.) 
21 A:  =that‟s like a gym? 
22   (0.8) ((T quickly nods three times)) 
23 T:  hm::[: ] 
24 A:      [mm] mh, there is one there, (.)  
25     .hh an‟ the:n um (.) .h an‟ then maybe  
26     some of fitness clubs? 
27 T:  HM:::. 
28 A:  there‟s 
29     (1.5) ((both eating)) 
30 T:  so near the shower room? 
31 A:  mm hm? mm hm, ((as nodding)) 
32 T:  there are (.) sauna rooms, also? 
33 A:  mm hm::, ((as nodding)) 
34 T:  really? I‟ll go there. .h hah= 
35 A:  =mh (.) it‟s very: ↑um↑ I- actually, I  
36     don‟t think I‟ve ever (1.0) ((chewing)) used  
37     the one: (0.2) here.  
38 T:  hm[::           ]::  
39 A:    [or at school.]   
40     (2.5) ((both eating)) 
41 A:  mm tsh it‟s kind of funny my (0.8) parents?   
42     (0.5) ((T nods) 
43 A:  hm: a couple of years ago? 
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Figure 5.11 (cont.) 
44 T:  hm:[: ] ((as nodding)) 
45 A:     [.H]H they bought this machine?  
At the beginning of the excerpt, Tomoko asks Alice where she can take a sauna.  Alice performs 
repair on “where,” but with a change-of-state token “oh” followed by the candidate 
understanding “here,” she asks Tomoko if she is asking for the possible places nearby to take a 
sauna.  Tomoko confirms Alice‟s candidate understanding “here” in line 4.  Then after producing 
the speech perturbation “um” and taking time to swallow, she answers IMPE with rising 
intonation in line 7, seeking Tomoko‟s confirmation.  The turn is designed to indicate that Alice 
is not certain whether Tomoko will recognize the referent.  Tomoko nods and encourages Alice 
to continue.  Then Alice provides more specific details, i.e., exactly where in IMPE the sauna is 
located.  She produces the end of her specification “a shower an‟ sauna there?” with the rising 
intonation, again seeking Tomoko‟s confirmation in lines 11-12.  Then 0.2 seconds silence 
passes where Tomoko stares at Alice as Alice nods.  Here, Tomoko‟s recurrent nodding is 
noticeably missing.  Tomoko‟s silence along with staring and the lack of nodding signals that 
Tomoko is having trouble with Alice‟s answer, whether it may be understanding it or accepting 
it.  Then Tomoko produces “oh really?” in line 14.  Jefferson (1981) states that “oh really” is a 
topicalizer.  By producing “oh really?” Tomoko keeps the location of the sauna as an on-going 
agenda.  Moreover, Kim (2004) states that “really” expresses unexpectedness and disbelief.  By 
producing “oh really,” Tomoko is indicating her disbelief that the sauna is located where Alice 
specifies.  Then part of Tomoko‟s “really” overlaps with Alice‟s turn initial “the” but she restarts 
with asking Tomoko if she knows IMPE in line 15.  Orienting to Tomoko‟s 0.2 seconds of 
silence along with her action of staring and her lack of nodding, Alice elaborates on IMPE as “a 
recreation center” and asks Tomoko if she is familiar with the recreation center.  Here Alice is 
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starting the sequence anew.  She orients to Tomoko‟s silence after her answer, rather than to a 
marker of disbelief expressed by “oh really,” and initiates repair on IMPE.  It is rare to see a 
speaker back up this far in a repair in native speaker interactions.  After Alice‟s question is 
produced, Tomoko and Alice look at each other and 0.8 seconds silence occurs.  Here again, 
Tomoko‟s recurrent nodding is missing.  Tomoko might be possibly confused with the repair on 
IMPE which is produced far back in turns or she might not be familiar with the word “recreation 
center.”  Whichever is the case, Tomoko signals her trouble with Alice‟s repair initiation.  With a 
missing response from Tomoko, Alice repeats her original expression “IMPE” with rising 
intonation, again seeking Tomoko‟s confirmation of understanding in line 17.  Then Tomoko 
repeats the word “IMPE” with rising intonation in line 18 thereby doing repair.  Alice confirms it 
with “mm hm” in line 19.  Then Tomoko states that she knows IMPE.  In spite of Tomoko‟s 
claim of her familiarity, it latches to Alice‟s additional description of IMPE “like a gym” in line 
21.  Alice again seeks Tomoko‟s confirmation of her understanding by producing it with rising 
intonation.  Then Tomoko quickly nods three times within 0.8 seconds silence and claims her 
understanding with “hm:::.”  Following this, Alice accepts Tomoko‟s claim with “mm hm” and 
moves on to offer another possible place where one can take a sauna, i.e., some of the fitness 
clubs in town.  To this, Tomoko responds with loud “HM::: and Alice continues the answer to 
Tomoko‟s question about the possible places to take a sauna with “there‟s” in line 28.  Her 
answer trails off because this is grammatically and pragmatically incomplete; it seems that she 
has not finished her utterance.  After 1.5 seconds silence, during which both speakers are eating, 
Tomoko produces an upshot “so” and does repair on “shower room” which Alice brings up in 
specifying where in IMPE the sauna is located.  Alice confirms this with the confirmation 
markers “mm hm? mm hm,” accompanied by nodding.  Yet, Tomoko still double checks if there 
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is a sauna room there in line 32.  Alice confirms it with an emphatic continuer “mm hm::,” 
accompanied by nods.  Then Tomoko produces “really?” expressing her disbelief again and 
continues to explain that she goes to IMPE.  This is followed by a short laugh, possibly for never 
having seen the sauna there.  Then finally Alice orients to Tomoko‟s disbelief expressed by 
“really” and starts to provide more information.  She starts her turn with “it‟s very:” but produces 
“um” in high pitch followed by “I” which gets cut off.  And starting with “actually” in the form 
of self-repair (Clift, 2001), she states that she has never utilized the sauna at IMPE.  Therefore, 
further informing gets curtailed.  This was accepted by Tomoko with hm:::.” in line 38.  The 
sequence ends here and after 2.5 seconds of silence, Alice initiates her story telling about the 
jacuzzi which her parents purchased.   
In this excerpt, “oh really?” is produced in response to an answer to a question.  After the 
non-native speaker asks a question and the native speaker answers, the non-native speaker 
produces “oh really?” in response to the answer.  Heritage (1984) observes that the change-of-
state token “oh” is often placed after informings.  In this excerpt, the informing is done in the 
manner of answering a question.  Kim (2004) maintains that the typical sequence of “oh really” 
is 1. news announcement, 2. oh really, 3. reconfirmation, and 4. assessment, justification, or 
additional information.  In this excerpt, after the native speaker‟s informing, 0.2 seconds of 
silence occurs during which the interactants are staring at each other and a lack of nodding 
occurs.  This signals the non-native speaker‟s trouble with the native speaker‟s answer.  After a 
silence, “oh really” was produced by the non-native speaker.  Then the native speaker orients to 
the silence and does repair on her answer.  Only after the repair is completed does the native 
speaker orient to the disbelief expressed by “really” and attempts to provide additional 
information.   
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In Figure 5.8 of Christmas decorations discussed earlier in this chapter, the native speaker 
informs the non-native speaker of the Christmas decorations that the non-native speaker will see 
when Christmas approaches.  To this informing, the non-native speaker responds with “oh 
really.”  Then the native speaker orients to the surprise and disbelief expressed by “oh really” 
and offers additional information about the Christmas decoration, i.e., red and green colors.  The 
sequence aligns with the sequence observed in the interactions among native speakers as Kim 
(2004) reports.  In contrast, in Figure 5.11 of IMPE, the informing is done in the form of 
answering the question.  And to the native speaker‟s answer, the non-native speaker produces 
“oh really” after a silence.  When the non-native speaker has trouble with the native speaker‟s 
informing, “oh really” is delayed.  Then the native speaker orients to silence rather than “oh 
really” and starts repair on her informing.  Only after the repair is completed does the native 
speaker orients to disbelief expressed by repeated “really” and attempts to provide further 
information.   
The Ah Really Sequences 
Now I turn to the “ah really” sequences.  I list a few representative excerpts and examine 
their sequences in terms of the placement of “ah really” and turn development afterwards in 
order to discuss the recurrent patterns in the use of “ah really.”  In Figure 5.9 about the American 
view on taking a public bath, the non-native speaker produces “ah really” in response to the 
native speaker‟s personal stance with the evaluative term “strange.”  Then the native speaker 
provides the account for her stance.  In Figure 5.10 about the speeding ticket, the native speaker 
offers her assessment of the speeding ticket as most expensive, and the non-native speaker 
responds with “ah really.”  To this, the native speaker provides her account for her assessment.  
In the following excerpts as well, “ah really” is produced in response to an assessment.  In Figure 
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5.12, non-native speaker Tomoko says that she took a sauna during the winter break, and native 
speaker Alice states that she loves sauna, which is a positive assessment towards sauna.  To this 
positive assessment, Tomoko responds with “ah really.”  
Figure 5.12. Loves sauna 3:45. 
1  T:  do you know sauna? 
2  A:  mm hm, 
3  T:  sauna.  
4  A:  uh huh sauna, 
5  T:  I took sauna?  
6  A:  mm hm[::,] 
7  T:    [the]re. 
8      (0.8) ((A looks at T but T drinks water.)) 
9  A:  hu:m (.) ts I love saunas. 
10 T:  ts ((finishing drinking)) 
11   ↑ah:↑ rea[lly?    ]  
12 A:        [„cause I] I like hot weather. 
13 T:  hm[::  ] 
14 A:    [like] I like sweating, .h I like I feel 
15     like .hh it- (0.2) I don‟t know I just like  
16     the feeling of [it] 
17 T:          [hm]:[::       ] 
18 A:               [I feel   ] like I‟m 
19     getting clean.  
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Figure 5.12 (cont.) 
20 T:  yea[:h] 
21 A:     [in]side. 
In this excerpt, before Tomoko shares that she took a sauna during the winter break, she asks 
Alice if she knows what sauna is in line 1.  This is a preliminary to her telling (Schegloff, 
2007a).  Then Alice answers positively with “mm hm,” but Tomoko once again repeats the word 
“sauna” and double checks.  To this, Alice again answers positively with “uh huh” and then 
repeats the word “sauna” in line 4.  Convinced that Alice knows what sauna is, Tomoko tells her 
that she took a sauna during the winter break.  This is produced with rising intonation and thus 
seeks confirmation of understanding from Alice.  Alice then produces a continuer “mm hm,” 
which overlaps with “there” produced by Tomoko with falling intonation.  Then 0.8 seconds of 
silence occurs while Alice looks at Tomoko drinking water.  Alice waits for Tomoko to continue 
her telling, but seeing her drinking water, she accepts Tomoko‟s telling with “h:m” and states 
that she loves sauna with the verb “love” emphasized in line 9.  This is a positive assessment 
about sauna.  Then Tomoko swallows water and produces “ah really?”  “Ah” is uttered with high 
pitch, possibly appreciating Alice‟s answer which is in alignment with Tomoko‟s experience of 
taking a sauna.  Aijmer (1987) states that when “ah” is used as a closing third to the question-
answer pair, “ah” seems to be used to express a positive significance of the answer or expresses 
one‟s appreciation of it.  Aijmer (1987) also states that “ah” is produced when the speaker found 
something that was elusive before.  Kim (2004) states that “really” expresses surprise or 
disbelief.  If the “ah” signals some sort of remembering, the “really?” following it is a little 
contradictory.  It is not clear whether in her response Alice orients to “ah” as a positive 
significance or appreciation of the answer, or remembering something that was elusive before, 
but she does orient to “really” produced by Tomoko as expressing disbelief or surprise and starts 
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giving an account for her positive stance in line 12.  Alice‟s account starts with “‟cause” which 
slightly overlaps with the end of “really” produced by Tomoko.     
In a similar manner, in the following example as well, “ah really” is produced in response 
to a personal positive stance.  In the example above, the assessment was expressed by what one 
loves to do, and here the personal stance by what one‟s parents like to do.  Alice has been talking 
about the jaccuzi which her parents bought.  The excerpt starts where Tomoko asks Alice 
whether her parents liked the device.  
Figure 5.13. Parents like jaccuzi 6:00. 
1  T:  so di:d your parents like like [the:     ] 
2  A:                                 [ºmm hm, º]  
       ((A as chewing and nodding deep)) 
3  T:  ah:: really? 
4  A:  tsh because in korea,=  
5  T:  =mm hm, 
6  A:  .h they have public (.) baths also? 
7  T:  ah:: yeah,= 
8  A:  =so I think (.) the- they missed  
9      it haha[ha] 
10 T:      [mh]::: 
In this excerpt, Tomoko inquires about Alice‟s parents‟ likes or dislikes of the jaccuzi they 
bought.  Alice responds positively with “mm hm” in line 2.  This is a statement about her 
parents‟ positive stance on jaccuzis, which is akin to an assessment.  To this, Tomoko produces 
“ah really” in line 3.  Orienting to Tomoko‟s disbelief or surprise, Alice starts giving an account 
for her stance, starting with “because” in line 4.  In this excerpt as well, “ah really” is produced 
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in response to a turn that is akin to an assessment and the native speaker orients to “really” and 
provides the accounts for her stance.   
In this section, I examined more examples of “ah really” sequences.  In all the excerpts, 
“ah really” was produced by the non-native speakers in response to the personal stances 
expressed by the native speakers.  In Figure 5.10 about the speeding ticket and Figure 5.12 about 
love for sauna, the native speakers produce assessments with “most expensive” and “love” 
respectively, to which the non-native speakers respond with “ah really.”  In Figure 5.9 about the 
American view on taking a public bath and Figure 5.13 about the parents‟ like of jaccuzi, the 
native speaker expresses her perspectives on how they view the referents, i.e., strange or likes.  
These are the native speaker‟s interpretations of other people‟s perspectives and akin to 
assessments.  To these native speaker‟s views, the non-native speaker responds with “ah really.”  
Then the native speaker orients to unexpectedness and disbelief expressed by “really” and gives 
accounts for her personal stances.  In the expert of the speeding ticket, the native speaker 
provides the reasoning behind her assessment where she explains how the speeding tickets are 
issued, bringing up concrete digits.  In the excerpt of love for sauna, the native speaker explains 
that it is because she likes hot weather and sweating.  In the excerpt of the American view on 
taking a public bath, the native speaker explains her understanding of why the American people 
think it strange, i.e., privacy in bathing, sanitary, etc.  In the excerpt of parents‟ like of jaccuzis, 
the native speaker reasons that it is because of their Korean cultural background.  These account 
sequences after “ah really” were rich source of cultural learning such as the system of speeding 
ticket issue in the United States or the American view on a public bath in general.  The 
commonality in these “ah really” sequences is that it is produced in response to the native 
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speaker s‟ utterances which involve personal stances.  In the following section, I will discuss the 
use of “ah” in the context of personal stances.   
Response Token “Ah” in Japanese 
First, I will summarize the use of “ah” in Japanese.  “Ah” is also used in Japanese.  
Therefore, the non-native speakers possibly produced “ah” to mean the Japanese equivalence.  
“Ah really” was frequently observed especially in the interactions among novice non-native 
speakers whereas it was not observed among non-native speakers at the more advanced levels.  
Therefore, there is a possibility of L1 transfer.   
There are varieties of interjections in Japanese and conversation analytic research has 
been done on some of them (e.g., Mori, 2005 on hee; Hayashi, 2009 on eh; Aoki, 2007 on huun; 
Kushida, 2002 on un and soo).  Endo (2007) examines the use of “ah” using a conversation 
analytic approach.  She focuses on the “ah” in sequence closing positions and concludes that it 
expresses mutual understanding and shared knowledge or experiences.  She provides the 
following excerpt as one of the examples: 
Figure 5.14. Mr. Taguchi, in Endo, 2007, p. 1. 
1 E: nijuu ni:: uchi ni:: ano:: watabe kun to taguchi san ni 
2  kitemoratte:: ano: bunken no iranai: kopii no bunken  
3  wo mottettemorau ndesu yo: 
  “On the twentieth, (I‟ll have) Mr. Watabe and Mr. Taguchi  
             come over to my home to pick up a copy of the articles.” 
4 M: n watabe kun to dare san? 
  “Hey Mr. Watabe and Mr. who?” 
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Figure 5.14 (cont.) 
5 E: etto: taguchi san. 
  “Well, Mr. Taguchi.” 
6  M: Ah!  
  “AH!” 
7 E: konaida [atte:: 
  “(I) met (him) the other day” 
8 M:               [ano:: ano hito asoko ni iku ndesho 
     “That…That person goes to whatchamacallit, right?” 
9 E: koo[shuu kooshuu kana ano 
  “Guangzhou, Guangzhou, I guess” 
10 M:       [kooshuu ni. 
       “To Guangzhou.”  
Endo explains that in line 4, speaker M initiates repair by partially repeating speaker E‟s turn and 
replacing the trouble source with an interrogative pronoun dare („who‟).  After speaker E repeats 
the person‟s name, speaker M says ah!  Endo analyzes that ah expresses that the trouble is 
resolved and that she had knowledge of the person independently of this conversation, as 
demonstrated in lines 8 and 10.   
In another example Endo lists, ah is used after the elaboration.     
Figure 5.15. Sticker, in Endo, 2007, pp. 6-7. 
1   F:  nanka uekkawa dake koo shite hagashite hareru  
2  yooni nattemasen deshita? 
            “Wasn‟t it designed to be peeled and attached only at the upper part, like this?” 
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Figure 5.15 (cont.) 
3 (1.0) 
4 Oboete nai desu ka?  
“Don‟t you remember?”  
5   K:  Uekkawa dake?  
 “Only the upper part?”  
6   F:  Un nanka koo shiiru ga koo koo shite aru to,  
 “Yeah, like, if the sticker is…is like this,”  
((gesture on table, K leans forward))  
7   K:  Un.  
 “uh-huh” 
8   F:  nanka kono (0.2) ue no bubun dake, ((gesture)) 
 “like, only this upper part,” 
9   K:  Un. ((nods)) 
 “uh-huh” 
10  F:  peratto hagasete(h), ((gesture)) 
“it can be peeled easily,”  
11  K:  Ah[: >soo soo soo soo soo< ((pointing at F)) 
“AH: right right right.” 
12  F:      [petatto hareru yooni nattemashita yone. ((gesture)) 
      “and can be attached lightly.”  
13  K:  =Ano bechatto hattyau to,   ((gesture)) 
 “Well, if you attach it completely,” 
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Figure 5.15 (cont.) 
14  F:  =Ee.  
“Yes.”  
15  K: Moo hagasenakunatte,  
“(It) can‟t be peeled again.”  
((K continues talking about the sticker.)) 
Endo (2007) explains that in lines 13 and 15 speaker K adds the consequence if they do not make 
use of the upper part of the sticker and that he is talking about this from his own experience.  
Endo (2007) states that this indicates that he knew about the sticker previously.  In this example, 
ah is produced in response to the elaboration and expresses the speaker's understanding as well 
as an independent access to the referent.  Endo (2007) thus concludes that ah displays shared 
knowledge or experience with the co-participant in sequence closing positions, though the 
participants have independent access to the referent.  Endo (2007) also notes the findings on 
huun (Aoki, 2007) and hee (Mori, 2005) in contrast to ah in that these interjections do not 
indicate prior knowledge on the referent.   
Takubo (1997) examined the various response tokens in Japanese, though his analysis is 
based on his intuition and his examples are made-up sentences rather than naturally occurring 
data.  He classifies Japanese response tokens into ten categories: agreement, disagreement, three 
different types of unexpectedness and surprise, discovery, noticing, evaluating, undecided, and 
breath.  He states that ah with falling intonation can be used to express an agreement or 
acknowledgement of the information given.  He also states that an agreement ah is produced 
mainly after a question or command and that an acknowledgement ah is produced mainly as a 
continuer.  Moriyama (1989) also examines the functions of response tokens in Japanese 
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discourse and looks more closely into the use of ah, again based on his intuition and made up 
sentences.  He states that in addition to the functions of agreement and acknowledgement, ah can 
be produced in response to an information which is new to the speaker.  He explains that the 
speaker could produce ah with falling intonation to express that the information given was not 
part of his/her knowledge system.  The following is an example he provides. 
Figure 5.16. Moriyama 1, in Moriyama, 1989, p. 81. 
kare ga kita yo  ah hontoo? 
he / subject particle / came / post particle  oh really? 
He came.  Oh really? 
Moriyama explains that in this example, ah is a response token of a surprise.  In addition, he 
maintains that ah can be “a surprise interjection by emotion” (p. 80).  He explains that among 
Japanese deictic ko, so, a, and do, a is used to indicate the mutual understanding of the 
information between the speaker and listener; therefore, ah in response to new information is 
used empathically.  Moriyama provides the following example for an ah to mark mutual 
understanding. 
Figure 5.17. Moriyama 2, in Moriyama, 1989, p. 81. 
ats, ame ga futte iru yo  ah. 
look / rain / subject particle / raining / is / post particle  oh. 
Look it‟s raining  Oh.  
Moriyama explains that in this example, ah indicates mutual understanding of the information, 
i.e., both speakers know that it is raining right now.  He also adds that the information that it was 
raining was new to the listener, but it was predictable by the weather forecast, for example.  
Therefore, ah can be used to respond to new information, which was predictable.   
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As discussed earlier, Aijmer (1987, 2002) states, based on her etic observations, that 
English “ah” is used as an indication of surprise, topicalizer, marker to express positive 
significance or appreciation of the answer to the question, or marker to express pleasure.  In the 
“ah really” data discussed above, the native speakers orient to “ah really” as an indication of a 
surprise or disbelief, as “really” expresses (Kim, 2004) and continue to provide accounts for their 
personal stances.  In the subsequent sequences, there are no indications that the native speakers 
orient to “ah” as a token to express positive significance, appreciation, or pleasure as Aijmer 
(1987, 2002) maintains.  In addition, if “ah” is to indicate appreciation or pleasure, it is 
contradictory to produce it together with “really” which expresses disbelief (Kim, 2004).  
As for Japanese interjection ah, Endo‟s findings are limited in contexts; i.e., when ah is 
produced in response to repair completion or elaboration, it indicates that the trouble in 
understanding is solved and that the participant has an independent access to the referent.  In this 
study, all the examples of “ah really” are produced in response to personal stances; therefore, 
Endo‟s findings are not applicable in this context.  With regards to Moriyama‟s arguments of an 
empathetic connotation with mutual understanding, sufficient contexts are not provided in his 
examples.  In addition, his claims are based on made-up sentences.  Therefore, it is not entirely 
clear in what contexts ah is produced and how the co-participants actually orient to it.   
We cannot know the mental process of the non-native speakers when they produce “ah.”  
Therefore, we cannot conclude for sure what the non-native speakers mean in producing “ah” 
instead of “oh.”  Thus, I will discuss the possible connotations of “ah really” used by the non-
native speakers.  Since “ah really” is observed only among the novice non-native speakers not 
advanced-level non-native speakers, it is more likely to be an L1 transfer.  Moriyama (1989) 
states that Japanese ah is empathic, implying mutual understanding between the two speakers.  
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On the other hand, Kim (2004) states that “really” displays the attitude of unexpectedness, 
interest, surprise, or disbelief.  The function of “really” is rather contradictory to the attitude 
expressed by “ah.”  We observed that “ah really” is recurrently produced in response to the 
native speakers‟ personal stances.  Responding to the co-participants‟ personal stances with 
“really” and expressing disbelief bluntly will be dispreferred.  Therefore, prefacing with “ah” 
might possibly mitigate the dispreferred turn by adding the empathetic nuance to it.  In other 
words, the non-native speakers might have produced “ah” to align themselves with the native 
speakers first and then expressed their disbelief to the native speakers‟ newsworthy personal 
stances.  This may be possibly due to the nature of interactions; namely, the participants are 
meeting as friends outside the official teaching contexts, and the non-native speakers might have 
strategically prefaced the dispreferred turn with “ah” in order to keep a harmonious relationship 
with the native speakers.  This speculation needs to be further investigated with more ample 
naturally occurring data where the larger sequences are available to examine.  Analyzing how 
Japanese people use ah in naturally occurring conversations in Japanese and comparing their 
practices with those in the “ah really” sequences in the native and non-native interactions in 
English will clarify the actions accomplished by the “ah” of “ah really.”  Whether the non-native 
speakers display any sign of empathy with “ah” in the following sequences needs to be looked 
into.  With the current data, “ah” is used in response to personal stances in all sequences.  
Therefore, further analysis in the sequences of expressing personal stances will be needed for 
contrasting the use of “ah” and “oh” in English by the Japanese-speaking non-native speakers of 
English.  
Regardless of the use of “oh” or “ah” by the non-native speakers, in all “oh/ah really” 
sequences observed, the native speakers orient to “really” whether it was prefaced by “oh” or 
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“ah” except Figure 5.11 of IMPE where the native speaker orients to the silence before “ah 
really.”  The native speakers orient to a surprise or disbelief expressed by “really” and continue 
with further informing or provide the accounts for their personal stances.  For the native 
speakers, “really” produced by the non-native speakers is of importance and not “oh” or “ah.”  
The disbelief expressed by “really” is the primary focus and they respond to it in the following 
turns.   
Conclusion 
In this chapter, I examined the teaching moments triggered by “oh/ah really” produced by 
the non-native speakers.  To the native speakers‟ informing, non-native speakers respond with 
“oh really.”  Then the native speakers orient to the surprise and disbelief expressed by “oh 
really” and provide further informings where cultural teachings take place.  Similarly, to native 
speaker‟s personal stances, non-native speakers respond with “ah really.”  Then native speakers 
orient to the surprise or disbelief expressed by “really” and provide accounts for their personal 
stances where cultural teaching occurs. 
In interactions among the native speakers only, “oh really” is observed as well.  Heritage 
(1984) points out that “oh” is a change-of-state token and often produced in response to 
informings in the sequence of 1. question, 2. answer (informing), and 3. oh receipt.  In addition, 
Jefferson (1981) states that “oh really” is used as a topicalizer which often appears in the 
sequence of 1. news announcement, 2. “oh really,” 3. reconfirmation, and 4. assessment.  To 
Jefferson‟s observations, Kim (2004) adds that “really” is often treated   as requesting more 
specific detailed information.  She explains that when “(oh) really” is oriented as a repair 
initiator, it can be followed by reconfirmation and justification or additional information.  
Therefore, she concludes that in Jefferson‟s sequential development, instead of assessments, 
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justification or additional information may follow.  The sequence of 1. informing, 2. “oh really,” 
3. reconfirmation, and 4. additional information was observed in Figure 5.8 of Christmas 
decorations.  What is unique in the native and non-native interaction is the cultural teaching, 
which takes place in the additional information provided after reconfirmation.  For example, in 
Figure 5.8, the native speaker uses the phrase “in America” and pronoun “they” and talks about 
what people in America do in general for Christmas.  In addition, when the native speaker 
provides the additional information, she gives definitions for the words, e.g. “wreath” in Figure 
5.8.  These turn designs are tailored to the non-native speaker co-participants and unique to the 
native non-native interactions.  Additional informing, which is the practice observed in the “oh 
really” sequence among the native speakers, turned out to be the teaching situations due to the 
turns designed specifically for the non-native speaker co-participants.    
In terms of the sequence development of “oh really,” we observed a variation unique to 
the native non-native conversations.  In Figure 5.11 about the location of sauna at IMPE, the 
native speaker did not orient to “oh really” as a surprise or disbelief right away.   Rather, she 
oriented to the silence after the informing which was done in the form of answering the question 
about the location of the sauna.  The native speaker takes the silence before “oh really” as 
difficulty in understanding the place called “IMPE” and initiates the repair.  Doing repair going 
back several turns is not often observed in native speaker interactions.  Only after the repair is 
completed, the native speaker orients to the surprise or disbelief expressed by “oh really” and 
provides further information.  The native speaker‟s practice of orienting to the silence before “oh 
really” and initiating repair on the referent far back in turns creates a unique sequential 
development which stands out in the native and non-native interactions.  
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Furthermore, a slight variation of “ah really” was recurrently observed in response to 
personal stances.  Aijmer (1987, 2002) observed that “ah” is used only in positive contexts 
whether it expresses feelings of pleasure to the news, appreciation of the answer to the question, 
or new realization of something whose significance was previously elusive.  In my data, “ah 
really” was frequently produced among the novice non-native speakers, though it was not 
observed among the advanced non-native speakers.  Therefore, the use of “ah” could possibly be 
an L1 transfer.  There is research on Japanese ah interjections (e.g., Endo, 2007; Takubo, 1997; 
Moriyama, 1989); however, due to the limited contexts of investigation (i.e., ah in the sequence 
closing position) as well as the methodological differences, there was no convincing explanation 
for producing “ah really” instead of “oh really.”  To the “ah really” the non-native speakers 
produced, the native speakers orient to a surprise or disbelief expressed by “really” (Kim, 2004).  
“Really” is a primary focus for the native speakers, not “ah.”  The connotation by “ah” instead of 
“oh” produced in response to the personal stance is an avenue for future research.  In the 
sequence after “ah really,” the native speakers provide accounts for their personal stances where 
cultural teaching takes place.  For example, in Figure 5.9 of taking a public bath, the native 
speaker produces the phrase “in America” or collective word “everyone” or “everything” and 
makes a general statement about the American view on public bath.  In her account, she also 
contrasts the American privateness with the Japanese and Korean openness in bathing.  In Figure 
5.10 of the speeding ticket, the native speaker explains the traffic system and how offenders are 
fined in the United States, in particular, the speeding violation.  She lists concrete examples of 
miles per hour to illustrate how it gets expensive.  In the excerpts observed, “ah really” was used 
in the sequence of 1. personal stance, 2. “ah really,” and 3. optional confirmation + account for 
the personal stances starting with “because.”  The native speakers tailor their accounts to the 
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non-native speaker co-participants by designing the turns in the manner in which they contrast 
American and Japanese/Korean culture, generalize peoples‟ actions, and provide concrete 
illustrations.     
Lastly, the novice non-native speakers who frequently produced “ah really” were 
studying in the language institute, whereas advanced non-native speakers who did not produce 
“ah really” were enrolled in a university as exchange students.  The Japanese speaking non-
native speakers might possibly learn in the course of their language learning process that “oh 
really” is the standard expression utilized in English and that “ah” and “really” combined are less 
common as Aijmer (1987, 2002) points out in her corpus linguistic study.  The learning process 
of the difference between “oh” and “ah” will also be another area for investigation.    
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Chapter 6 
Teaching Moment Observed in Repair Initiated by a Native Speaker of Japanese 
 
Introduction 
In this chapter, I examine a Japanese teaching moment observed in the repair sequence 
initiated by the native speaker of Japanese.  The excerpt focused on here is a teaching moment of 
Japanese grammar, particularly, the superlative form in contrast to the comparative form.  I will 
discuss the use of joint utterance construction (Hayashi, 2003a) in teaching, delayed other-
initiated repair in light of a greater potential for miscommunication which could be possibly 
resolved later in a sequence without repair, and mitigated other-initiated repair as a teaching 
technique.    
Among all the pairs of Japanese and American friends for this research, the native 
speaker of English of this particular pair was the only one who had been studying Japanese for 
about a year.  He was going to study abroad in Japan in a few months from the time of the 
recorded meeting.  The native speaker of Japanese had been an exchange student at a university 
in the United States for almost a year.  They had been meeting one on one for a language 
exchange regularly.  Therefore, this pair spoke a mix of English and Japanese, trying to help 
each other learn Japanese and English respectively.  Their talk was more language focused 
compared to the other pairs, and they took notes as they conversed and also used an electronic 
dictionary to look up words from time to time.   
During the meeting that was recorded, the participants talked in both Japanese and 
English about the topics of their interests, and corrected and instructed each other in the 
respective languages.  The Japanese participant‟s English was more advanced than the American 
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participant‟s Japanese, and the American participant was not yet able to hold a conversation of 
any depth in Japanese.  As such, when they used Japanese, the American participant tried to say 
as much as he could in Japanese, asking the Japanese participant for assistance in trying to 
express what he wanted to say.  Therefore, this pair is unique in the sense that they assume the 
role of friends as well as conversation partners where they function as an informal “teacher” in 
an unofficial teaching context outside the classroom or tutorial setting.   
In the data collection, pairs of native and non-native speakers of English who already 
knew each other were recruited.  There was no criteria to include or exclude the native speaker 
participants by means of their L2 abilities.  L2 abilities of the native speakers were not controlled 
in recruitment.  In the interaction of the pair focused on in this chapter, the native speaker of 
English happened to be a non-native speaker of the native language (i.e., Japanese) of the other 
speaker.  The participants themselves oriented to this during the interaction; hence it is part of 
my corpus.    
In this context, I examine interactional practices observed in my data.  I first focus on the 
practice of joint utterance construction (Hayashi, 2003a) which the native speaker deploys in the 
process of error corrections.  Joint utterance construction is an action for the second speaker to 
complete the first speaker's utterance in progress in Japanese.  Research on English practices was 
done by Lerner (1991, 1996b).  Lerner (1991) describes how two participants jointly produce a 
single syntactic unit such as a sentence.  Lerner (1996b) also shows how the sequential structures 
provide a place for anticipatory completion by another speaker, and discusses different aspects of 
turn construction which yield the possibility of a conditional entry before possible completion of 
a TCU.    
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Hayashi (2003a) argues that Japanese speakers make post-positional items latch onto 
another participant's utterance in progress and manipulate the direction of the interactions.  In the 
interaction observed here, by joining the non-native speaker at the post-positional case marker, 
the native speaker tries to take a turn and steer the conversation in order to make further 
corrections in the superlative form.  However, the non-native speaker repeatedly ignores the 
native speaker‟s initiation of the joint utterance construction, continues his turn, and finishes his 
statement.  This study documents a case of an intercultural misunderstanding where the non-
native speaker misses the pragmatic meaning of joint utterance construction.  This study 
highlights the importance of addressing pragmatics in Japanese classes.   
Next, I examine the initiation of repair.  The native speaker of Japanese does not initiate 
repair at the earliest possible point, but she delays its initiation with acknowledgement tokens.  
Among native speakers, repair in interactions occurs immediately (Schegloff, 2007a), whereas in 
the native and non-native interaction examined here, the native speaker produces 
acknowledgement tokens such as “hm” and passes the earliest repair space.  By producing 
acknowledgement tokens, the native speaker delays the initiation of repair.  This may be due to 
the native speaker‟s orientation to a greater potential for miscommunication or misunderstanding 
in the conversation with a non-native speaker.   
Lastly, I discuss a teaching technique observed in this interaction.  In classroom 
interactions, teachers use a variety of techniques in error corrections.  One technique, which 
Seedhouse (2001) lists as a teaching technique, is to accept incorrect forms with “that‟s right,” 
“ok,” or “yeah” and then supply correct forms.  Seedhouse (2001) argues that in the 
Communicative Approach, teachers encourage students not to fear making mistakes but to try 
out their linguistic hypotheses.  In error corrections observed in my data, there was a case where 
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the native speaker mitigates other-initiated repair by first accepting the non-native speaker‟s 
candidate understanding with un („yes‟) and then initiating repair and making corrections.  I 
agree with Seedhouse (2001) that because the native speaker initiates repair in a preferred 
manner with mitigation, the non-native speaker does not have to be overly concerned about 
making mistakes, which, in fact, encourages the non-native speaker to freely try out their 
linguistic hypotheses.  
Previous Research 
In recent years, increasing number of studies have been conducted on native and non-
native interactions, particularly focusing on repair practices (e.g., Hosoda, 2000; Koshik, 2005; 
Gardner & Wagner, 2004).  Wong (2005) examines ordinary conversations among native and 
non-native speakers.  She states that native speakers tend to sidestep or disattend to non-native 
speakers‟ linguistic errors because they emphasize meaning rather than form or accuracy.    
Kurhila (2006) also notes passed repair opportunities.  She analyzes Finnish interactions 
in non-pedagogical settings and states that in spite of many opportunities where native speakers 
could potentially initiate repair on non-native speakers‟ linguistic deviation from the native 
speakers‟ standard, these opportunities are rarely exploited.  She reasons that this is because 
when interactions are in non-pedagogical settings, such as the ones between friends or 
institutional secretaries and students, there is no need to pay attention to mistakes and correct 
them.  As long as native speakers understand what non-native speakers are saying, native 
speakers do not see a necessity to initiate repair and make corrections.   
Nonetheless, Kurhila examines repair sequences on minor mistakes initiated by native 
speakers, which do not impair understanding between speakers.  She lists the following excerpt 
as an example. 
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Figure 6.1. Repeat with yes and right in Kurhila, 2006, p. 53. 
Office. The secretary is filling in an application form for the student allowance  
on behalf of the client (=the student).   
01 S: Asu-t  perhee-si  kanssa? 
      live-2 family-POS with 
      You live with your family? 
   V: ---------------- 
 
02 V: .hh Minä asu-n (0.2) <äidi-lle-ni>  kanssa. 
       I  live-1      mother—ALL-POS with 
      .hh I live (2.0) <with to my> mother. 
   S: ----------------- 
 
03 S: Äiti-si    kanssa? j[oo? just 
 mother-POS with    y[es  right 
      With your mother? yes? right 
                [ 
 
04 V:                     [Joo 
                [Yes 
   V: -- 
 
05 V: Ja (.) kysymys on 
 And (.) the question is  
 
To the secretary‟s yes/no question, the client gives an answer which modifies the assumption in 
the question.  In the third turn, the secretary repeats the key part of the answer with rising 
intonation followed by an affirmative particle “yes” again with rising intonation and another 
affirmative token “right.”  The repeat accomplishes a correction.  Kurhila (2006) discusses that 
the primary purpose of the repeat is not a correction but an acknowledgement of the client‟s 
answer.  She argues that when the secretary gazed away from the client before beginning the 
repair turn, it gives the impression that the secretary is not going to talk further in response to the 
client‟s mistake but is ready to move on to the next question on the form.  Kurhila (2006) also 
adds that affirmative tokens of “yes” and “right” after the repeat can be interpreted that the 
correction is not crucial in understanding.  Furthermore, Kurhila (2006) states that the post-
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answer turn is a sequential position where prior speech can be repeated even if no modification is 
necessary; therefore, the correction can be treated as the next relevant action.  Kurhila (2006) 
concludes that the minor error corrections are done by native speakers in restricted contexts.  
Since one standard way to receive new information is to repeat it, and since native speakers 
repeat the new information provided by non-native speakers in question and answer sequence, 
native speakers correct in an unmarked embedded manner.  
Hosoda (2006) examines repair sequences in Japanese free conversations between native 
and non-native speakers and discusses sequences when speakers orient to differential language 
expertise.  She observes that language expertise was made relevant 1. when non-native speakers 
invited native speakers to do repair in word search in particular and 2. when the speakers 
encountered a problem in achieving mutual understanding due to the non-native speakers‟ 
difficulties in producing a single lexical item.  She concludes that differential language expertise 
as a participant category emerges in specific occasions but bears no relevance for most of the 
talk.   
Seo (2008) examines repair sequences in a pedagogical setting, particularly, ESL writing 
tutorials.  She observes that tutees often initiate repair in searching for words, phrases or 
syntactic features and seek their tutors‟ assistance.  She also observes that in the cases of tutors‟ 
repair initiation on their tutees‟ linguistic troubles or problems, they initiate repair both for 
communicative reasons and for pedagogical purposes.  As for communicative reasons, she 
explains that tutors initiate repair when they have trouble understanding or hearing their tutees‟ 
talk.  Initiating repair for pedagogical purposes happens when tutors do not have problems 
understanding or hearing their tutees‟ talk.  A case which she includes in her representative 
excerpts is where a tutor goes back to the trouble source which caused a communication problem 
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at the completion point of the ongoing sequence and starts engaging in a pedagogical discourse 
to model and explain a pronunciation of the word.   
In my data, it is a free conversation between a Japanese and an American friend.  
Therefore, the speakers‟ backgrounds are similar to those examined in Wong (2005), Kurhila 
(2006) and Hosoda (2006) in the sense that they are all non-pedagogical settings.  However, 
Kurhila‟s (2006) findings are mainly in institutional contexts such as interactions between a 
secretary and a client.  In addition, Hosoda‟s (2006) analysis is limited to repair on a lexical item.  
In my data, repair contexts resemble those of Seo (2008) where native speakers initiate repair to 
solve communication troubles as well as to provide pedagogical feedback.  In this chapter, I will 
examine a sequence where the native speaker initiates repair on grammar mistakes, which the 
non-native speaker made, even though the non-native speaker‟s utterance was understandable 
and the following sequence does not indicate that there was communication trouble between 
them.  Yet the native speaker points out the mistakes by initiating repair and provides the correct 
form as a model which the non-native speaker attempts to repeat after.  A tutor might see their 
role closer to that of a teacher.  Native speakers are known not to correct as long as they 
understand what the other person has said (e.g., Wong, 2005; Kurhila, 2006; Hosoda, 2006).  In 
this Japanese interaction however, the native speaker might have pointed out the mistakes due to 
the unique setting of meeting as conversation partners.  In other words, both participants are 
aware of their desires to improve their Japanese or English respectively; therefore, they might 
have had more inclination to point out grammar mistakes.  The study in this unique setting of 
meeting as friends as well as conversation partners will give us more insights into repair 
practices in native and non-native interactions.  This study will offer further understanding in 
repair practices in a hybrid context of meeting as pure friends as well as informal language 
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teachers.  In addition, a social practice observed in this study, which is particular in Japanese 
interactions, will add to our understanding of the interface between grammar and interaction.   
Sequential Organization of the Teaching Moment 
 In this section, I discuss the sequential organization of the entire teaching moment.  In the 
following data segment, American participant Daniel and Japanese participant Nami are talking 
about the upcoming final exams.  The lines of interest are marked with an arrow.   
Figure 6.2. Ichiban. 
1.  N:  so (.) un: (.) konshu: ni, fainaru wa,  
        so     yes   this.week TIM finals  TOP 
 
2.      arimasu  ka? 
        there.is Q 
        So, do you have finals this week? 
 
3.  D:  hai uh: mittsu?  fainaru?= 
        yes uh three.ORD finals 
 
4.  N: =hm:. ((as sipping coffee)) 
 
5.  D:  ga   aru.= 
        SUBJ have 
   Yes, I have three finals. 
  
6.  N: =hm. 
 
7.      (0.2) ((finishing her sip)) 
  
8.  N:  ↑konshu↑ 
        ↑this.week↑ 
 
9.  D:  oh. konshu? (0.2) nihongo no fainaru dake. 
   oh. this.week?  Japanese GEN final   only 
        Oh. this week? Only Japanese final. 
 
10. N:  ↑hm↑:::. 
 
11. D:  raishuu   nihongo: no  fainaru to:= 
        next.week Japanese GEN final   and 
        Next week the Japanese final and  
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Figure 6.2 (cont.) 
 
12. N:  =hm. 
 
13. D:  sociologyh             hehe  noh fainaru to= 
   sociologyh ((English)) he he GEN final   and 
   sociology‟s he he final and  
 
14. N:  =hm. 
 
15. D:  uh: (0.3) chemistry? 
        Uh: (0.3) chemistry? ((in English)) 
 
16. N:  oh::. kagaku 
        oh    chemistry 
 
17. D:  kagaku    no  >fainaru< 
   chemistry GEN final 
   chemistry‟s final.  
 
18.    (0.2) ((N nods.)) 
 
19. D:  so: (.) san, san   dewa,   u:m (0.2)  
   so     three three LOC.TOP um 
 
20.     kagaku    no  hoo         ga= 
        chemistry GEN compared.to SUBJ 
 
21. N:  =hm 
 
22. D:  muzukashii 
        difficult 
        So in three, chemistry is more difficult. 
 
23. N: hm::[: ] 
 
24. D:      [to] omou 
             QUO I.think 
 
25. N:  kagaku    no  
        chemistry GEN  
   chemistry‟s  
 
26.     mittsu    no  naka  dewa 
   three.ORD GEN among LOC.TOP 
   among the three 
   ((as raising three fingers up))  
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Figure 6.2 (cont.) 
 
27. D:  mittsu    no  naka  de[wa] 
   three.ORD GEN among LOC.TOP 
        among the three 
 
28. N:                      [dewa] 
                               LOC.TOP 
 
29. D:  kagaku    no  fainaru no hoo         ga  
   chemistry GEN final  GEN compared.to SUBJ 
 
30.     muzukashii to omou. 
   difficult QUO I.think 
        I think chemistry is more difficult  
   among the three 
 
31. N:  hm. kagaku    no  fainaru (.) ga (0.2)  
   hm. chemistry GEN final      SUBJ 
 
32.     ichiban muzukashii to omou, 
        most   difficult  QUO I.think      
        I think the chemistry final is the most  
        difficult.  
        ((as slightly tilting her head)) 
 
33. D:  ºichiban muzukashiiº=  
        most    difficult 
 
34. N:  =hm= 
 
35. D:  =so= 
 
36. N:  =[nantoka     ] 
     something 
 
37. D:  =[mittsu    ga]  
     three.ORD SUBJ  
 
38.     (0.2) 
 
39. D:  mittsu (.) mittsu  [no  naka  dewa] 
        three.ORD three.ORD GEN among LOC.TOP 
        among the three three 
 
40. N:                    [no  naka  dewa,]  
                            GEN among LOC.TOP 
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Figure 6.2 (cont.) 
 
41. D:  so when you use uh no naka  dewa= 
                     GEN among LOC.TOP 
 
42. N:  =hm= 
 
43. D:  =you say ichiban (.) kagaku de  no hoo 
                     most chemistry LOC GEN compared.to 
 
44. N: un  no  hoo         wa (0.5)  
        yes GEN compared.to TOP 
 
45.     I‟m not sure though,  
   ((as waiving her hand from right to left)) 
 
46.     maybe: two things (.)  
        ((as forming two objects in both hands)) 
        ((D staring at N))  
 
47. N:  com[paring two things?] 
 
48. D:     [   ((nodding))    ] 
 
49. N:  no  hoo.       demo: in this time (.)  
        GEN compared.to but  
 
50.     three ((as drawing a circle with a finger)) 
 
51.     =[(.)             ]  
 
52. D:  =[((one deep nod))] 
 
53. N:  finals, so (0.2) un:  
                         yes  
 
54.     hoo         wa (0.5) 
   compared.to TOP 
   ((as waiving a hand from right to left   
        and left to right)) 
 
55.    I don‟t think (.) you can- (0.2) 
  ((as shaking head and raising shoulder slightly))  
 




Figure 6.2 (cont.) 
 
57. D: so anata wa donna       fainaru ga ichiban  
  so you  TOP what.kind.of final SUBJ most 
 
58.    muzukashi desu ka? 
  difficult be   Q 
  For you, what kind of finals are the most difficult? 
 
59. N: A:::hn ttone  
  hm...  well    
             
60.    watashi mo  fainaru ga  mittsu    aru. 
     I   also final  SUBJ three.ORD have 
       I also have three finals.     
  ((as raising three fingers up)) 
 
61.    mittsu    no  naka   de               
  three.ORD GEN among  LOC  
 
62.    ichiban a:ban urban studies?=  
       most    urban urban studies ((English)) 
 
63. D: =((nodding)) hm 
 
64. N: ga   muzukashii 
  SUBJ difficult 
       Among the three, Urban studies are the most difficult. 
 
65.    (0.5)  
       ((Look at each other. D nods and then N nods.)) 
 
66. D: dakedo omoshiroi? 
       but    interesting? 
 
67. N: omoshiroi.  
       interesting. 
Nami and Daniel are talking about the upcoming finals.  In lines 1 and 2, Nami asks Daniel 
whether he has final exams this week.  Note that the case markers ni for the time expression and 
wa for the topic are each emphasized and produced with slightly raised intonation.  In Japanese, 
word order is rather flexible and the case markers indicate the word boundaries as well as the 
grammar function of the preceding nouns in a sentence.  Here, Nami might be overly explicit for 
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Daniel by emphasizing the case makers and making the word boundaries and grammar functions 
clear.   
Daniel starts answering that he has three finals in line 3.  Mittsu („three-ORD‟) and 
fainaru („finals‟) are produced with rising intonation, which shows that Daniel is seeking 
confirmation from Nami.  Then fainaru latches to Nami‟s continuer “hm:” in line 4 and Daniel 
continues his utterance and finishes his answer with ga aru („I have‟) in line 5.  In line 3, Daniel 
first answers with hai („yes‟) in the polite form, whereas he finishes his utterance in the casual 
form of verb aru („there are/I have‟) in line 5.  In classroom interactions between a teacher and 
student, students ought to use the polite form with the teacher who is of socially superior status.  
Likewise, to socially out-group people, the polite form ought to be utilized.  For example, two 
strangers of the same gender and similar age who run into each other on the street would speak in 
the polite form because they do not consider each other as belonging to the same group such as 
family or company.  On the other hand, two acquaintances may start with the polite form, but in 
the course of time as their friendship develops, they may consider each other as in-group and 
gradually switch to the casual form, provided that their social status is equal.  In this excerpt, 
Nami asks a question in the polite form (lines 1-2) and in his response to Nami‟s question, 
Daniel starts with hai which is the polite form of „yes‟ in line 3 and finishes his statement in the 
casual form of the verb aru („there are/I have‟) in line 5.  Later on, Nami also uses the casual 
form (lines 8, 59, and 62).  The mixture of polite and casual form is constantly observed 
throughout the conversation.  This might possibly reveal the psychological distance in their 
relationship.  As they met more often, they might have started considering each other as close 
friends rather than acquaintances.   Or at least in the case of the question in lines 1-2, Nami is 
possibly „being teacher-like‟ by using the polite form, since in classroom settings the teacher 
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often asks questions in the polite form.  Alternatively, the non-native speaker might not have had 
good command of these two forms.   
To Daniel‟s answer to her question, Nami responds with repeated “hm” in lines 4 and 6.  
When Daniel produced “three” and “final” repeatedly with rising intonation, which seeks 
confirmation, Nami responds with a confirmation token, thereby passing any opportunity to 
repair.  When Daniel finishes his statement, Nami produces another “hm” in line 6.  Then after 
finishing her sip of drink, Nami initiates repair in line 8.  This meeting took place during the last 
instruction week and finals week had not started yet.  Therefore, Nami repeats her question 
partially with konshu („this week,‟) probably speculating that it is odd for Daniel to have as many 
as three exams already before the finals week starts.  Notice that Nami‟s initiation of repair does 
not come at the earliest position.  She passes the repair opportunities when Daniel sought 
confirmation in line 3 and when he finished his statement in line 5 where Nami produced an 
acknowledgement token and waited on repair (lines 4 and 6).  To Nami‟s repair initiation, Daniel 
responds with a change-of-state token “oh” (Heritage, 1984), which indicates Daniel‟s 
understanding of what Nami had originally asked.  Nami had asked Daniel whether he had final 
exams that week with a yes/no question, and not only did he answer that he has final exams but 
he also specified that he has three exams.  However, he missed that she was asking particularly 
about taking finals that week.  So, Nami‟s repair was an opportunity for Daniel to pay attention 
to konshu („this week‟) which he missed in her original question.  After producing the change-of-
state token “oh” (Heritage, 1984), Daniel repeats the word konshu („this week‟) and completes 
the repair that he only has Japanese final that week in line 9.  To this, Nami responds with 
lengthened “hm” in high pitch which is different from the continuers that she produced 
previously.  With this, Nami acknowledges Daniel‟s repair completion.  Daniel then provides an 
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account why he said he has three exams by listing the final exams scheduled for the following 
week in lines 11-17.  When listing “sociology,” he code-switches to English probably due to his 
limited vocabulary.  He produces it mixed with a laugh.  In contrast, when Daniel lists 
“chemistry,” he seeks assistance from Nami by producing it with rising intonation in line 15.  To 
Daniel‟s assistance seeking, Nami initially produces a change-of-state token “oh” (Heritage, 
1984) and offers the Japanese equivalence in line 16.  Daniel repeats the word kagagu 
(„chemistry‟) and finishes his listing in line 17.   
After 0.2 seconds of silence accompanied by nodding by Nami in line 18, Daniel starts to 
compare the difficulty level among the three finals he has.  Daniel tries to express that he thinks 
that chemistry is the most difficult among his three final exams.  In line 19, he produces san 
(„three‟) with slightly rising intonation and restarts with san dewa („in three‟) again with slightly 
rising intonation, which is still an incorrect form as Nami corrects it later in the sequence.  In this 
context, ordinal three mittsu needs to be used instead of cardinal three san.  This is followed by a 
speech perturbation “u:m” and 0.2 seconds of silence.  Here, Nami could have possibly started an 
error correction on the form especially in response to Daniel‟s slightly rising intonation along 
with a speech perturbation, but she remains silent.  Daniel continues with kagagu no hoo ga 
(„chemistry is more‟) in line 20, which is also an incorrect form when used with san dewa („in 
three‟).  In a comparison of three elements, the superlative form needs to be used instead of the 
comparative form.  To this, Nami produces a continuer “hm” latched to his utterance in line 21.  
Here again, Nami passes her repair opportunity, encouraging Daniel to continue.  Daniel adds 
muzukashii („difficult‟) to complete his comparative/superlative statement.  To this, Nami 
produces a lengthened “hm:::” which is different from her short continuer “hm.”  Notice that in 
line 10 as well, Nami produced lengthened “hm:::” when Daniel completed the repair, though in 
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line 10, she produced it with high pitch.  Here in line 23, Nami takes Daniel‟s 
comparative/superlative statement as finished in line 22 and signals that she is going to take a 
turn rather than have Daniel continue his turn.  In fact, after muzukashii („difficult‟) in line 22 is 
a turn transition relevance place (TRP) and Daniel‟s comparative/superlative statement is 
grammatically complete.  However, Nami‟s response of lengthened “hm::” partially overlaps 
with Daniel‟s continuation of his statement to omou („I think‟).  Daniel adds “I think” which 
turns out to be an increment.   
Then Nami starts corrections in line 25.  She repeats Daniel‟s immediate erroneous 
expression kagaku no („chemistry‟s‟) but she backs up farther.  Targeting the erroneous 
expression of san dewa („in three‟), she offers the correct form mittsu no naka dewa („among the 
three‟) for it in line 26.  Here again, she emphasizes the topic particle wa, presumably to make 
the word boundary clear.  She also adds a gesture by raising her three fingers.  Daniel already 
used the ordinal three mittsu in line 3 when he was talking about having three finals, so this word 
is not new to him.  Nonetheless, Nami adds a gesture to make the number three clear.  
Immediately after Nami provides the correct form, Daniel repeats it in line 27.  Note that Daniel 
starts taking a turn when Nami offered a correction at the beginning part of his statement and she 
has not finished the entire statement with more corrections.  This is in contrast to how Nami 
responds to Daniel‟s statement.  Nami produces continuers and lets Daniel finish his statement in 
spite of the errors in form, whereas Daniel takes a turn after Nami produces only a phrase.  When 
Daniel repeated the phrase mittsu no naka dewa which Nami had produced, Nami joins him at 
the end with dewa overlapped in line 28 which is a joint utterance construction.  Hayashi (2003a) 
analyzes the social practice of joint utterance construction, which is a Japanese practice of a co-
participant completion.  He lists the social actions accomplished by joint utterance construction, 
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such as sharing a perspective or displaying understanding of another person's experience.  
Hayashi (2001) also argues that Japanese speakers make postpositional items latch onto another 
participant's utterance in progress and manipulate the direction of the interactions.  Here, by 
joining Daniel at the postpositional case marker, Nami tries to take a turn and steer the 
conversation to make further corrections in the latter part of the superlative sentence.  However, 
Daniel, who is not a native speaker of Japanese, ignores Nami‟s join utterance completion, 
continues his turn, and finishes his statement in lines 29-30.  This may be revealing intercultural 
misunderstanding where Daniel missed the pragmatic meaning of what Nami was doing, which 
will be discussed more in depth in the following section.  This is one way the turn can be 
interpreted.   
When Daniel continued his utterance in lines 29-30, he said kagaku no final no hoo ga 
(„chemistry‟s final is more‟), whereas in his first try, he had said kagaku no hoo ga („chemistry is 
more‟).  His second try is still ungrammatical with the comparative form.  Then Nami produces 
“hm” with emphasis and acknowledges the receipt of Daniel‟s statement in line 31.  She 
continues to make further corrections.  She repeats kagaku no fainaru and after a micro pause 
produces ga with emphasis which contrasts with no hoo ga in Daniel‟s statement.  The micro 
pause and emphasis serve to get Daniel‟s attention focus on these forms.  After a 0.2 second 
pause she continues with ichiban muzukashi to omou („the most difficult I think‟) in line 32.  
This is produced with slightly rising intonation, seeking confirmation of understanding from 
Daniel.  She changed the expression no hoo ga („more‟) into the subject particle ga only and 
added the new expression ichiban („the most‟) before muzukashii („difficult‟).  For the changes 
she made, she seeks Daniel‟s understanding.  Then Daniel repeats the new expression ichiban 
muzukashii („the most difficult‟) in line 33.  He produces it with less volume.  Daniel‟s repeat 
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latches to Nami‟s additional acknowledgement “hm” in line 34 which then latches to Daniel‟s 
upshot of Nami‟s corrections with “so” (Raymond, 2004) in line 35.  To this, Nami tries to 
continue to explain with nantoka („something‟) in line 36.  Oriented to Daniel‟s repeated use of 
no hoo ga („more‟) in line 29 and repetition of ichiban muzukashii („the most difficult‟) with 
weak confidence in line 33, Nami attempts to explain the grammar of her corrections in line 36.  
However, this overlaps with Daniel starting to repeat Nami‟s corrected statement from the 
beginning in line 37.  He starts with ordinal three mittsu followed by the misused subject particle 
ga.  He heard ga when Nami said kagaku no fainaru ga but ga is not to be used with mittsu to 
mean “among the three.”  After 0.2 seconds of silence after the overlap, Daniel restarts.  He 
repeats mittsu („three-ORD‟) twice and continues with no naka dewa („among‟) in line 39.  
Daniel‟s repeated production of mittsu signals that he is having difficulties in forming the 
statement.  He was already familiar with the expression mittsu, but no naka dewa („among the 
three‟) was newly introduced by Nami.  So Nami again jumps in with a joint utterance 
construction in line 40.  The ending of the phrase no naka dewa („among the three‟) overlaps.  
Then Daniel produces another “so” for an upshot (Raymond, 2004) on Nami‟s partial correction 
in line 41.  Here again, Daniel does not respond to Nami‟s joint utterance construction.   
With his upshot with “so,” Daniel code-switches to English.  Here his code-switch is due 
to the complication of the grammar explanation which is beyond his Japanese proficiency.  
Daniel tries to make connections between no naka de wa („among‟) and ichiban („the most‟) in 
the superlative statement.  However, he still uses the comparison form no hoo („more‟), but this 
time together with the location particle de in line 43.  In line 31, Nami emphasized the subject 
particle ga in the phrase of kagaku („chemistry‟) ga in her corrected statement, but Daniel did not 
grasp how her correction is different from his utterance and produced kagaku de no hoo in line 
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43.  Daniel‟s explanation is partially correct in that in the superlative statement, no naka de wa 
(„among‟) and ichiban („the most‟) are used together, but the subject particle ga is to be used 
instead of de („in‟) and no hoo („more‟) as Nami demonstrated.     
In spite of Daniel‟s misuse of de no hoo, Nami clearly accepts Daniel‟s generalization 
with un („yes‟) first in line 44, which is different from her repeated “hm.”  And then she starts 
her explanation about the use of no hoo („more‟), which Daniel still misuses.  She starts her 
explanation in Japanese, saying no hoo wa („as for no hoo‟) in line 44.  However, after 0.5 
seconds of silence, she switches to English.  She expresses uncertainty of her explanation with 
“I‟m not sure though” and “maybe” in lines 45 and 46.  This is accompanied by her hand gesture 
of waiving from right to left as if she is crossing out and negating her explanation in advance.  
Then she says “two things” with the hand gesture of forming two objects.  During this, Daniel 
looks at her.  With a missing response from Daniel, Nami restates her former utterance as 
“comparing two things” in line 47, which overlaps with Daniel‟s nodding in line 48.  Nodding 
claims his understanding.  Then Nami moves on in her explanation and produces no hoo („more‟) 
in line 49.  Her explanation is done with phrases, not in a complete sentence.  She contrasts it to 
the comparison of three entities in line 50.  This time she draws a circle with a finger as if she 
circles three things together.  Daniel then nods deeply, claiming his understanding in line 52.  
Nami adds “finals” to “three” in line 53 and holds an upshot with “so” (Raymond, 2004).  After 
0.2 seconds of silence, she switches back to Japanese and produces un („yes‟).  Then she brings 
up “hoo” as a topic, saying hoo wa („as for more‟) which is followed by 0.5 seconds of silence.  
At the same time she waves her hand from right to left and left to right, making an X and 
negating hoo.  Then she switches back to English and states the grammar rules of not using hoo 
when comparing three finals in lines 55-56.  She starts with “I don‟t think” to mitigate her 
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explanation.  This is also accompanied by the gesture of shaking her head and raising her 
shoulder slightly indicating “no.”  This might be because she is not a professional in teaching 
and she is not confident in her explanation.  Alternatively by starting with “I don‟t think” she 
may be softening the negation of using no hoo rather than denying its use bluntly saying “no” or 
“wrong” to Daniel.  This may be related to the preference organization (Pomerantz, 1984).  
Providing criticism is a dispreferred part.  Therefore, Nami might have mitigated her correction 
by hedging with “I don‟t think.”    
Then Daniel produces an upshot “so” (Raymond, 2004) and moves on to a new topic in 
line 57.  He does not comment on her explanation per se but takes an initiative to end the 
explanation sequence.  He asks what kind of finals are the most difficult for Nami in lines 57-58.  
In this statement, he uses the superlative correctly, using the subject particle ga and ichiban 
appropriately.  He also drops no hoo which he has been repeatedly using in comparison of his 
three finals.  However, donna fainaru („what kind of finals‟) is slightly odd in that it inquires 
about the nature of finals, such as essay style or multiple choice.  Here, Nami could have pointed 
out the error in the use of donna fainaru („what kind of finals‟).  However, she does not do error 
corrections and passes the repair opportunity.  In this interaction, the error corrections are 
arbitrary.  Nami initiated repair in Daniel‟s misuse of the superlative form, whereas in this wrong 
use of the question word, she did not.  I speculate here that as many teachers do, she chose not to 
make corrections because they have not been discussing grammar. 
To Daniel‟s question, Nami produces a filler ahhhn ttone („hm…well‟).  Then she first 
specifies that she also has three finals.  When Daniel used the superlative form of ichiban („the 
most‟) in his question, he presupposes that Nami also has three or more finals, not one or two.  
Therefore, Nami‟s statement of presupposition serves as clarification that the superlative form of 
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ichiban („the most‟) is used for the comparison of more than three items.  After she specifies the 
condition, she answers Daniel‟s question, using the superlative form in lines 61, 62, and 64.  She 
states that the urban studies final is the most difficult one for her.  This is another opportunity for 
Nami to demonstrate and give an example of the superlative form.  In her answer, she produces 
“urban studies” with rising intonation, seeking confirmation of understanding from Daniel, to 
which Daniel nods and produces “hm” in line 61.  In Nami‟s answer, the subject urban studies 
ga is produced between ichiban („the most‟) and muzukashii („difficult‟) which shows flexibility 
in word order in Japanese.     
After Nami answers Daniel‟s question, 0.5 seconds of silence follows.  During the 
silence, they initially look at each other, but after Daniel nods and acknowledges his receipt of 
her answer, Nami reciprocates with a nod as well.  Then Daniel moves on and produces another 
question, asking if urban studies is interesting.  Nami answers positively.  Here again, Daniel 
takes the initiative to further the conversation topic, rather than talking more about the 
superlative form.  Daniel and Nami continue their interactions, talking about what Nami has been 
learning in her urban studies class.   
Joint Utterance Construction 
In this section, I examine an interactional practice called joint utterance construction 
(Hayashi, 2003a) which encompasses co-participant completion (Lerner, 1991, 1996a and 
1996b).  Co-participant completion, which is also called anticipatory completion, is a practice by 
which a participant produces an utterance to complete another participant‟s utterance-in-progress.  
Below are two examples of con-participant completion in English.   
Figure 6.3. If X + then Y in Lerner, 1991, p. 445. 
Rich: if you bring it intuh them 
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Carol: ih don‟t cost you nothing 
Figure 6.4. When X + then Y, in Lerner, 1991, p. 445. 
Dan: when the group reconvenes in two weeks= 
Roger: =they‟re gunna issue strait jackets 
In the first example, Rich starts an if-clause and Carol completes the resultant clause.  In the 
second example, Dan starts a when-clause, to which Roger latches his second clause.  Co-
participant completion is a practice whereby the co-participant delivers anticipated completion of 
another participant‟s utterance-in-progress. 
Ono and Yoshida (1996) point out that the practice of turn construction unit (TCU) 
completed by a co-participant is different in English and Japanese.  First, because Japanese is a 
verb-final language, a co-participant can complete the TCU with a verb whereas this is not the 
case in English.  Secondly, TCU completed by a co-participant is rarely observed in Japanese 
because it is culturally impolite to finish the sentence somebody else started.   
Learner and Takagi (1999) further examine the co-construction of single and compound 
TCUs.  They demonstrate that in both English and Japanese co-participant completion can be 
deployed to accomplish an action of assisting in an explanation.  They narrowed down the 
environment of co-participant completion to a single activity in order to rule out the linguistic or 
cultural differences and focus on the interactional organization.  They conclude that co-
participant completion of compound TCU structures found across two disparate languages 
provides evidence of speakers‟ orientation to completely different syntactic structures for similar 
features of turn-construction.  They say that in sequences of assisting in an explanation, both 
Japanese and English speakers can resort to a co-participant completion.   
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Hayashi (2003a) examines joint utterance construction in Japanese by analyzing 
grammatical environments where they take place, actions accomplished by the practice, 
projectabilities in the practice, and body movement accompanied by the practice.  First, he pays 
attention to utterance-final particles (Tanaka, 1999) such as yo or ne attached to the verb, 
predicate adjective, or predicate noun.  He points out that these particles indicate the speaker‟s 
affect or epistemic position, and unlike co-participant completion in English, in joint utterance 
construction in Japanese, the co-participant manages the particular stance with these final 
particles.  As an example, he states that utterance-final element yo indicates a sense of assertion 
in insisting on a claim whereas ne seeks an agreement or confirmation from the other speaker or 
empathetic understanding of the other speaker‟s experience.  He states that joint utterance 
construction accomplishes a variety of actions depending on the on-going activities.  For 
example, when the first speaker is presenting his/her stance or perspective, the second speaker 
can display an agreement by employing co-participant completion.  In the situation where the 
first speaker brings up the event with which the second speaker is more familiar, the second 
speaker can provide more information by using the co-participant completion practice.   
As an example of joint utterance construction in a clause level, Hayashi (2003a) lists the 
following excerpt. 
Figure 6.5. X-kara + Y, KG 13, in Hayashi, 2003a, p.81. 
((The participants are talking about trying to make things fit into a suitcase.)) 
1 Chika: katsuobushi tte na::  
     Dried.bonito QT FP    
 
2        hukuro  panpan ya kara [::,] 
         package puffy  CP because 
                      “Dried bonito flakes, because ((their)) packages are so puffed up,” 
 
3 Kyoko:                        [u::]::n. 
                          “uh huh” 
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Figure 6.5 (cont.) 
4 Chika: .hhh moo-= 
              EMP 
                      “.hhh like,” 
 
5 Asami: =chicchaku narahen    wa na:. 
          small     become:not FP FP 
                        “((they)) wouldn‟t get smaller, would ((they))? 
In this excerpt, the participants are talking about trying to make things fit into a suitcase.  Chika 
starts providing a reason with a because-clause, and the lengthened clause-final conjunctive 
particle kara („because‟) overlaps with Kyoko‟s continuer u::::n („uh huh‟).  This is followed by 
Chika‟s in-breath and emphasis moo- which is latched to the final component produced by 
Asami.  Hayashi (2003a) explains that in English, markers such as “if” or “when” are positioned 
at the beginning of the first clause as seen in Lerner‟s (1991) example above, whereas in 
Japanese, markers such as kara are postpositioned in the first clause due to the structural 
difference.  Prepositioning of the markers in English makes possible an early projection of what 
is anticipated.  On the other hand, in Japanese the projection is delayed compared to English.  
Therefore, in Japanese joint utterance construction, the production of the final component is 
frequently delayed.  In this example, the completion is produced after Chika‟s inbreath and 
initiation of the final component (line 4).   
Another type of joint utterance construction is postposition-initiated utterances.   Hayashi 
(2003a) provides the following example. 
Figure 6.6. TYC 39 in Hayashi, 2003a, p. 177. 
1 Muneo: iya rokugatsu::::: n[i shiyoo ka na::] 
    Well June          DP  will.do Q FP 
    “Well, ((going in)) Ju:::::::::ne  




Figure 6.6 (cont.) 
 
2Shoko:                     [demo ii] kedo::, 
                         even good but 
                         “would be ok, but…” 
In this example, Muneo starts his turn with “(in) June.”  Then Shoko begins her utterance in 
overlap with Muneo‟s on-going talk, and produces “even10 (June) would be ok, but….”  Shoko 
places the utterance-initial adverbial particle demo („even‟) shortly after Muneo completes the 
nominal rokugatsu („June‟).  The particle demo is ordinarily attached to a noun, and as a result, 
Shoko establishes a grammatical tie between the two items, and yields grammatical latching of 
rokugatsu demo ii kedo („even June would be ok, but….‟)  In this case, the case particle demo, 
which is normally post-positioned to the noun, is placed in turn initial position.  Hayashi (2003a) 
observed that by placing the post-positional item at the beginning of the turn, the second speaker 
manipulates the direction of the interactions.  In the example above, Muneo states that he is 
thinking about going in June, whereas Shoko states that even June would be ok, which may 
imply that compared with other months June is simply acceptable.  There is a slight difference in 
nuances in their statements.    
In my data, this practice of postposition-initiated utterance is utilized by the native 
speaker in the process of other-initiated repair on the mistake the non-native speaker made.  In 
lines 19-24, comparing difficulties in his three exams, Daniel says san dewa kagaku no hooga 
muzukashii to omou („in three chemistry is more difficult, I think.‟)  Then Nami starts making 
corrections with repair in line 25.  She initially starts with kagaku no („chemistry‟s‟) but restarts 
with mittsu no naka dewa („among the three‟) targeting san dewa („in three‟) which Daniel 
produced.  Then Daniel starts repeating the phrase that Nami just provided in line 27.  To this, 
                                                 
10
 In the original transcript “demo” was not translated, but in the discussion after the transcript it was explained as 
“even.” 
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Nami starts her turn with the post-positional marker dewa („among‟).  By producing the 
postposition-initiated utterance, Nami tries to take a turn and steer the conversation in order to 
make further corrections in the superlative statement as she does later in the sequence.  Not only 
does Daniel make a mistake in the expression san dewa in place of mittsu no naka dewa with 
ordinal three but he also says kagaku no hooga muzukashi („chemistry is more difficult‟) in place 
of kagaku ga ichiban muzukashi („chemistry is the most difficult‟) as Nami offers the right 
expression later in the sequence in lines 31 and 32.  However, Daniel ignores Nami‟s 
postposition-initiated utterance, continues his turn, and finishes his statement in lines 29 and 30, 
by repeating the same mistakes with the mixture of comparative and superlative forms.    
In lines 39 and 40 as well, we see another postposition-initiated utterance.  Daniel starts 
with mittsu („ordinal three‟) but restarts, which shows difficulties in forming the rest of the 
superlative statement.  Therefore, Nami jumps in to assist him with the postposition-initiated 
utterance no naka dewa („among‟).  But Daniel once again takes his turn in line 41, this time by 
resorting to English and coming up with the metalinguistic explanation on grammar.   
In postposition-initiated utterances, the second speaker produces a postposition that is 
projectably different from what the first person is going to say.  In other words, the second 
speaker steers the course of talk away from what the first speaker is going to do.  Therefore, at a 
glance, what Nami is doing here seems different from producing postposition-initiated 
utterances.  However, in this interaction, Nami is moving to a different action.  Namely, she is 
switching from conversation to error correction or teaching, and not simply finishing what 
Daniel wanted to say.  Therefore, it can be still argued that Nami is producing postposition-
initiated utterances.  This study documents a possible intercultural misunderstanding where the 
non-native speaker misses the pragmatic meaning of joint utterance construction, particularly, 
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postposition-initiated utterances.  Among native speakers of Japanese, postposition-initiated 
utterance can be utilized to maneuver the direction of the interaction.  In this conversation, when 
the non-native speaker produces a noun and the native speaker latches the postpositional item to 
the noun, the native speaker is trying to take a turn and make further corrections in the non-
native speaker‟s mistakes.  However, the non-native speaker, who is not familiar with the 
practice of postposition-initiated utterance in Japanese, takes his turn and repeats the same 
erroneous expressions. 
Delayed Other-Initiated Repair 
In this section, I focus on the initiation of repair in this interaction.  At the beginning of 
this excerpt, Nami asks Daniel whether he has final exams that week.  Daniel answers that he has 
three.  Daniel produces mittsu? („three-ORD‟) and fainaru? („finals‟) with rising intonation in 
line 3, which seeks confirmation from Nami.  As discussed above, Nami had chances to initiate 
repair immediately after Daniel produced mittsu? or finaru?  However, she passes the repair 
opportunities with an acknowledgement “hm:” in line 4.  Daniel finishes his statement with ga 
aru („there are‟) in line 5.  0.2 seconds of silence after her second acknowledgement “hm.”, 
Nami finally initiates repair by partially repeating her original question with konshuu („this 
week‟) in high pitch in line 8.  Nami‟s initiation of repair is delayed with a confirmation token 
“hm” and silence.  Nami does not even show a hint of surprise of the three finals Daniel claims 
to have during the last instruction week, or signal any kind of suspicion for Daniel‟s 
misunderstanding of the question.  Similarly, in lines 19-22, when Daniel produces the 
superlative statement san dewa kagaku no hoo ga muzukashii („in three chemistry is more 
difficult‟), Nami had an opportunity to initiate repair immediately after his turn.  However, she 
passes the repair opportunity with lengthened “hm:::” in line 23.  Only after Daniel adds to omou 
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(„I think‟) as an increment, does Nami initiate repair with kagaku no („chemistry‟s) in line 25 and 
restarts with mittsu no naka dewa („among the tree‟) by backing up farther in line 26. 
Wong (2000) reports a similar practice by non-native English speakers with Mandarin as 
their first language.  She discusses the delayed next turn other-initiated repair by non-native 
speakers in native and non-native conversations.  She states that repair is not always initiated as 
early as possible but delayed with “oh,” “uh huh” or assessments due to the orientation to a 
greater potential for miscommunication and misunderstanding.  She lists the following excerpt as 
an example: 
Figure 6.7. Wong 1994, IH, 6:6, in Wong, 2000, p. 253. 
Han:  So when are you going to (.) Boston 
Irene: tch *h I‟m going to go:: the last uh:: 
 t(h)wo weeks (0.2) of Jewly 
Han:  Uh huh 
Irene:  tch *h so:: 
Han:  Oh so you mean jus stay there for two weeks? 
Irene:  *h (0.2) Y-eah so that I c‟n uh: get a job [first 
Han:                       [huh huh 
Irene: [before I move back there 
Han: [uh huh 
In this example, Han asks Irene when she is leaving for Boston.  Then Irene responds with last 
two weeks of July.  To this response, Han first produces a continuer “Uh huh” and Irene 
continues with an upshot of “so” (Raymond, 2004).  Then Han prefaces her turn with a change-
of-state token “oh” (Heritage, 1984) and finally starts repair on the duration of Irene‟s stay.  
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Irene completes the repair together with an account of getting a job first before she moves back 
to Boston.  Schegloff (2007a) observes that among native speakers, repair in interactions occurs 
immediately after the repairable is produced.  Wong argues that the reason why the repair does 
not come at the earliest position in native and non-native interactions as is a practice in 
conversations among native speakers is that non-native speakers are oriented to a greater 
potential for miscommunication and misunderstanding.  The practice of delayed other-initiated 
repair is an effort by non-native speakers to dodge miscommunication and misunderstanding in 
the talk.  Non-native speakers may be trying to maintain the flow of the conversation by 
deferring trouble-shooting.  They may be hoping that the subsequent talk may clarify 
misunderstanding, and if it does not, they may seek clarification by initiating a repair later in the 
sequence.    
In the interaction between a native and non-native speaker of Japanese, we see a similar 
practice.  In the Japanese data segment, however, it is the native speaker of Japanese who passes 
the earliest repair space.  By producing continuers or pausing with silence, the native speaker of 
Japanese may be avoiding the interruption of the non-native speaker‟s utterance and letting him 
complete his statement.  Alternatively, the native speaker may be oriented to a greater potential 
for miscommunication with the non-native speaker.  By holding off the dispreferred action of 
making a correction (Pomerantz, 1984), the native speaker may be hoping that the subsequent 
sequence will clarify potential miscommunication or misunderstanding.  Possibly she may be 
waiting for the non-native speaker to self-repair by delaying initiation of repair.  From this data 
along with Wong‟s findings, we may argue that both sides of native and non-native speakers are 
oriented to a greater potential for miscommunication and misunderstanding in native and non-
native conversations and adjust the way they initiate repair in second language conversations. 
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Teaching Techniques and Preference Organization 
Lastly, I focus on the preference organization (Schegloff et al., 1977) observed in 
teaching techniques.  In this interaction between a Japanese native and non-native speaker, the 
speakers are meeting as friends as well as language exchange partners.  Therefore, it is a free 
conversation with pedagogical purposes of learning each other‟s native language.  I compare 
teaching techniques, which are commonly observed in classrooms, with how the native speaker 
in this interaction makes a correction.   
In classroom interactions, teachers use a variety of error correction techniques.  
Seedhouse (2001, 2004) examines interactions between a teacher and a student from a CA 
perspective based mainly on the written transcripts of lessons and categorizes teaching 
techniques which teachers use.  For example, teachers ask for repetition, saying “one more time” 
or “say it again” (e.g., Tsui, 1995; Johnson, 1995).  Teachers also repeat up to the error in the 
students‟ statement and have them finish the sentence (Westgate, Batey, Brownlee, & Butler, 
1985; Wright, 1987).  Teachers may repeat the learner‟s erroneous utterance with rising 
intonation (e.g., British Council, 1985).  Another technique is to accept incorrect forms with 
“that‟s right,” “ok,” or “yeah” and then supply correct forms (e.g., Long, 1983; Lightbown & 
Spada, 1993).  Seedhouse (2001) provides the following transcript as an example. 
Figure 6.8. That‟s right in Willis, 1987, p. 154, cited in Seedhouse, 2001, p. 358. 
L: When did Fred joined army? 
T: That‟s right.  Only when did Fred join the army?  When did Fred 
     join the army?  Say it again. 
In this short excerpt, without the preceding and following sequence, it is not clear why the 
teacher said right; for example, the content of what the learner said or the grammar of what the 
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learner said is right.  In addition, this question sequence is different from an ordinary question 
and answer sequence in a free conversation because the teacher is evaluating the question which 
the learner produced.  Nonetheless, Seedhouse concludes that by using all these different 
teaching techniques, teachers avoid saying “no” or “wrong” about learners‟ errors.  He remarks 
the strong dispreference for direct and overt negative evaluations of learner errors and argues that 
this is because making a mistake is considered embarrassing and face-threatening (Levinson, 
1983).  Then he points out the paradox between pedagogy and interactions.  He states that the 
Communicative Approach encourages learners to try out their hypotheses about language 
without worrying about making linguistic mistakes; however, in his reanalysis of written 
transcripts of classroom lessons in terms of conversation analytic repair practices, teachers utilize 
all sorts of pedagogical techniques to avoid direct and overt negative evaluations of learners‟ 
linguistic errors.  He argues that this practice of avoidance is transmitting the message that 
making errors is embarrassing and face-threatening from an interactional point of view.  I argue, 
however, that because making errors is embarrassing and face-threatening (Levinson, 1983), 
teachers avoid direct and overt negative evaluations of learners‟ linguistic errors.  In other words, 
teaching techniques of avoidance are teachers‟ efforts to candy-coat learners‟ errors and protect 
learners from being embarrassed or face-threatened so that learners do not have to worry about 
making mistakes and may be more inclined to try out their linguistic hypotheses freely.  
In the interaction between a Japanese native and a non-native friend, a case of not using a 
direct and overt negative evaluation about the non-native speaker‟s linguistic errors is observed.  
The native speaker accepts the non-native speaker‟s incorrect candidate understanding first and 
then provides the correct version.  After Nami provided the correct form of the superlative 
statement, Daniel has difficulties in repeating it.  Then in line 41, Daniel switches to English 
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with an upshot of “so” (Raymond, 2004) and tries to explain the grammar rule.  However, his 
grammar explanation in English turns out to be not accurate as Nami clarifies later that no hoo 
(„more‟) is to compare two things and cannot be used in comparing three things.  In spite of 
Daniel‟s inaccurate explanation, Nami first accepts it with un („yes‟) in line 44 and then starts 
correcting Daniel‟s explanation.  The native speaker does not produce direct and overt negative 
evaluations of non-native speaker‟s errors.   
Moreover, cases of mitigated other-initiated repair are also observed as discussed in the 
previous section.  In doing repair on as many as three final exams which Daniel stated to have 
during the last instruction week, Nami first produces “hm:” or “hm” in lines 4 and 6 and then 
initiates repair.  In doing repair on Daniel‟s superlative statement, Nami produces “hm,” “hm:::” 
and “hm” in lines 21, 23, and 31, and starts providing the correct forms.  These 
acknowledgement tokens function to mitigate other-initiated repair which is dispreferred over 
self-initiated repair so that the non-native speaker does not have to feel embarrassed or face-
threatened.   
Language instructors encourage language learners to meet with their native speaker 
friends and use the target language outside the classroom contexts.  That is because the 
Interactionist Approach claims (e.g., Gass, 1997) that language learners learn the target language 
through interactions where they try out their linguistic hypotheses, so the more interactions 
language learners have, the more their target language improves.  Further, instructors‟ intuitions 
tell us that by talking with their native speaker friends, language learners will freely use their 
target language, not being overly concerned about the forms or accuracy.  Their interaction is 
more meaning-focused rather than form-focused as Wong (2005) observed.  There is a wide 
spread of assumptions that free interactions with native speakers will enhance fluency among 
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language learners.  As observed in this native and non-native speaker interaction in Japanese, a 
free conversation between friends does provide a non-face-threatening environment where other-
initiated repair is disprefered and thus mitigated by an acceptance token or hedged by continuers.  
This phenomenon is consistent with the preference organization in interactions among native 
speakers as well as teaching techniques observed by Seedhouse (2001, 2004).  In interactions 
among native speakers, other-initiated repair is dispreferred over self-repair (Schegloff et al., 
1977) and thus when repair is initiated by others, it can be produced with delayed initiation.  
Therefore, we may conclude that the environments of free conversations may be where language 
learners freely communicate without worrying about being embarrassed or face-threatened by 
making linguistic mistakes.  The message of not having to worry about mistakes might indeed 
promote carefree interactions and thus fluency among language learners.      
Conclusion 
In this chapter, I examined the repair practices observed in a teaching moment of 
Japanese grammar.  Even though the speakers were meeting as friends, they also had a purpose 
of language exchange partners in that they both saw the meeting as a way of improving their 
linguistic skills.  Therefore, their interactions had a unique trait of its own.  Wong (2005) and 
Kurhila (2006) report that in non-pedagogical contexts, native speakers are known for not 
correcting the errors and mistakes unless those errors and mistakes cause communication 
troubles or problems.  In this interaction of a native and non-native speaker, however, the native 
speaker did initiate repair on the non-native speaker‟s grammar mistake, even though the later 
sequence does not indicate that the native speaker had trouble understanding the non-native 
speaker‟s statement.  In this sense, when the repair is initiated, it is similar to sequences 
described by Seo (2008); tutors may initiate repair for pedagogical purposes.  However, repair 
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practices observed in this interaction were particular to the context of the Japanese language as 
well as a language exchange between friends.  
First, I examined joint utterance construction (Hayashi, 2003a) and postposition-initiated 
utterances (Hayashi, 2001) in particular.  The native speaker produces postposition-initiated 
utterances in the process of error corrections by latching the post-positional particles to the nouns 
which the non-native speaker produced.  The native speaker utilized postposition-initiated 
utterances in order to make further corrections on the non-native speaker‟s grammar mistakes.  
However, the non-native speaker, who was not familiar with the practice of postposition-initiated 
utterances, continued his turn and repeated the same erroneous expressions.  The non-native 
speaker possibly missed the pragmatic meaning of postposition-initiated utterances, which are 
unique to the Japanese language.  This study documents pragmatic misunderstanding due to the 
differences in interactional practices of two different languages.   
Secondly, I discussed the delayed initiation of other repair by the native speaker in the 
process of error corrections.  Wong (2000) examined free native and non-native interactions and 
reported that non-native speakers delayed the initiation of repair due to a greater potential for 
miscommunication or misunderstanding with native speakers.  In my data, it was the native 
speaker who delayed the initiation of repair by producing acknowledgement tokens or pausing.  
Therefore, we may conclude that both native and non-native speakers may be leaving room 
because there is a greater potential for miscommunication or misunderstanding in second 
language conversations. 
Thirdly, I discussed a teaching technique utilized in the process of error corrections from 
a CA perspective.  Seedhouse (2001, 2004) reports that one of the teaching techniques which 
teachers use in classrooms is to first accept learners‟ incorrect forms and then to make 
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corrections.  He concludes that teachers avoid producing outright negative evaluations with “no” 
or “wrong” and that this avoidance sends a message that making a mistake is embarrassing and 
face-threatening.  We observed a case of the native speaker‟s accepting the non-native speaker‟s 
inaccurate explanation with un („yes‟) and starting corrections.  There were also cases where the 
native speaker mitigated other-initiated repair by producing acknowledgement tokens.  Because 
the native speaker initiates other repair on non-native speaker‟s mistakes in a preferred manner, 
the interaction creates an environment where the non-native speaker can be less defensive about 
feeling embarrassed by making mistakes.  This care-free environment may in fact encourage 
language learners to try out their linguistic hypotheses as Communicative Approach promotes.   
This study contributes to the CA field by adding more insights to interactional practices 
in second language conversations and promoting the application of CA methodology in the SLA 
field.  CA‟s micro analysis on a teaching moment observed in native and non-native interactions 
as a language exchange revealed missed postposition-initiated utterances in the process of error 
corrections.  It showed on a moment-by-moment basis the non-native speaker‟s potential 
pragmatic misunderstanding.  Detailed analyses with CA methodology also documented delayed 
other-initiated repair, a practice which native speakers might possibly utilize in order to reduce 
the potential for misunderstanding or miscommunication.  Delayed other-initiated repair with an 
initial acceptance of linguistic errors was utilized as a teaching technique to mitigate the error 
correction and thus presumably lighten embarrassment from making a mistake.  These tangible 
examples demonstrate practical benefits of applying CA methodology in SLA research.  In 
addition, the context of interactions in this study is different from free interactions between 
friends or co-workers or in institutional settings.  It is also different from formal pedagogical 
settings in classrooms or tutorials.  The context as a language exchange between friends may 
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invoke its unique membership categorization (Schegloff, 2007b) and influence interactional 
practices.  It will be a venue for future research.   
This study also contributes to our understanding with regard to language pedagogy.  
Pragmatic misunderstanding, which was observed in this study, highlights the significance of 
incorporating teaching of pragmatics in language classes.  It is important to teach the practices 
which are unique in Japanese interactions in particular.  Huth and Taleghani-Nikazm (2006) 
applied CA-based materials in German classes and stated that language learners may benefit 
from instruction with CA-based materials by cultivating the ability to interact pragmatically.  
This study further emphasizes the importance of developing the empirically based materials 
rather than those comprised of made-up sentences by textbook writers.   
In addition, this study also stresses benefits of free interactions with a conversation 
partner.  Even though this study does not prove that the non-native speaker learned the 
superlative form in that he can produce it at a later time, at least he had a chance to pay attention 
to the correct form through negotiation of meaning (Varonis & Gass, 1985).  Therefore, talking 
with native speakers outside the official teaching settings such as classrooms or tutorials could be 
useful even for learning grammar.   
Lastly, the venues for future research need to be addressed.  This study is based on one 
teaching sequence found in interactions by one pair of a native and non-native speaker of 
Japanese.  With this study as an initial one, collecting more data from additional pairs of 
conversation partners in particular and examining teaching/learning moments will give us greater 





In this chapter, I first summarize the findings from Chapters 4, 5, and 6.  Then I discuss 
the implications for the fields of SLA, CA, and language pedagogy.   The chapter will end with a 
discussion of future avenues for research.   
Summary 
In this study, I examined teaching moments observed in free conversations by pairs of 
Japanese and American friends outside official teaching contexts.  Data were analyzed with CA 
methodology in terms of turn-taking, sequence organization, and repair from an emic 
perspective.  In Chapter 4, I examined teaching moments triggered by native speakers‟ 
orientation to the non-nativeness of the other speakers.  Native speakers oriented to the non-
nativeness of the other speakers and started teaching vocabulary, idioms, and culture to the non-
native speakers.  The non-native membership categorization was overtly activated when native 
speakers produced the phrase “in America.”  In terms of sequence development, it occurred 
abruptly with a restart, in some cases, with repeated restarts.  Data do not show why native 
speakers oriented to the non-native membership categorization in that particular moment of the 
sequence because prior sequences did not indicate that the non-native speakers did not 
understand the vocabulary, idioms, or culture which the native speakers introduced.  I also 
examined these teaching moments in terms of the turn design.  In spite of the overt activation of 
the other speakers‟ membership categorization as a non-native speaker at the turn beginning, in 
the next moment, the native speakers constructed the turns in a way that they aligned themselves 
with the non-native speakers by choosing the expressions such as “they say,” “they call,” or “it‟s 
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called” rather than “we say” or “we call” in referring to what Americans say.  The pronoun 
“they” rather than “we” and a passive construction rather than an active one make the dichotomy 
of native and non-native speakers less salient.  By using the pronoun “they,” native speakers may 
have distanced themselves from the American membership categorization which was evoked by 
the use of “in America” and placed themselves close to their non-American interlocutors.  I 
argue that this recurrently observed practice may be due to the informal context of meeting as 
friends in contrast to the official teaching contexts such as classrooms or tutorials.  In other 
words, rather than taking the role of an American, a native speaker, or a teacher in classrooms or 
tutorials, the native speakers might have acted as in-group friends who share the same category.  
To the arguments that the reason why native speakers used pronoun “they” is due to their ethnic 
background as Asians, I listed an excerpt from the conversation between a Japanese and 
Caucasian American where the Caucasian native speaker also used “they” to refer to the 
Americans.  I concluded that the choice of pronoun may reflect how speakers position 
themselves to the other speakers in the co-construction of interaction.  At the end of the chapter, 
I also listed an excerpt where the role reversal as a language expert and novice was observed.  I 
discussed the fluidity of membership categorizations of native and non-native speakers.  The 
membership categorization of a native and a non-native speaker and an expert and a novice shifts 
in the development of the sequence, depending on which language and cultural knowledge the 
participants themselves orient to at a particular moment.   
In Chapter 5, I examined teaching moments which were triggered by “oh really” 
produced by non-native speakers.  When the non-native speakers produced “oh really” in 
response to native speakers‟ informing, the native speakers oriented to it as soliciting more 
information.  Thus, in subsequent sequences, the native speakers continued to further inform 
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where cultural information was provided.  The use of “oh really” was more frequently observed 
among the novice non-native speakers than the advanced speakers.  Some of these speakers used 
“oh really” as a default answer.   The sequence of informing followed by “oh really” and further 
informing is observed among the native speakers‟ interaction, just as Kim (2004) reports.  
However, the frequent use of “oh really” by novice non-native speakers may be because they 
learned that it can be used as a mean to solicit further information.  I also discussed the slight 
variation of “ah really” produced by non-native speakers in response to native speakers‟ personal 
stances which express evaluations, opinions and perspectives, including assessments.  Personal 
stances could also be one‟s understanding of other people‟s points of view.  Native speakers 
oriented to non-native speakers‟ “ah really” as a surprise and provided additional informing or 
accounts for their personal stances where cultural information was shared.  Further informing 
and giving accounts for personal stances are commonly observed among native speakers‟ 
interactions.  However, the detailed turn-by-turn analysis of subsequent sequences after “ah 
really” was produced revealed that in native and non-native interactions, by bringing up the 
geographical location “America” and using collective pronouns such as “they” or “everyone,” 
native speakers generalized the actions as a routine habit among American people.  In addition, 
in the subsequent sequences, native speakers explained a public system in the United States or 
provided definitions of words.  These turn components made the turns specifically designed for 
non-native speakers and demonstrated the native speakers‟ orientation to the non-nativeness of 
the other speakers.  At the end of the chapter, I also explored the possibility of L1 transfer in 
producing “ah really” instead of “oh really” which is more commonly observed among the native 
speakers of English.  There was no clear evidence of L1 transfer due to lack of CA-based studies 
on Japanese interactions, which leads to future avenues of research.   
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In Chapter 6, I examined teaching moments observed in a portion of interaction 
conducted in Japanese.  A native speaker of Japanese deployed joint utterance construction in the 
process of teaching grammar, which a non-native speaker repeatedly ignored.  The non-native 
speaker simply continued his turns as if the joint utterance construction had never happened.  
Joint utterance construction is a practice by which post-positional items are latched to another 
speaker‟s on-going utterances to direct the subsequent interaction.  In these data, the native 
speaker utilized joint utterance construction possibly in order to make further corrections in the 
non-native speaker‟s statements.  However, the non-native speaker did not yield turns and 
repeated grammar mistakes.  The data revealed the non-native speaker‟s potential cultural 
misunderstanding due to a lack of understanding in pragmatic connotations of its practice.  The 
data also documented delayed other initiated repair where the native speaker produced 
acknowledgement tokens and delayed initiation of repair.  Among native speakers, repair is 
typically initiated immediately (Schegloff, 2007a).  I argued that this may be due to the native 
speaker‟s orientation to a greater potential of miscommunication with the non-native speaker 
which can be possibly resolved without a repair later in a sequence.  Lastly, I discussed mitigated 
other-initiated repair by the native speaker.  In response to the non-native speaker‟s candidate 
understanding, the native speaker first accepted it with “yes” and then initiated repair by which a 
grammatical mistake was corrected.  I argued that the native speaker initiated repair in a 
mitigated manner and created an environment where the non-native speakers did not have to be 





Implications of the Studies 
Implications for the field of SLA. 
This study contributes to the SLA field by providing detailed descriptions of how 
teaching takes place in free conversations between a native and non-native speaker outside 
official teaching contexts.  The current SLA literature claims that language learning takes place 
through negotiation of meaning (e.g., Long, 1996; Pica, 1994; Varonis & Gass, 1985) where a 
free exchange of information is temporarily on hold and interlocutors focus on resolving troubles 
in communication (Gass, 1997).  Gass and Selinker (2001) maintain that in negotiation of 
meaning, language learners pay selective attention to negative evidence (i.e., discrepancy 
between the correct form and learner‟s incorrect form) and are led to modify their inappropriate 
forms.  This study demonstrates that teaching also takes place when native speakers orient to the 
non-nativeness of the other speakers.  Another context where teaching occurs is when in 
response to “oh/ah really” produced by non-native speakers, native speakers provide further 
informing or giving accounts for personal stances.  Native speakers‟ generalizations about what 
American people usually do and explanation of word definitions exposed language learners to 
the rich context of cultural information.  Even though this study analyzes the practices in 
teaching moments and the evidence of learning should be the focus for future research, it gives 
us more concrete ideas of how teaching takes place in free second language conversations.    
In addition, in current SLA field, categories of native and non-native speakers and expert 
and novice are presumed from an etic perspective.  This study demonstrates how participants 
themselves activate and deactivate those categories in interaction by their selections of forms.  
The study points to the fluidity of these categories which was manifested in the role reversal of 
native and non-native speakers.  This will second the claim by Firth and Wagner (1997) who 
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oppose the stereotyped concepts of language learners as deficit communicators.  Non-native 
speakers hold rich knowledge of their own culture and are experts of their L1.  The membership 
categorizations of language expert and novice are not fixed labels in interactions but shift in the 
course of interactions when native speakers take a role of a non-native speaker of the other 
speakers‟ L1 and resort to the language and cultural knowledge of the other speakers.   
This study emphasizes the importance of incorporating the findings of CA-based studies 
like this into SLA research, which inform us of the detailed mechanism of native and non-native 
interaction.  Research from an emic perspective will give us insights about how participants act 
and respond during the moment-by-moment development of talk.  This is different from an 
understanding based on our intuitions of how they should act and respond.  This study helps 
promote the use of CA methodology in SLA research in order to expand our knowledge about 
SLA. 
Implications for the field of CA.  
This study adds to the increasing body of knowledge about interactional practices 
observed in free conversations between a native and a non-native speaker.  More and more CA-
based research has been conducted in second language conversations outside official teaching 
contexts (e.g., Kurhila, 2001, 2006; Hosoda, 2000, 2002, 2005, 2006; Wong, 2000a, 2000b, 
2004; Mori & Hayashi, 2006).  Yet, the findings are still limited to specific contexts such as 
institutional settings, self-repair in word searches, and repair on pronunciation, etc.  This study 
reveals the social practices implemented in the context of informal teaching.  The practices differ 
from those which are recurrently observed in ordinary conversations among native speakers.  
First, the membership categorizations of native and non-native speakers were constantly 
activated and deactivated, thus, made relevant and irrelevant by the participants themselves in 
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this type of interaction.  Second, native speakers‟ turn components and turn design were tailored 
to their non-native interlocutors.  In addition, the practices observed in this study were different 
from those observed in official teaching contexts (e.g., Koshik, 2002a, 2002b, 2003; Seo, 2008).  
Specifically, by using pronoun “they” or passive forms rather than “we” or active forms, native 
speakers possibly align themselves to non-native interlocutors which may be due to their 
orientation to the other speakers as friends.  Native speakers might have refrained from overtly 
teaching in this specific setting, which is outside official teaching contexts.  Further research on 
native and non-native interactions outside official teaching contexts will make known their 
unique social practices in interaction.  
Implication for the language pedagogy. 
In this study, the detailed analysis of data via CA methodology revealed the specific 
practices of doing being a native speaker as well as doing being a non-native speaker.  This study 
highlights the importance of developing interactional competence (IC) (e.g., Hall, 1999; Hall et 
al., 2011; Young, 2003, 2011; Markee, 2008) among language learners.  Young (2011) states that 
IC has four aspects; 1. It is based on spoken interaction; 2. The pragmatics of interaction, i.e., the 
relationships between the forms, which the participants choose, and social contexts, where they 
are used as fundamental to IC; 3. IC is how linguistic and interactional resources are deployed 
mutually and reciprocally by the participants; 4. The context of interaction ranges from social, 
institutional, political to historical circumstances beyond a single context of interaction.  
Interaction is not a simple transfer of information from one mind to another, but is co-
constructed by all the participants involved in a moment-by-moment development of interaction.  
Language learners need to cultivate IC in order to do their part appropriately in culture-specific 
context-specific interaction in L2.   
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Practically, in recent years, CA-informed materials have been developed and 
implemented in language classrooms (e.g., Huth, 2006).  Huth & Taleghani-Nikazm (2006) 
argue for the importance of not only providing language learners with information about socio-
pragmatic norms but also helping them to anticipate, interpret, and produce them in real-time 
interactions.  More specifically, teachers of Japanese can show students examples of joint 
utterance construction and give them an opportunity to examine the practice through authentic 
transcripts and audio and video materials.  After comparing the practices in English and those in 
Japanese and discussing the differences due to syntactic differences, students may practice with a 
role play.  The findings from CA research are based on empirical data from naturally occurring 
conversations.  Incorporating in language classrooms the recurrent patterns observed in CA-
based studies will help language learners to act socio-pragmatically.   
Avenues for Further Research 
 In this study, I focused on teaching moments observed in free conversations between a 
native and non-native speaker.  This study mainly focuses on native speakers‟ practices in 
informal teaching and does not discuss learning behavior or provide evidence of learning.  As 
Markee (2008) and Markee and Seo (2009) argue, tracking learning process with longitudinal 
studies by means of CA methodology will help us understand more about the process of second 
language acquisition.  Markee and Seo (2009) state that learning talk analysis (LTA), which is a 
behavioral, process-oriented account of language learning, treats psycholinguistic construct of 
learning as observable, socially distributed practices in interaction.  Markee (2008) also suggests 
that CA‟s longitudinal learning behavior tracking (LBT) can be applied to SLA research and 
develops empirically based analysis of talk.  Markee (2008) proposes that LBT has two 
components of learning object tracking (LOT) and learning process tracking (LPT).  LOT 
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documents a learning object, which occurs during a specific time period such as a semester, 
whereas LPT examines how participants orient to learning objects that occurred earlier as a 
resource for learning at a later meeting.  Further research which traces the same pairs of native 
and non-native speakers will demonstrate when learning behavior occurs and how interlocutors 
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Appendix A 
Transcript Symbols Used in This Study 
(They are adapted from transcript system developed by Gail Jefferson) 
[  ] Indication of overlapped utterances  
[  ]  
 
=[  ] Indication of simultaneous start  
=[  ] 
 
end= Indication of latching 
=start 
 
sou::nd One or more colons indicate lengthening of the sound. 
sou-  - Indicates abrupt cut off. 
SOUnd Capital letters indicate sound produced with greater volume. 
sound  Underlined letters indicate sound produced emphatically. 
(0.2)  Number in parentheses indicates the duration of silence. 
((cough)) Double parentheses are used to describe comments.   
?   Rising intonation 
,   Slightly rising intonation 
.   Falling intonation 
↑  Sharp intonation rise 
↓  Sharp intonation fall 
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< >  Utterances spoken in a fast speed 
> <  Utterances spoken in a slow speed 
hhh  Exhale 
(hh)  Laugh 






Case marker and other abbreviations used in the glosses are: 
SUBJ = subject 
OBJ = direct object 
LOC = locative 
TIM = time 
GEN = genitive 
TOP = topic  
OBL = oblique 
FP = final particle 
Q = question 
ORD = ordinal number 
NEG = negative 
QUO = quotative 
 
